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HOLLAND CITY NEWS
VOLUME

34

— NUMBER 39

HOLLAND. MICHIGAN. THURSDAY, SEFTEMBER
’olice

Several
In

Appear

Wood’s Court

Holdmf Boat

Drive Scheduled

'ound Near Ball Park
Holland detectives have a mystery on their hands.
They are holding a one - man
kayak that was found floating on

Man Fined (or Drnrinf
On Suspended License
GRAND HAVEN

In Holland

Area

EIGHT PAGES

27, 1956

(Special)

-

PRICE TEN

CENTS

Frieda Request
Granted by Board

Jerry Peter Kool, 20, of 1044%
WashingtonSt, Grand Haven, wa*
sentencedto pay 530 fine and 55.50 costs in Municipalcourt here
Monday on a charge of driving

I

m

Black River near Rlverview Park
Oct.
but have no record of any missing
6
boat
while his license was suspended.
Four persons were arraigned be- The boat, of a type used In the
Appointment of division chair- Kool was arrested by city police
The applicationof H. L.
Arctic, was found by several men to aid in Holiand'sannual at 3 a.m. Sept. 22. On Sept 13,
Friedlen and Co. to build an adfore Justice C C. Wood the last
youngsters Monday along with
Community Chest drive Oct. 22 to 1956, his license'' was suspended
dition to their buildingon the east
week or so on beer charges.
paddle.
29 was announced today by Cam- for 30 days by the field examiner
side of Van Raalte Ave. between
On a charge of furnishing beer The boat Is painted blue on the paign Chairman James Taylor who of the Secretary of State’* office.
13th and 14th Sta. was approved
outside
and
red
Inside.
The
name
to a minor, Ervin J. Groote, of
is busy organizingthe drive to
Fred W. Frietchen, 22, Grand
with six provisions at the Board
'Water Spirit” Is neatly lettered raise 566,050.20. Taylor's co-chair- Haven, pleaded guilty to three
of Appeals meeting Monday night.
35b McKinley, Zeeland, s
across the bow.
man is Ken Wheeler.
charges in Municipal court here
The request of Stella Miller to
assessed'fine and costs of 539.30
Detectivesask that anyone
Robert De Nooyer will head the Monday followinghis arrest at
use the enclosed porch at 139 West
and sentenced to serve seven knowing the owner contact police industrialdivision other than the
19th St for a shop to sell religious
3:10 a.m. Sunday by city police.
days in jail, or an additionalthree headquarters.
section already .operatingunder For excessivenoise he paid 55
materials was denied on the
the Single SolicitationPlan. De fine and 59 cost; for disobeying a
grounds that the area ia xooed
days if fine and costs are not
residentialand cannot be used for
traffic
light
56
fine
and
52
aost,
paid. He was arrested by sheriff’s
commercial purposes.
and for refusing to display his opofficers Sept lit.
Miles
The Friedeln applicationwas aperators license to an officer he
Marvin J. Leeuw, of 270 Frank
proved on the followingconditions :
paid 510 fine and 55.50 cost.
lin, Zeeland, and Pete Gomez,
1. A four -foot fence shall be
route 2, Zeeland, each was asseserected to protect the loading
Scout
sed fine and costs of 539.30. Leeuw
ranip area.
was charged with possession of
2. An additionalparking lot
Officers
Wendell A. Miles has been, apbeer (minor) and Gomez with
equal to the floor area of the propointed chairman of the special
posed addition shall be provided,
transporting beer in car (minor).
conference on “Scouting Relationin conformity with parking lot orBoth offenses took place Sept 15,
Participate
dinance No. 421.
Leeuw in Holland township and ships” which will be held in Holland Monday, Oct. 22.
3. The present parking lot at
Gomez in Park township.
747 YEARS IN ONE FAMILY— Tht 11 children
are front row: George Brinks, 80, of Holland;
13th St. and Van Raalte Ave. shall
Gifford A. Brasseur, of 4625 Edgar Wolfe of the National
A conference for township and
of the late Mr. and Mrs. Henry Brinks rack up
Mrs. Grace Van Liere, 75, Holland; Gerrit
be improved by drainage and hard
Christenson,Lansing, paid 535 Scout Council, New Brunswick, N.
city supervisors, township clerks,
an aae total that would be hard to equal in
Brinks, 72, Grand Rapids; Mrs. Jennie Van
surfacing.
fine and 54.30 costs on a charge J., will give the main address at
treasurers and trustees of the
any family. The 11 children, all living, total
Liere, 70, Holland; Mrs. Joe (Margie) Vonoma,
4. Any revisions in the submitof possession of beer (minor). He the conference, District Chairman
747 years, rangina from 58 to 80. Their parents
58, Eastmanville;Henry Brinks, 63, Grand
fifth district of the Michigan Suted plans shall have the approval
was arrested Sept 2 on US-31 in Robert be Bruyn told the Scout
district meeting Wednesday night.
of the Board of Appeals.
Rapids. Back row, Herman Brinks, 69, Zeeland;
came here from tne Netherlandsand settled in
Holland township.
pervisors’Association is scheduled
5. Any future expansion of the
Eari J. Welling, of 323 West Other appointments for the conferMrs.
William
(Hattie)
Weemhof,
67;
Richard
Allendale,
where
aij
11
children
arew
up.
Mrs.
for Masselurt Commons on the
facilities must be submitted to the
20th St, paid fine and costs of ence are James Townsend, attendBrinks,66, Jenison; Mrs. Andrew (Fanny) Poll,
Ferris Institutecampus, WednesBrinks died at the age of 47 in 1899 and Mr.
Board of Appeals.
529.30 on
reckless driving ance; Robert Vender Ham. arday, Oct. 3, with registrationstart65, Grand Rapids, and Mrs. Christine Vander
Brinks died at the age of 78 in 1928. He was
6. The foregoing restrictions
charge. The alleged offense occur- rangements; William H. Vande
ing at 9:30 in the morning.
making his home with a son, Herman, in
Wal, 62, Grand Rapids.
shall be recorded by the H. L.
red Sept. 16 on M-21 in Zeeland Water, publicity.
District5 Includes Oceana, NewZeeland, at that time. Pictured, left to right,
(Princt photo)
Friedlen Co. on property records,
DeBruyn also appointed vice
township.
aygo, Mecosta, Muskegon, Montat its expense, and a certified copy
chairman
Ab
Martin
to
represent
Others appearing in Wood's
James Taylor
calm, Ottawa, Ionia and Kent
of this resolution shall be filed
court were Carl Harry Peters the district on a special commitCounties.
Four Can Damaged
with the clerk of the Board of
Kalamazoo, improper overtaking tee to plan a council-wide“Jambo- Nooyer’sgroup has a quota of
This conference is one of a series
Appeal*.
Ral"
camporee
involving
3,000 53,200 and the organized SSP proand passing, US-31 in Holland
covering the state under sponsorIn Pileup on M-21
gram has a quota of 532.000.
On Oct. 8, two more proposal*
township, 59-30; Larry G. Berks bo; s in the seven - county area
ship of the Michigan Instituteof
will be considered by the board.
next
spring.
Warren
Victor
will
head
the
busA four-car pileup on M-21 near
Muskegon, speeding 65 nighttime
Local Government and the State
The Sentinel Printing Co. hu
Fred Heiftje of Zeeland was se- iness and professionaldivision. Its
US-31 in Holland township, 514.30
120th Ave. Wednesday night reAssociation of Supervisors.
requested permissionto build an
lected
to chairman a special com- quota is 514,180.
Elizabeth Mary Cutler, PentwatThe time will be devoted to an
sulted in damage to the vehicles
addition totheir plant at 54 West
mittee to promote the usfe of Boys
As is traditional, Mayor Robert
er, red light, US-31 in Holland
open forum discussionof the pracPlans are being completed for Eighth St and the Ottawa County
The
annual fall soil conservation but no injuries to the drivers.
Life magazine in the area and Visscher will head the national
township, 59.30; Marcia Dykema,
tical everyday problems of townOttawa County deputies said
gifts which involves contacting naChristian High Tag Day in Hollanc Board of Supervisors has requestGrand Rapids, speeding 40 in 30- Robert G. Rescorla was named to
ship government and of the county tour will be held on Oct. 3, it was Robert Tanis, 72. of 242 West 10th
ed the use of lots at 49 and 53 West
coordinate the Boy Scouts’ ”Get- tional firms which operate in Holannounced
today
by
Bill
Miller,
mile zone, M-21 in Zeeland townboard of supervisors.
St. stopped his car to allow another Friday and Saturday in which re- 12th St for the erectionof a county
Out-the Vote" camMign already land. The quota is 51,000.
ship, 59-30.
Edward D o n i v a n heads the James Bussard, Ottawa County SCS technician. The tour is held for vehicle to enter the flow of traffic ceipts will help pay for band uni- wilding.
*
Donald Van Duinen, Berrien
prosecuting attorney,will be a all rural schools in the county.
on M-21.
forms. Past President William
schools
and colleges division
Among other committee busiSprings, red light, M-21 and USmember of a morning panel dis•The next car in line, driven by De Roo of the parents' association
It will start at the DistrictNurness, plans were made for the an- which has a quota of 53,200.
31, 59.30; Cornelius Ludema, route
John Fonger and Ray Reidsma cussing the powers, duties and sery, three-fourths mile west of Anthony Ten Harmsel, 32, of 145 said $2,400 Is needed for cadet
nual Fall Camporee, to be held
5, no muffler, M-21 and US-31,
South Elm St., Zeeland, also stophead
the public employees’divi- policies of the townshipboard.
at Camp Taylor near Fennville,
band uniforms by Jan. 1, 1957; 8400
59.30; Ray Be pugh, Jenison
William L. Kennedy, Allendale West Olive on Croswell St. and end ped but the next two did not.
on Oct. 12 and 13 under the direc- sion with its quota of 51.520.
is needed for pep band uniforms,
supervisor, will represent Ottawa at the North Holland School Forest
Park,- stop sign, railroad crossThey
were
operated
by
CorneMrs. William Venhuizen and
tion of camping chairman Bernard
and
85,100 for senior band uniing on Lakewobd Blvd., 57.30
Mrs. Warren Westrate will serve County at an afternoon panel deal- on the corner of Stanton St. and lius Johnson,28. of 804 Pine Ave. forms within the next two years. In
Shashaguay.
and
Robert
Myrick,
36. of 340 West
Alan Boudreatf of 410 Homeing
with
the
powers,
duties
and
Deputy Regional Executive as do-chairmen of the home solici- policiesof the countv board of 120th Ave. As in past years, maps 27th St. Deputies said damage to Other projects during the year
stead, speeding 45 in 35-mile zone,
Orval Smith of Chicago spoke to tation division, involving organizashowing points of Interestwill be the four late model cars was esti- will provide funds lor additional Three teenaged Detroit youths
supervisors.
Eighth St. in Holland township,
Instruments
needed and for were picked up in Holland at 3
the meeting on a DistrictOpera- tion of an area canvass to raise
provided at the nursery.
mated at 5475.
59.30.
Fred
DenHerder,
Ottawa
County
tions Qlinic to be held in Grand 510,500. A chairman for contacting
(ravelins: expenses for the bands.
This
year
the
importance
of
fora.m. Tuesday after
crosstreasurer, will preside over tilt
Betty Ross Tobias, Fruitport,no
New offleenioC the Hollani state jaunt in a stolen car.
Rapids Oct. 5 and 6. He was in- fraternal organizations will be
section for township treasurers estry will be emphasized. The chiloperator’s license, US-31 in HolChristian
Band
Parents
Associatroduced by Scout Executive named later.
dren will be shown how to identi- Cars Damaged in Two
The trio, two 13-years-old and
land township,59.30; Clifford A.
Chairman Taylor, who served which will be dealing with tax col- fy various trees, how to plant
tion are Dr. Jay Tinholt, president;
Herman Brandmiller.
and 14, was stopped on Rim Ave.
Brasseur, Lansing* .speeding 65 in
as co - chairman under Edwin lections, townshiptreasurer'srecWilliam De Mots, vica. president;
trees, proper pruning methods, Grand jlayen Crashes
near 10th SL when a Holland
"W-rttflttlme, US-31 in HoUand
Raphael last year, said wage earh- ords and other problems of that
Mrs. Ben Jansen, secretary;G.
how
to
determine
the
age
of
a
police officerbecame suspicious.
GRAND
HAVEN
(Special)
township,514.30; Marilyn Sisk Temporary Injunction
ers this year will be asked to office.
Vande Vusse, treasurer,and Mrs.
tree and many other things of inA search through the ear regive at their places of employof 139 West 11th St., speeding65
Cars were damaged in two acci- Claude Dykema, assistant secreterest.
vealed pints of ice cream, bags of
Restrains
Picketing
ment and will receive a window Ottawa Must Furnish 18
in 55-mile zone. M-21 in Holland
tary
and
treasurer.
Henry
Vande
The tour was set up with the dents in Grand Haven during the
potato chips and assorted candy
sticker to display at home. As a
township, 514.30; Halbe Naute,
Unde is band director.
help of the Ottawa County Board weekends
GRAND
HAVEN
(Special)
>ars. The boys admittedburglarsuggestion, wage earners are For Draft in November
Grand Rapids, red flasher, US-31
of Education, and the County 4-H.
izing an ice cream parlor in MuskAt 9:47 a.m. Sunday, a 1956 car
and M-21, Holland township, 57.30 Grcuit Judge Raymond L. Smith asked to give a minimum of four
egon earlier in the evening.
Ottawa County must furnish 18 Bill Boss, 4-H leader for the county driven by Gerrit Arthur De Blue Bird Fly Up Held
Thomas Rodreguez, of 264 Lin- Wednesday signed a temporary in- hours ( a half day’s wages). In
junction prohibiting picketing at many cases such contributionsare men and Allegan County 8 men informs all schools that they may
The trio also admittedstealing
coln, red light, Douglas Ave. and
Stager.
39,
Grand
Haven,
crashed
use the tour as one for credit in
At Longfellow School
the Kroger store at Fulton and matched by management.
for the November draft, according
the car in Detroit Monday afterUS-31, 59.30; Dwayne Teusink
into a utility pole on Beech Tree
their 4-H work.
Ferry Sts.
Funds this year are earmarked to quotas announced Sept. 26 by
Virginia Park, speeding 75 in 65The Tami-Ka-Ta and the Wa-CI- noon and setting out for a ride with
At the last stop each school will St. noar Columbus.De Stager told
The
suit w^s filed by the Kroger as follows: Camp Fire Girls, 59,- State Selective Service Director
no particular destinationin mind.
mile zone, US-31 in Olive townPi-Wah-Ca,
sixth grade Camp Fire
be given 50 trees which they may police he lost control when he
Co. against Muskegon County 465.60; Muskegon Area Guidance Col. Arthur A. Holmes.
Detroit officerswere due to arship, 514.30; David Alan Wolfe,
groups of Longfellow School were
Building Trades Council, AFL- Clinic, 54,100; Visiting Nurse Holmes said the Michigan call use to start a windbreak on the tried to put something under the
rive here later Tuesday to pick up
East Lansing, no valid operator's
hostesses
for
the
annual
Blue
Bird
front
seat.
He
was
charged
Yvith
GO; local 865, InternationalHod Association,53,600;Council of So- for *661 registrants,the same as school grounds or to plant in their
the boys and the stolen car. *
license, M-21 in Holland town
failureto have car under control. Fly Up Monday evening at Longindividualschool yards.
Carriers, Building and Common cial Agencies, 5500; American Red requested for October, was part of
ship, 57-30; Bernice Brink, Grand
At 2:30 p.m. Saturday, cars driv- fellow school gym. Third grade
Laborers of America, AFL-CIO; Cross, 519,994.40; Boy Scouts, a national call of 17,000 requested
Rapids, red light, US-31 and M-21
en by Peter Cook, 54, Grand Blue Birds and fifth grade Camp Bishop McNeil's Mother
Milton Anderson,individuallyand 59,000; SalvationArmy, 56,000; by the Army.
Ford’s Mobile Office
59-30.
Haven, and Harry D., Pierce, 38, Fire Girls were special guests.
The call will be filled by volunas president of the Muskegon Michigan United Fund, 510,717.20;
Alexander Kenwright, route
The Pledge of Allegiance opened Dies io Salt Lake City
Grand Rapids, were Involved in a
Stops
at
West
Olive
teers,
delinquents
and
registrants
trades council, Local Union 865, et Pres ta tie Huis (Achievement
West Olive, stop sign, Beeline and
crash at US-31 and Washington St. the program. Mrs. A. Steketee,
who are- at least 22 years old on
al.
House), 5773; total, 566,050.20.
Funeral services for Mrs. Emily
US-31, Holland township, ' 57.30
Representative Gerald R. Ford, Pierce was attempting a left turn Camp F)re executive, introduced
The bill of complaint states that On the board of directors are Nov. 1, Holmes said.
McNeil, 76, mother of the Rt Rev.
the
following
leaders:
Mrs.
L.
Kenneth R. Kahler, Muskegon
Jr., and his mobile office contin- onto the highway when his car hit
the Kroger Co. took possession of Raphael, president; B. P.
speeding 65 nighttime, US-31
ued to swing through Ottawa the Cook car on the left side. Swartz, Mrs. W. Oosterhoff,Mrs. Dudley B. McNeil, Bishop of the
the premises Sept. 18 for use as Donnelly, Jr., vice president;Mrs.
Episcopal Diocese of W e s te r n
Grand Haven
514.30;Julius H. Hick, Hamilton,
County; with a stop at West Olive Pierce was charged with failure to Kenneth Wise, Mrs. R. Coney,
a retail outlet. The opening of the John Tiesenga, secretary; Robert
Michigan
were held today
Mrs. Gordon Zuverink, Mrs. V.
red light, US-3f and M-21, 59-30
Wednesday.
yield right of way.
store was originallyscheduled for Wolbrink, treasurer; Mayo Dies While Fishing
Boersma, Mrs. Lester Riemersma, at 11 a.m. in Elgin, 111. at the
William A. Grabotfski, of 119 East
Ford
was
presented with a small
the near future, and any delay in Hadden, Willis Welling,Kenneth
Mrs. B. Cuperus, Mrs. R. Klom Church of the Redeemer.
17th St., stop sign at railroad
GRAND HAVEN (Special) blue spruce tree and a quantity Bridal Shower Given
remodeling and deliveries would Wheeler,George Heeringa, Victor
Mrs. McNeil died in Holy Cross
parens, Mrs. L. Howard, Mr*. D.
crossing, Lakewood Blvd., 57.30.
of
blueberries
by
the
children
of
“occasion great loss to the com- Van Oosterhout,James Taylor, Mrs. Rose Davis, about 55, of 100%
Hospital, Salt Lake City, Utah,
Nicholson,
Mrs,
W.
Venhuizen,
the
West
Olive
school.
Arthur J. Mervenne, of 252 pany.”
Mrs. Vernon D. Ten Cate and the Washington St., died shortly after
For Joyce Strabbing
Mrs. A. Bouvvman and Mrs. J. H. after an illness of three years. She
Howard, stop sign at railroad,
The youngest and gldest residents
9:30 a.m. today when she fell
Plaintiff also is asking that the Rev. William C. Warner.
had been living with a son, Dr.
Lakewood Blvd., 57.30; Ronald temporaryinjunctionbe made per- Community Chest headquarters from a 14-foot row’boat into Grand of the community also called on
A bridal shower was given Fri- Van Dyke.
Crichton McNeil In Salt Lake City
Each
group
gave
a
skit
showing
Bekius, of 215 Calvin, red light,
have been established above River a half block from the end of Ford Wednesday when 95-year-old day evening by Mrs. Howard their activitiesduring the past since 1949. She had been active
manent.
US-31 and M-21, 59-30; Harold
Taylor's store at 14-16 West Eighth Columbus St. Death is believed to Mrs. Carrie Volz and four-week Schippcr and Mrs. Elmer Schipper
year. Highlight of the evening was previously in YWCA work in Elgin
Green, Big Rapids, speeding
St. Mrs. John Vander Werf, long- have followed an epilepticseizure. old Mark Kenwright stopped at the in honor of Miss Joyce Strabbing,
the pinning of the new third grade and served 12 years as a missiontrailer-office
nighttime, US-31 in Holland town- Two Cars Damaged
who
will
be
married
Oct.
12
to
time Chest worker, will serve as
Mrs. Davis had gone fishing at
Blue
Birds and graduation of the ary worker in Wyoming.
The
child
is
the
son
of
Mr.
and
ship, 514.30; Charles James
Earl Schipper. The party was held
office secretary again this year. 9 a.m. with Joe Mistretta, 78, of
Surviving besides Bishop McNeil
In
US-31
Accident
fifth
grade
girls from Blue Birds
Schaffer, Jr., speeding 70 nightat the Howard Schipper home on
The telephone number this year 162 North FranklinSt. Mistretta Mrs. Alexander Kenwright.
and Dr. McNeil Is another son,
into Camp Fire.
time, US-31 in Holland township,
East
33rd
St.
is 6-4226. Headquarterswill remain managed to pull Mrs. Davis back
GRAND HAVEN (Specif)
In closing, the sixth grade Camp Walter W. McNeil of Seattle,
510; William Douglas Ausen- Cars driven by Ellen Kuiper, of open until after the drive ends. into the boat by the time aid came
Gifts for the bride - elect were
Grocery Shower Given
Fire group sang the Camp Fire Wash., and eight grandchildren.
baugh, Hammond, Ind., speeding 401 Maple Ave., Holland, and
placed
in
a
wishing
well.
Games
from Charles Rezny who was workLaw.
70 in 55 nighttime, 510.
were played and duplicate prizes
ing on his garage roof not far from For Miss Hazel Nyhof
Thomas Borrego, route 1, Zeeland, Cases Appealed
John J. Hoove Diet
avvarded
to
Miss
Carol
Strabbing,
the river. City police and firemen
collided at 7:45 a.m. Wednesday on
GRAND HAVEN (Special) - A respondedwith a resuscitator.
Miss Hazel Nyhof was guest of Mrs. Jerald Hop and Miss Ruth Funeral Ritei Arranged
US-31
in
Port
Sheldon
towhshlp.
Fnssy Thief Takes
At East Overisel Home
claim of appeal was filed in OtDr. John H. Kitchel,medical ex- honor at a grocery shower Friday Mannes. A two-course lunch was
The crash occurred when Borretawa
Circuit
Court
Saturday
evening
given
by
Mrs.
Herman
For
John
Bos,
Aged
76
served.
Small Outboard Motor
aminer, was called The body was
go was attempting a left turn from
John J. Hoeve, 85, died Sept. 26
Ottawa County deputiestoday the wrong lane as Mrs. Kuiper in three cases involving Marie J. taken to Van Zantwick Funeral Diepenhorstand Margaret at the The guest list included the Mes- GRAND HAVEN (Special)
at his home at East Overisel. He is
Milliman and Lawrence W. Mey- Home.
Diepenhorst home.
dames Harvey Peters, Wesley
are looking for a thief who appar- was about to pass. Damage to the
survived by the wife, Betsy; two
ering. The appeal involves a judgGames were played and dupli- Schipper, Harm Schipper, Jerome Funeral services for John Bos, 76,
ently was either fussy or fairly vehicles amounted to 5150 each.
nephews, Eugene Middling of Kalaformer
Grand
Haven
resident
and
ment rendered by Judge Raymond
cated prizes awarded. A two- Den Bleyker,Len Raterink, Lois
small in size.
No one was injured. State police
mazoo and William Boersen of
retired blacksmith who died MonL. Smith Sept. 4, 1956. One case Garage Work Starts
course lunch was served.
Nyenhuis,
Jerald
Mannes,
John
Deputies said a three-horse out- charged Borrego with making an
Holland; two sisters, Mrs. Jeannete
day
night
at
Newport
Richey,
Fla.,
ZEELAND
(Special) - Building
was
an appeal from probate court
Invited guests included the Mes- Mannes, James Hop, Weber Schipboard motor was taken from a cot- improper left turn and for having
Snoeink, Grand Rapids and. Mrs.
in the estate of Russell W. Cam- of the 50x100 ft. garage to house dames Harvey Diepenhorst, How- per, Jerald Hop, Harvey Hop, will be held from Kinkema Funtage at 4311 Lake Shore Dr., no operator’s license. Officers are
Clara Faber of Holland; two
field,
deceased,
and
the
others Zeeland city equipment started ard Diepenhorst, Adriana Boer- Rich Strabbing, Warren Schipper, eral Home on Saturdayat 2:30 p.
owned by Clyde Vande Bunte of continuing the investigation.
brothers,Henry Hoeve of Oakland
m.
with
the
Rev.
Harland
Steele
Wednesday
contractors
were a case brought by Meyering
man, Ed Nyhof and the Misses Don Schipper and Jerry Schipper
Hudsonville.
and Peter of Grand Rapids; i
of Lament who has a business in Bouwens and Sons estimated It Shirley Diepenhorst, Ann Jene and the Misses Hazel Schipper, officiating. Burial will be in Lake
The thief broke into the cottage
brother-in-law, Harm Gates, of
Zeeland against Mrs. Milliman and will take eight weeks to complete Diepenhorst, Marian Nyhof, Ruth Lorraine Raterink, Betty Raterink, Forest Cemetery.
and had his choice of either the
by Mrs. Milliman against Meyer- the structure.The garage will be Ann Nyhof and the guest of Carol Strabbing, Ruth Mannes, The body will arrive in Grand iamond Springs and several
three-horseengine, a 15-horsepownephews and nieces.
16 feet high and will cost 519,599. honor.
Carol Schipper and Judy Schipper. Haven at 9:45 p.m. Friday. Mr.
er engine and a. wide assortment
Bos was formerly in the black- Funeral services will be held
of fishing tackle and equipment
Saturday at 2 p.m. at Oakland
smith business with the late Henry
Apparentlythe thief only wantBoyink and was later emptoyed as Christian Reformed Church with
ed the smaller motor or couldn’t
a blacksmith at Southern Michigan the Rev. Harman Kuizema officiatcarry anything else. The burglary
ing. Burial In Bentheim Cemetery.
Prison at Jackson for many years
took place sometime during the
Friends may call at the LangeAn important and perhaps an the curriculum as elective cub- introductionof these courses. The Gerald Van Wyke, building fund until his retirement.
last week.
He is survived by the wife, land Funeral Home Thursday and
historicmove was made, Monday jects.”
matter of expense and perhaps un- treasurer, and Russell Fredricks,
Through a pamphlet which ans- limited number of practicalcours- Sustaining Membership treasurer. Nellie, and one sister, Mrs. Helena Friday evening from 7 to 9 p.m.
night, by the Holland Christian
wered
six questions, the board es to be. added was also opposed.
Vote for Fire Hall
New board members elected Ritchie who resides at the Hollanc
School Society when the members
hqd
sought approval for their recALLEGAN (Special) - Allegan
The whole question had also re- were Gerald Appledom, the Rev. Home in Muskegon. His former Henry Kempkert, 67,
voted down a board proposal to
ommendation. In the four • page ceived considerable discussion at Vincent Licatesi, Henry Vander wife, Anna Rooesien,of Grand
voters will decide on a proposal
introduce industrial arts and homeSuccumbs in Hamilton
to erect a new fire hall on the
making into the high school curric- brief, it sought to show the im- an informal meeting of the society Zwaag, John L. Veltkamp and Haven died six years ago.
portance of school accreditation,
James
Zwier.
Nov. 6 ballot The proposal calls
held this past summer.
ulum. A large turnout of over 600
HAMILTON (Special) - Hemy
for building a new fire hall on
members jammed. the gymnasium and stated that it believed the In another important, but al- Superintendent Bert P. Bos also Grmside Services Set
Kempkers, Sr., 67 died unexpectschool
would
lose approval if these
ground owned by the city on Monmost anti-climacticdecision, the distributedan abbreviated copy of
for the school’sannual meeting.
edly at 11:15 a.m. Monday as he
roe St, near the Allegan pickle
The society,by a vote of 372 to subjectswere not included, re- society approved a record-break-his 10th annual report to the For Young Infant Son
was driving a tractor on the Johngardless of appeal. The board said
factory. The new building would
249, vetoed the board’s proposal to
ing 8420,844.65 budget for the new school board.
ny Kaper farm where he was emit felt that it was desirable to inClosing
out
the
three
hour
meetGraveside
services
will
be
held
house all four trucks, have a dorbroaden the curriculumwith the
school year. Of this amount the
clude
these subjects to maintain
ployed.
mitory and dressing rooms for
inclusionof these and related subgreatest share is received from the ing, the society authorized the Friday at 11 a.m. in North Holaccreditation,and also said these
He is survivedby the widow,
jects.
eight men. The cost of 560,000
parents in the form of tuition, to- board to secure detailedplans and land Cemetery for the infant son
subjects were in agreement with
Gertrude;
a daughter, Mrs. Marispecifications
for
a
proposed
addi
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Bud
Young
of
Officially the society voted
talling 8252,000. This leaves a rewould be financed by a one mill
basic principlesof Christian eduagainst the following proposal of
mainder of 8166,000 to be received tion to the high school and also 401 Howard Ave., who died two nos Ten Brink; two sons, Julius
special tax for 10 years.
cation.
RUSSELL M. TAGUE, son of
the board: “Your board, realizing
from donations from various to arrange for the financing.Ben- hours after birth in Holland Hos- and Wallace of Hamilton; 12
Some oppositionspokesmen sources.
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Tague,
grandchildren; three sister-, Mrs.
jamin Altena, chairman of the pital this morning.
the importance of official accrediTwo Cars Damaged
Sr., of 506 West 16th St., has
tation, believingthe introductionof sought to minimize accreditation. The society was notified that planning committee, presented the
Surviving besides the parent* John Hoffman and Mrs. Herman
Two cars received minor damstarted basic trainingwith the
a broadened educational program Others said that accreditationwas again the school was able to pay proposal.
are a brother. Michael Ray; the Miskottenof Hamilton and Mrs.
age at 7:50 a.m. today when they
U.S. Air Force at Phrks Air
to be beneficialto our youth and not the main issue, but rather the
CorneliusWestenbroek,retiring paternal grandparents,Mr. and Fanny Zoerman of Holland; a
off another 840.000 on debt retirecollidedat 136th and Barry Aves.
Force Base in California.He
brother,Hans Kempkers of l
In harmony with basic principles problem of what kind of education
board president, ably conducted Mrs. George Young of Arkansas
Ottawa County deputies identified
ia serving with flight No. 380,
a brotheMn-law,Dick
of Chistian education, recom- a Christian school must offer to ment and interest, leaving 8150,000
and the maternal grandmother,
the long meeting. The Rev. Marthe drivers as John Breuker, 68,
Squadron No. 3277. Tague mends to the School Society the meet the needs of all youth. They Indebtedness on all buildings.
Mrs. Edward Bucket of Buchanan. wd two giste»-in*law,Mrs.
route 1, and Bernard Smith, 15,
entered the Air Force July 24,
adoption of plans to include in- contendedthat the Interests of all
These reports were made by vin Vanderwero.retiring board Arrangements are
ire by jjtykatra Westvelt and Mrs.
route
r • * r
1956.
dustrial arts and homemaking in youth an best served without tW Paul Baker, general treasurer, vice-president,closed with prayer, Funeral Horn*.
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GAME WINNING PASS — Larry Alderlnk, Holland end, outdistance* the Niles safety man and gathers in what proved to be
the winning Holland touchdown Friday night at RiverviewPark.
Alderink caught the ball on the Niles 40 and. raced down the
sidelines to score with 8.55 remaining in the game. The pass play
from quarterback Tom Stoel covered 66 yards. (Sentinelphoto)
#••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Grandstanding
Harold Holtrust
Following a wedding trip to
Canada and Niagara Falls, Mr.
and Mrs. Harold Holtrust are now
at home at 515% Ufayette, Grand
Jr.
Haven. The bride is the former
(McConnell photo)
Betty Timmer, daughter of Mr.
pink
and
white
carnations.
Miss Janet Bromah of Petoskey
and Mrs. Adrian Timmer. 131 West
John Vande Wege attended the
and Fred H. Van Lente, Jr., of
groom as best man. Seating the 28th St., Holland, and the groom is
Holland were united in a Sunday guests were Richard MacDonald of the son of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
afternoon double ring ceremony at Brightonand Philip Trapp of Holtrust, 290 Birth St., Holland
The couple were married in douthe Petoskey Methodist Church by Kalamazoo.
ble ring rites performed Aug. 30
Mrs. Broman wore a taupe
the Rev. Russell R. King.
at the parsonage of Bethany ChrisThe bride is the daughter of Mrs. print dress with pink accessories
tian Reformed Church by the Rev.
Arthur Broman of Petoskey.The and a corsage of pink and white
William P. Brink.
groom is the son of Mr. and Mrs. roses. Mrs. Van Lente selected a
The bride wore a waltz - length
Fred H. Van Lente, Sr., 601 dress of nutmeg brown with brown
gown
of lace and a corsage of
accessories and a yellow and white
Michigan Ave.
white carnations and pink roses.
rose
corsage.
Wilmer R. Moyer, soloist, sang
Her sister, Mrs. Glenn Hamstra.
Following the reception the cou•T Love You Truly," •'Because
as matron of honor, wore a blue
and "The Lord's Prayer." Baskets ple left on a wedding trip to California
where
the
groom
is
staof white flowers and candelabra
tioned with the Navy aboard the
decorated the altar.
The bride, given in marriageby U.S.S. Pollux in San Francisco.
her uncle, Clare Broman of Spring They will live in Oakland, Calif.
Lake, wore a ballerina-length
gown For traveling the new Mrs. Van
of white crystaletteover taffeta. Lente wore a navy blue wool suit
with box jacket and polka dot JaS,
The princess - style gown had
chantilly lace bodice and long blouse matching the lining. Her
sleeves pointed at the wrists. A accessories were blue and white.
The bride was graduated from One of the youths arrested for
seed pearl and sequin trimmed
Petoskey
High School /nd Western siphoning gasoline from trucks at
tiara secured her elbow-lengthveil
She carried a bouquet of white Michigan College whsre she was Brewer’s Coal Dock Co. last week
affiliated with Sigma Kappa sorroses and lilies of the valley.
was sent to jail and the other was
Miss Carlie Broman of Detroit ority and Sigma Tau Chi, honorgiven six months probation by
was ber sister's maid of honor and ary business fraternity.
Municipal Court Judge Cornelius
The
groom
was
graduated
from
Mrs. Richard MacDonald
Brighton was bridesmaid.They Holland High School, attended vander Meulen Friday morning.
Allan Graves, 18, an Army priwore princess-stylegowns of cry- Hope College and was graduated
stalette with matching jackets, from Western Michigan College vate stationed at Ft. Belvoir, Va.,
was sentenced to 30 days in jail,
hats and veils in aqua and pink where he was affiliated with Omibut vander Meulen ruled that the
cron
Kappa
Epsilon
fraternity.
Their colonial bouquets were
eight days he has spent while
awaiting his sentenceshould be

Youths Receive

Probation

HoU

Harriers

Win First Meet

15.

The Ganges community grange
won second place on their exhibit
at the Allegan County fair. The
Montrey center Grange won first
place and the Pearl Grange third

y
team won the season’sopener over place.
Grand Rapids Ottawa Hills, 26-29 Mr. and Mrs. Merle Dresselhouse
Friday afternoon at Indian Trails and son, Alan, of Jackson were
weekend guests at the home of Mr.
Country Club course.
and Mrs. Albert Nye, parents of
Clayton Rice, Holland junior, led
Holland High’s cross-c o u n

t r

the field home in the time of 11:23. Mrs. Dresselhouse.
Saturday guests at the
last half of the race was com-

By Randy Vande Water
Larry Alderink, in pulling in the
winning touchdown pass in Holland's 13-12 win over Niles Friday
night displayed some smart run-

painted in white on both sides.
Wes Kuyers was like a caged
tiger, pawing at the turf in front
Mr. and Mrs. Watson Paul Lundie
of the Holland bench hoping to get
Miss Sandra Ruth Jlllson and Mrs. Bernard McNutt attended
in the game. The co captain, who
Watson Paul Lundie were mar- her sister as bridesmaid, wearing
bruised a hip Wednesday, was exried in a double ring ceremony a ballerina length gown of aqua
pected to play but at the last jnlnning.
Aug. 24 in Trinity Reformed silk and cotton featuring an emAlderink wasn't moving
ute Dutch coaches decided to keep
neckline and
Church lounge by the Rev. John pire waistline,
field fast enough to get the ball. Kuyers out. Bob Stoel got a chance
three - quarter length sleeves.Her
Hains.
He realizedthis at the last second at the plunging post.
The bride is the daughter of headdress was of aqua velvet with
and picked up his speed. This sudMrs. Ralph E. Jillson,129 East sequins. Her flowers were a noseden burst of a few yards, put him
Probably the best executed scr- 19th St. and the late Ralph E. gay of pink feathered carnations.
in line to take the ball and to get ies of downs in the game were the
The groom asked his brother,
Jillson. The groom's parents are
Miss Marilyn Vereeke
by the Niles safety man.
fir,st three of the fourth quarter, Mr. and Mrs. Watson Lundie, 147 William Lundie, to assist him as
Both the bride and groom are
From then on, it was a race to which set up the second Niles East 19th St.
best man.
graduates of Holland Christian the goal, easily won by the local
touchdown. QuarterbackRoger
Mrs^ Jillson wore a dress of
Mrs.
William
Zonnebelt, pianist,
High School.The bride is employed end.
Fausch first sent halfback E v an played the traditional wedding mu- wedgewood blue lace with matchin the Home Furnace Co. office,
Jones around right end. The play sic and accompanied Rev. Hains, ing feather hat. Mrs. Lundie chose
Grand Haven, and the groom, a
a wedgewood blue lace drer . with
Dale Streicher,185-pound senior made 11 yards. Then he sent soloist. *
graduatp of Moler Barber College,
end, played a fine defensive game, Brudi to the left for S'even yards
Bouquets of white gladioliwere matching winter satin hat Their
is employed at Lehmans Barber
getting in on many ^f the tackles. and then put Brudi up through the used on each side of the fire- corsages were red roses.
Shop, Grand Haven.
Mrs. John Myskens and Mrs.
Steady Ted Van Zanden, always a center with the third play netting place. A five - branch candelabra
and white gladiolidecorated the Robert Plulster were in charge of
bull on charging through the line, 18 yards to the Holland nine.
SPLINTERS: By comparison, in mantel. Bouquets of colored Zin- the reception for 75 guests in Terkept it up and several times dropped runners in their own back the Creston game, Holland was nias were placed around the room. Keurst Auditorium following the

(Bulfordphoto)
dress and pink and white carnation corsage. Robert Holtrust was
his brother’s best man.
A reception for 40 guests was
held in the banquet room at Van
Raalte’s restaurant. Mr. and Mrs.
Lavern Nienhuis were master and
mistress of ceremonies. Misses
Mary Borr and Cynthia De Witte
arranged the gifts and Charles
Witteveen sang, accompanied by

Catholic church on Saturday, Sept.

...

included.

down

V

Ottawa County-

yard. A1 Hill, Holland’s biggest
lineman, also got in on his share
of the tackles. He sprained a wrist
late in the game and will have it
looked at today. Limited action by
Russell Groenevelt and wf. to the big fellow next week against
Howard Thede and wf. Pt. Gov. Muskegon Heights would hurt.
Lot 2 17-8-16 Twp. Spring Lake.
The rubber yard m a r k e r r
Blanche Fuller Hefferan to
Robert L. Currier and wf. Pt. Blk brought praises from the press box
A B. T. Hefferan’s Sub. Village of crew and the fans. They are a

Real Estate
Transfers

long-needed innovation, purchased
Eastmanville.
Walter S. O’Brien and wf. to by City Recreation DirectorJoe
Eugene C. O’Brien Pt. N% NE% Moran.
NE% SW% NEK and W>4 NE% The markers, about a foot square
are placed every 10 yards and are
19-8-13 Twp. Wright.
Jacob Essenburg and wf. to Ivan
Ray Schrotenboer and wf. Lot 100
J. C. Dunton’s Add. Twp. Holland.

Henry P. Zwemer and wf.

Niles only 25.

.

.Holland scored

its

run in the first two minutes will
teach people to get to games on
time. . .Thanks to the run, Niles
had 127 yards in the first half to
Holland's 42 through rushing .....
Holland plays at Muskegon Heights
next Friday night. The Tigers
were defeated by Bay City Central, 26-0 Friday night.

Koomen-Vanden Bosch

Rites

Read

to

$5

Diekema Homestead Add. Twp.
Holland.
Gerrit B.

Lemmen and wf. to
Charles R. Sligh and wf. Lot 2
Blk 1 Visscher’s Add. City of Hol-

Double Dozen Horizon
Group

Elects Officers

Members of the Double Dozen
first

Horizon group held their

Adelbert Goodhart and wf. Lot 213

Harry De Ridder. 18, of 148 West
10th St., was placed on probation
for six months, during which he
must obey all laws, observe a
p.m. curfew, extendable only by
his parents and no more than once
a week, report to Juvenile Agent
Avery Baker before the end of the
week, and pay
month supervision fees and 59.70 court costs.
Larry Graves, 17, of route 3,
Hamilton, was placed on probation for six months on a charge of
stealing four hubcaps worth 530.

ceremony.
Both the bride and groom were
graduated from Holland High
School. The groom also attended
Davenport Institute.
For their honeymoon trip to
northern Michigan,the new Mrs.
neckline and cap sleeves.Her Lundie wore a heather wool-knit
short veil was held in place by sheath dress with matching jacka crown of seed pearls and se- et. Her off - white beaver toque
quins. She carried a nosegay of completed the ensemble.
white roses and ferns. Her pearl Mr. and Mrs. Lundie are now
earrings were a gift of the groom. at home at 36% West 17th St.

Given in marriageby her brother, Arthur Jillson of Saugatuck,
winning touchdown in the final the bride wore a ballerina- length
period but didn’t get a first down gown of white lace over taffeta.
in the quarter.. .Many fans com- The taffeta trim at the Empire
mented on the 7:30 p.m. starting waistline formed a bow at the
as “a good idea.’’.. .Dave Brudi’s back. The bodice had a jewel
penalized55 yards and against

"
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Marina Proposed
At Saugatuck Site

meeting Thursday evening at the
home of Marlene Harbin. Election

SAUGATUCK (Special)- Frank
Dennison,
owner of Saugatuck
of officers highlightedthe business
Marine Co., recentlypurchased the
,
Saugatuck Lumber Co., and proElected were Jo 'Ann Elhart, poses to build a marina on the site.
president: Phyllis Smith, vice
Dennison is awaiting approval
president; Sally Houtman, treasur- from the SaugatuckVillage board
and the Corps of Engineers. He
er, and Connie Cook, secretary.
Retiring officersare president, told the village board this week
Beth Wichers; vice president, Jo that he would like to start conAnn Elhart; treasurer, Merry De struction sometime this fall.
According to plans, the marina
Waard, and co-secretaries,Sandy
would accomodate 100 yachts, 20
Schaap and Nancy Plewes.
Mrs. Vem Klomparensis the to 65 feet long. Each slip will have
group leader for the third year. an electricoutlet,telephone, garbage disposal unit and a fresh
water connection. A service dock
would dispense gasoline, oil and

MS meeting.

land.

Clayton Zaagman and wf. to
Louis Kramer and wf. Lot 63 West
Highlands No. 3 Twp. Spring Lake.
Roland J. De Bruyn and wf. to
Glenn W. Merrefield and wf. Lot
57 Koster’s Plat No. 2 Spring Lake.
William K. Vandeventerand wf.
to William F. Mills and wf. Lot 54
Vos-Koster Sub. Twp. Georgetown.
Marvin J. Poskey and wf. to
William F. Mills and wf. Lot 53
Vos-Koster Sub. Twp. Georgetown.
Marvin J. Poskey and wf. to
William F. Mills and wf. Lot 52
Vos-Koster Sub. Twp. Georgetown.

home of He has made restitution and mu$t
Mr. and Mrs. Waldo Phelps were report to the Municipal Court on
pleted in a driving rain storm.
their nephew and wife, Mr. and the 20th of every month. He also
Holland’s Milt Nieuwsma came Mrs. Ed Tenney and baby son. also has a 9 p.m. curfew and must pay
in second apd Dave Maris the next their friends,Mr. and Mrs. Dave 55 a month supervisory fees and
54.70 court costs.
diesel fuel.
Dutch runner across, coming in Baker of Battle Creek.
A 20 by 60-footswimming pool
sixth. Bob Damson finished
Mrs. John Westveld, Mrs. Alva
Warren T. Faber and wf. to
with filteredwater is proposed
seventh and Bill Pontious, tenth, Hoover accompanied Mrs. George
Robert F. Gibfried and wf. Lot 33
with tables and beach umbrellas
to be the other Holland placers. Glupker of Holland to Grand RapJenison Heights Sub. Twp. Georgearrangedaround the pool. The enOthers comepting for Holland ids Friday where they spent the
town.
tire land area would be covered
were Cal Rynbrandt, Jack Alex- day at the home of Miss Cora
Gordon Jay Wassink and wf. to
Earl Cramner fired a 24 to pace with blacktop, concrete walks or
ander, Gene Ryzenga and Dave Schriekema,it being her birthHenry J. Zylman and wf. Lot 54
Wehrmeyer.
the weekly trap :hoot at the Tulip planted with grass and landscapday anniversary.
Dies at
Rose Park Sub. Twp. Holland.
Coach Bob Connell was pleased
Mrs. Bertha Plummer left SunCity Rod and Gun Dub grounds ed with shrubbery.
Henry Bolthouseto Sabie NienThere will be an 18-foot blackwith the local performance. He day for two weeks trip to her home
Saturday.
Frank S. Underwood, 79, died house Lot 9 Blk 11 Village of
top street running from Butler to
pointed out that of the first five town of Pocohantos, Ark., and
The
next
trap
shoot
will
be
held
Friday noon in Grand Rapids af- Ferrysburg.
Griffith Sts. and 50 automobiles
Holland finishers,three are jun- while there she will attend the
Sept. 29 at 1 p.m. at the club
te.- an illness of several months.
Marinus Snaeenge and wf. to
will be able to park in the large
iors and two sophomores.
centennial celebration. She will
grounds
and
the
public,
including
He was borii jn Allegan and mov- Albert Kampen and wf. Lot 66
parking area.
Holland runs against Grand also visit relativesin other parts
the ladies are welcome.
ed to Holland as a young man. He McBride’s Add. Holland.
There also will be a 20 by 60Rapids South at Richmond Park of the south.
Hank
Bol,
Roy
Shoemaker,
and
Frank
Klomparens
and
wf.
to
owned ano operated the Holland
foot clubhouse with the second
next Friday afternoon.
Mrs. John Stehle was taken by
John
Diepenhorst
each
fired
23’s
City Bottling Oo. from 1923 until Sophia Juella Van Dam Pt. Lot 6
ambulance to the Douglas hospital
to take runnerup spots ahead of floor picture windows overlooking
Blk 9 South Prospect Park Plat
1944 when he retired.
Monday for medical treatment.
Ed Landwehr and Frank Uevense, the lake. The first floor will house
He lived in Holland until two City of Holland.
a small marine store, a men’s and
A family birthdaydinner was years
each with 22's.
Charles A. Magers to Charles
ago when he moved to Grand
women's shower room and a filter
held recently at the home of Mrs.
Other
scores
included:
Paul
Gray
and
wf.
S%
SE%
NW%
The Women’s society of Christian
Rapids to live with his son-in-law
Bessie Ensfield.The occasion was
Van Loo, 21; Ralph Van Voorst, plant for the swimming pool.
29-8-15 Twp. Crockery.
Service of the Ganges Methodist
in honor of three birthdaysin and daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Her- Ralph Cumerford and wf. to
21; W. Dykstra, 21; Sam Althuls.
bert Ten Have, 728 Hubbard St.,
meetingsTuesday afternoon Sept.
September,Mrs. Ensfield her son
21; John Landwehr, 21; Dak De
Ninth Street Christian Reformed
25, at 2 p.m. at the church after
N. E.
Waukazoo School
Edwin and her daughter-in-law
Kraker, 21; Don Schaafsma, 21;
their summer recess. Hostesses for
He was a member of Grace Church Lot 15 Blk 42 and pt. Lot
Mrs. Wilbur Ensfield of Plainwell.
Gary Diepenhorst, 19; Jim Van Holds First Meeting
the meeting will be Mrs. Harris
.**o**‘
Episcopal Church, Holland, and at- 14 Blk 42 City of Holland.
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Thorsen
Roy D. Lannin and wf. to George
Den Brink, 19; D. Dykstra, 19;
Lynch and Mrs. Monroe Eaton.
tended St. Andrew's Church,
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin
,
and family of Kalamazoospent
F.
Rawn
and
wf.
Lot
22
Sunshine
Ed Bosch, 19; Jim Valkema, 18; Waukazoo Scfioolheld its first
Mrs. Bernice Knox will have Sunday here in the home of his Grand Rapids. He was a member
(de Vries photo)
Acres
Twp.
Spring
Lake.
C. Waterway, 17; H. Waterway, Parent - Teachers meeting Thurscharge of the program and Mrs.
of the Odd Fellows Lodge and the
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Fred ThorWedding vows were exchangedbluedress with white accessories. 16; A. Jongekrijg, 16 and Larry day evening at the school. A large
William B. Knoderer and wf. to
William Broadway the devotions.
Eagles.
The groom’s mother wore a black
group gathered to welcome back
sen.
William J. Shereton and wf. Pt. Friday, Sept. 14, by Miss Marilyn
Williams, 15.
The Baptist Mission Circle will Sunday guests in the home of
Survivingbesides the daughter
ensemble. They had red and white
NE%
NW
frl % 32-8-16 and pt. Lot Vanden Bosch and Marvin KooJames
Plaggemars,
15;
J. RIe- the teachers and to discuss school
meet Thursday afternoon, Sept.
is a grandson, Steven.
carnation^ corasages.
Mr. and Mrs. William Broadway
business.
188 East Highland Park Sub. No. men. The double ring ceremony
27 with Mrs. Kenneth Sargent as
Attending the groom as best mersma, 15; Leon De Vlsser, 14;
were Mr. and Mrs. Andy Busscher Funeral services will be held 5 Twp, and City of Grand Haven. took place In the parlors of First
Jim Jalvin, 14; Jim Riemersma, President Burt Van Oss opened
hostess, Mrs. Graydon Chapman
Tuesday
at
2
pxn.
from
St. Anman
was
his
brother,
Ronald
Kooand three sons of Hamilton.
Frank Lane and wf. to Leroy Reformed Church of Zeeland, with
14; John Van Alsburg, 13; Freddie the business meeting with Mrs. A.
wiU have charge- of the program.
Mrs. Ida Martin of Fennvllle drew’s Episcopal Church, tem- Tooker and wf. Pt. N% SW% 33-5- the Rev. John den Ouden officiat- men. Ushers were Verlin Vanden Llevense, 13; Randy Piers, 13; A1 De Feyter leading devotions. The
Her subject being “Treasure to
porarily located in the Van Striening. The setting featured an arch Bosch, the bride’s brother, and
is at the Plummer home caring
new .principal, Edward Roberts,
15 Twp. Holland.
Be Desired." Goals for the Year."
Jay Nykamp, brother - in • law Riemersma, 13; Dick Crowe, 12;
for Mrs. Scofield and Mrs. Ely Aiman Funeral Home Chapel,
discussed foture school plans and
Harry
J. Derks and wf. to How- decoratedwith white mums, and
Arne
De
Feyter,
Jr.,
12;
Jim
The Ganges Bridge club will
of the groom. Mr. and Mrs. Nor1833 Plainfield Ave., N. E. The ard Johnson and wf. Pt. Lot 10 candelabra.
while Mrs. Plummer is away.
developments.He introduced the
Lang,
12;
Ken
Mortenson,
11;
Bob
meet Monday, Sept. 24 at the home
Rev. Lester Thomas of St. An- Maple Lane Subd. Twp. Zeeland. The bride is the daughter of Mr. man Prins were master and mishew teachers, Mrs. Van Den Berg
Mannes.
11
and
Frank
Van
Alsof Mrs. Merle Atwater. A dessert
tress
of
ceremonies.
drew’s Church and the Very Rev.
and J. Bielby, along with the reHarrison A. Baker and wf. to and Mrs. Koene Vanden Bosch,
burg,
10.
luncheon at 1 p.m. will be followed Bethlehem Chapter
WilUam C. Warder of Grace Ruth M. Langland Pt. NE% 14-6- route 1, Zeeland, and the groom is Mrs. G. Van Hoven was organturning teachers, Mrs. B. Baker.
by an afternoon of bridge.
Church, Holland, will officiate. 13 Twp. Georgetown.
the son of Mr. and Mrs. Allie Koo- ist and Gordon Berkompas was
Mr?. E. De Hoogh and Mrs. J.
A reception in honor of the Rev. Conducts Initiation
soloist for the rites.
Burial will be in Oakwood CemeBridal Shower Given
Jacob Nyenhuis and wf. to Lester men, also of route 1, Zeeland.
Kleinheksel.
and Mrs. William Pixley and Initiationwas conducted at a tery, Allegan.
A reception for 60 guests was
Machiela and wf. Lot 55 Jenison The bride, who was given in
Harvey Bluekamp presented to
family, pastor of South Haven and
held in the church fellowshiphall. For Alice Zeutenhorst
meeting of Star of Bethlehem
Heights Sub. No. 1 Twp. George- marriage by her brother, Dale
the schdol, on behalf of the John
Ganges Baptist churches was held Chapter No. 40, Order of Eastern
Mrs. Verlin Vanden Bosch arrangtown.
Vanden Bosch, wore a heavy white ed the gifts and Misses Marianne A bridal shower honoring Miss Serne family, a picture and plaque
at the Baptist church in South Star, Thursday evening in the Truck Rolls Over
Clarence F. Costing and wf. to satin gown fashionedwith a net
GRAND HAVEN (Special) Richard Van Dyke Jr. and wf.
Maatman, Barbara Lamar, Patri Alice Zeutenhorstwas held last to be hung in the new school in
Haven Monday evening. A number chapter rooms. Initiated were Mn.
memory of their son, John, Jr.
yoke
and
off
the
shoulder
cla Lamar and Anna Lamar as Wednesdayevening at the home
from here attended. The Rev. Gertrude Broad and Mrs. Helen George Leonard Bray, Jr., 16, of Lot 261 Diekema Homestead Add.
flounce. The long sleeves were
of Mrs. Henry Grit In Jamestown. Before the meeting, punch and
sisted about the rooms.
Ralph Karney of Lansing was pre- Becker. Mr. and Mrs. Percy Walk- 306 Maple St, Ferrysburg, lost Twp. Holland.
pointed at the wrists and the full
For their wedding trip to Niaga- Hostesses were Mrs. Elllotte, Mrs. hors d’oeuvres were served by
sent and gave a talk as did the er became members by transfer. control of a pickup truck he was
skirt extended into a train. A
Mrs. Joe Wilber, Mrs. Jerry
driving at 8:15 p.m. Friday on
ra
Falls, the bride wore a gray Grit and Mrs. Van De Berg.
Rev. B. E. Robinson and the Rev.
Mrs. Marjorie Van Howe was
crown of seed pearls held her fing- plaid dress with light ^accessories Invited were the Mesdames Wil- Helder, Mrs. George Menken,1 Mrs.
Apple
Avenue
Green
St.
in
Robinson
township.
L. E. Tenhopen of the Congrega- soloist for the initiation ceremony.
ertip veil in place. She carried a
and a corsage of feathered mums. lis Van Haitsma, Louis Van RJiee, Robert Hall and Mrs. Don Van
tional church and the Rev. Pixley
A floral memorial was given in Bray, beading east, was attemptwhite Bible with carnations and
They will be at home next week Bert Van Klompenberg, Rich Van Der Baan.
gave the response. Harrison memory of Mrs. Katie Relmink, ing to make a curve when he lost Elects New Officers
streamers. Her string of pearls
Future PT meetings will be held
Klompenberg, Walter Van Kom
Foster
Kooyers
was
elected
preat 47 Main St., Zeeland.
Powell of Covert entertained with Mrs. Henrietta Kraker, Arthur control and rolled over. The 1950
was
a
gift from the groom.
the first Thursday of each month.
penberg,
William
Beek,
Herman
.The bride, a Holland High School
three Vocal selections. Ice cream White and Henry Geerlings,mem- truck, owned by his father, was sident of the Apple Avenue School
All Waukazoo residents are welcake, coffee, and punch were bers who died in the last year. damaged to the extent of 8150. PTA at a meeting last Tuesday Mrs. Carla Glupker, who attend- graduate, is employed at Holland Zeutenhorst, Jim Van Der Meulen,
come, regardless whether or not
ed
her
sister
as
matron
of
honor,
John
Peuler
and
Ken
Gravellnk.
Furnace
Co.,
and
the
groom,
a
served by the committee.
Mrs. Ramona Swank and Miss State police who investigatedsaid evening at the school.
Games were played and refresh- they have children in the school.
Other officerselected are Mar- wore a strapless gown of Copen Hudsonville High graduate, is
Mrs. Abner Miller was in Chi- Marion Shackson sang "Beyond the accident was due to excessive
ments were served.
speed. The youth will be cited to vin Van Eck, vice president;Mrs. blue net over taffeta. The skirt employed at Northern Fibre Procago over the weekend where she the Sunset."
Miss Zeutenhorst will be mar- A srqall paint brush is ideal for
Melvin Haveman, secretary^ and featured scallops of net, revealing ducts.
attended the wedding of her niece,
Mrs. Olive Crawford of Manis- juvenile court.
ried Wednesday evening to Harold brushingaway the lint that* colsmaU
pink
roses. She carried a
The
groom’s
parents
entertained
Don
Derks.
treasurer.
Mias Joan E. Vallee, who was tique was a guest visitor.Mrs.
at their home followingthe rehear- McCune at JamestownReformed lects around the needle and bobRay Heavener, retiring presi- bouquet of pink roses.
marriageto Mr. Leonard Evelyn Fendt and her commit- Brazil has a larger area than
bin case of a sewing machine.
Church.
sal on ’^mrsday evening.
The
bride's
mother
chose
a
navy
dent,
conducted
the
meeting.
at the SL Priscilla tee servf4
the
United
States.^
servjt refreshments.
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Film Report on Soviet to Highlight Kiwanis Club World Travel Series
“Flight to the Soviet,” the tint standing color production on Calif-

ii

V

•

complete all-colorfilm report on ornia.
Newest feature-lengthdocuRussia today, vWill highlight the
World Travel Series being spon- mentary film on “Indo-China” will
sored by the Holland Kiwanis Gub be shown by Dr. William G. Camp-

Ji
^1

1

A
ii
Members of Women's Club YeorbookCommittee

WLC

Committees Ready

For Season

’s

(Sentinel photo)

Student Princes

Opening

Break Game

Open

Woman’s Literary Qub committees have virtually finished their

“summer work” and

Royal Neighbors Plan

With Big 2nd Half

all Is in

readiness for the club's fall open-

Conventionat Meeting

TIFFIN. Ohio, (Special) —HeidPlans for the Royal Neighbors
At the first meeting, detailed convention to be held Oct. 25 were elberg College’sfootball team,
yearbooks,containing a complete made by the local lodge at a regu- displaying the power that made it
membership list, programs for the lar meeting Thursday night.
one of the nation’s top small colMuskegon Heights will be host to
entire season and committee lists
will be distributedto members.
the convention at Slovak Hall, 2513 lege teams in 1955 picked right up
Pictured above is the yearbook Eighth St., stating at 1 p.m. Reser- where it left off and exploded in
committee which completed the vations for the dinner should be the second half here Saturday
big task of compilingthe mem- made with Mrs. Richard Ellison, night to dump Hope College,41-12
bership list. Shown at a dessert 65M7, by Oct. 4.
meeting at the home of the chair- The Holland group has been ask- in the season’s opener for both

ing meeting on Tuesday, Oct.

2.

the valley of the ancient pre- latest and best film on Michigan
Incan lost city of Huasochuga, because of the tremendous re-

considered by Peruvian authorities
as the major archaeological find
of the decade. Great treasurersof
bell on Nov. 7. Exclusive scenes in- gold, burled under the jungles and
for the ninth season. y
Russ Potter, globe-trottingad- clude a private audience with the ruins, sought in vain by the conventurer, just returned this sum- King of Cambodia, blood sacrifices querors, sleep beneath the sands
mer from Russia after making the of savage tribal peoples, and the of centuries in. the least known of
most authentic and authoritativeheart-rending story of a million the world's continents,South
documentary film that has so far refugees fleeing Communist con- America. This is rated as one of
trolled North Vietnam.
the most outstandingadventure
come out of the Soviet Union.
Dan Vander Werf, program On Nov. 28 W. Emerson Scott will films ever produced.
On Feb. 20 Russ Potter will prechairman, annnounced today that be present to show an exciting
Potter will appear in person in motion picture entitled “Adventure sent his exclusive film on Soviet
Holland on Feb. 20 when he will in Colorado." The audience will Russia. Because this uncensored
tell of his experiencesand pre- thrill to travel in a rubber boat film behind the Iron Curtain is
sent his uncensoredfilm story of down a thundering, cascading being shown to capacity audiences
a 10,000 - mile journey behind the river, dashing through deep in Chicago Los Angeles, Washingcanyons and fantasticgorges. ton and New York, Vander Werf
Iron Curtain.
The first program of the current There will also be scenes taken in points out that only season ticket
World Travel Series will be held the graveyardsof the monsters— holders can be assured seats.
in Hope Memorial Chapel on Wed- dinosaurs— whose petrified bones
“New Adventuresin Michigan.”
nesday night, October 10, when bespeak an age when reptiles ruled the long-awaited sequel to Dennis
Glen Cooper's popular “Touring
Fred Christian will present his unchallenged.
“Legend in the Andes’’ will be Glorious Michigan." enthusiastifilm “The California Story."
Because of Christian'spopularity seen on Jan. 23, with Remain Wil- cally received locally last year,
in Holland last year, he has been helmsen appearing in person. Wil- will be shown March 6.
asked to return and open the helmsen is organizer and leader of
The Kiwanis Club made a special
travelogue series with his out- the first expedition to set foot in effort to return Cooper with his

sponse received in Holland

last

season.

After four years of Intensive
preparation,Cooper offers a brand
new picture depicting even more
of the attractionsof our popular
vacation state; This film will be a
fitting finale to what lac. promised
to be the most outstanding series
of travelogues ever shown in Holland.

John Weller, co-chairmanof the
has been in charge of preparation of a comprehensive 46page program giving complete information on the traVelogues and
pertinentv facts about the local
service club. Approximately13,000
programs are being mailed next
week to residentsof Holland, Zeeseries,

Remain Wllhelmum

land and surrounding communities.

This year the Kiwanis Club is Series committee,besides Vander
again giving away forty free season Werf and Weller, are Burton
tickets to winners of the contest Gale, James Crozier, Dr. John
announced in the programs. Win- Pieper, W. Gare Walker, Irvin pe
ners will be published in The Weerd, Rhine Vander MeuJen, WilSentinel.
liam Du Mond, Harold Oosting and
Members of the World Travel Jacob Grasmeyer.

final three for the touchdown. Jer-

Library Adventures

ry Frey's kick was good.
As feared the opener may have
been costly for Hope. Gene Van By Arnold Mulder
Dongen, used both at center and
Who decides what books of th* debunkers of the same periodfullback,received a •slight concussion and will be doubtful for Sat- present are to be regarded, in the take SinclairLewis as a sampleurday’s home opener with Wabash future, as "American literature?" will have a prominent place in
&
There are of course "canons’’ of those historiesof the literature of
College.
y^W »
national literaturesof the modern their country. Neither is a writer
$>;
Kuyers also Injured a leg
world, just as there is a "canon" like Rupert Hughes excluded beand will receive treatment today.
of the books' of the Bible. Who cause he was less of a literary
schools before 3,500 fans.
man, Mrs. Bernard Arendshorst, ed to put on the ballot march.
He too, may miss the home openPrize winners Thursday night
are Mrs. Walter Hoeksema. seatThe Student Princes, unbeaten er along with Mert Vander Lind, makes the selection? There is no artist than many of those who
enter the "canon.”
ed at desk; Mrs. Arenshorst, stand- were Mrs. Lena Ackley, Mrs. Stel- in nine games 1st season and who injured his hip on the third answer.
All we know Is that over a perRupert Hughes is of course not
ing in front; Mrs. Edward J. Wel- la Dore and Mrs. Blanche Shaf- Ohio Conferencechampions,after play of the game. Jack Faber iniod of two centuries or more cer- the only writer of the immediate
ters, and Mrs. H J Knutson, seat- fer. Mrs. Ellison and her com- holding a slim 7-6 halftime lead, jured both shins.
tain books have found their way past who won great popularity
ed, and Mrs Andrew Sail and mittee were in charge.
pickea up on a break, broke loose
Larry Ter Molen sparked the into what is referred to as "Amer- without having the slightest chance
Mrs Harold Klaasen. standing.
and scored five times in the sec- Dutch on defense.
ican literature.”During the same of getting a place in American
The group has worked throughout
ond half.
The winners rushed for 218 yards period ten or twenty times as literature.Anyone familiar with
the summer.
Hope drew first blood in the and passed for 73 while Hope had many books that were just as pop- the publishing successes of the
The club membership will num- Seniors
contest. Fullbackand captain 178 yards on the ground and 37 in ular in their day, some of them past generation could name half
ber about 500 again this year. At
Dave Kuyers of Hope broke away the air. Hope completed four out far more popular than those in- a dozen without taking the trouble
least 30 new members are includon the final play of the first quarof 13 passes and the wnners two cluded in the “canon,” were re- to consult any history of Amered.
For Special
ter for a 45 gallop down to the
out of eight. Heidelberg was penal- fused admission; they have just ican literature.
The opening meeting next week
Rev. and Mrs. George Spee
Heidelberg -two-yard-line.
ized 15 yards and Hope 20 yards. "faded away" like General MacSome books are so great that
is a dessert meeting at 1.30.
Fifteen Holland High S c o o
On the third play of the second
Arthur's old soldier.
they could hardly help being inThroughoutthe season, general diperiod, Kuyers plunged from the
seniors, representing the upper
Such a fadeout occurred only a cluded. Writers of histories of Holland Women Attend
vision chairmen and division percent of the class, have been se- one for the touchdown. His attempt
few weeks ago when Rupert American literature could not
chairmen are in charge of the lected by a faculty scholarship for extra point was missed.
Hughes died at the ripe age of 82. possibly omit, say, "The Scarlet Conservation Meeting
dessert teas. These chairmen
committee to take Scholarship Heidelberggrabbed the second
Hughes is the author of some 25 Letter,” or “Huckleberry
were entertained at a dessert last Qualifying Tests. These tests will kickoff and Groman returned the
Federated Garden Gubs of Mibooks, many short stories,some Finn" or "Walden" or "Leaves of
Friday at the home of Mrs. Carl
be held Wednesday. Oct. 24, in kick from his own 16 to midfield.
chigan
with the Woman’s National
poetry, and a number of other Grass." But at the same time
Harrington, the club's second vice
schools all over the nation.
The Princes kept pounding and Off
things.
At
his
peak
he
was
so
those
books
Were
written
there
Farm
and
Garden Association and
president.
The Rev. George Spee was orStudents selected by the faculty quickly moved to the Hope 17, a
popular that the reporter covering were others of only third or fourth DAR members convened Sept. 18
Mrs. Alvin D. Bos, president, are Willard Conner, Nancy Plewes, 15-yard penalty slowed down the
Arthur C. Holls unveiled the
dalneu
to the gospel ministry last
his passing claimed he often was or fifth rate liteiary merit that
recently entertained the board at a
Mary Ellen Steketee,Joan Vanden attack and on the next play Hope’s 1956 issue of the Holland High paid 54,000 for a single short story. also found a place in those hist- though Sept. 20 for the 18th an- Sunday at Montello Park Christluncheonat her home. The hospi- Brink, Eleanor Ver Burg, Carol
Jack Faber squelched the drive School band between halves of the
Moreover, also at the peak of his ories. And no one seems to have nual ConservationConference at ian Reformed Church. He has actality committee was entertained
Dulyea, Louise Marsilje,Judy with a pass interception on the Holland - Niles game at River- career, he received perhaps more done the choosing— contemporary the Conservation Training School,
by Mrs. B. J. Staal at her home
view Park Friday night.
cepted the call of that church to
Nienhuis, LorraineKooyers, Mar- Dutch 21.
on Lake Shore Dr.
The 100 - piece band went advertising than any other writer popularity was not the reason, nor Higgins Lake.
missionary service In Nigeria, Afshall Elzinga,Keith Van Hoff,
It kept looking pretty good for
of that time in the field of bio- literarymerit, nor the verdict of
Other committees which have
More than 75 persons were wel- rica.
Adrian Vanden Bosch, Lester the visiting Dutchmen until late through seven snappy formations graphy because of his "Life of critics. They got in somehow, and
been active during the summer inOverway, Lester Kuyper and Jack in the period when end Jerry called by assistant director Roy Washington."It was in the day that's about all that can be said comed by Mrs. Robert P. Briggs,
Rev. and Mrs. Spee plan to
clude tne program oommittee, Burke.
State ConservationChairman of
Hendricksonfumbled a center Roth, who used “School Daze" as of debunking biography, and Ru- about them.
leave foi Nigeria in March, 1957.
Mrs. Clarence Becker, chairman,
the
theme.
the
Michigan
Federated
Garden
Any other senior may take the pass for a punt and the Student
pert Hughes applied Die formula
The same thing is true of the Club.
They are now attending the Kenthe membership committee,Mrs.
same tests by paying a 51 testing Princes recovered on their own 49. The show opened with a school- to the Father of his Country.
“canon" of the Bible. There were
nedy School of Missions, Hartford.
Will J. Scott, chairman,buildings
house
formation
to
the
tune
of
service fee, and it is expected
Mrs. Frederick Schumann, State
Then Heidelberg began to move.
All in all. during his literary Hebrew writings that appear to
Conn. There they will learn the
and ground committee, Mrs. C. E.
"School
Days,"
and
proceeded
to
more than 100 seniors will take the Featuringthe lightning fast quick
lifetime it looked as if Hughes be quite as worthy as those that Garden Club president, presided. background in linguistics, history
Drew chairman, and others.
tests. Last year, the first time openers seen at Riverview Park take the 3.000 fans through a typi- might be a candidatefor incluAttending
from
Holland
were
were included, yet were somehow
and cultureof the Tiv people,with
such tests were given, 554 stu- a year ago, the winners were cal day with "HollandHigh Har- sion in the “canon." But it is fair- barred. It is hard to see. for in- Mrs. J. J. Brower, state legisla- whom they will work.
ry."
dents won merit scholarships.The home for the tying touchdown in
ly certain that he wll'harlly be stance,, why some of the books of t.vc chairman; Mrs. Frank DeThe Tiv tribe numbers about one
annual stipend, based on need, eight plays. Fullback Jim Previte Asked the author of "The Mer- accorded a footnote in the histor- the, Apocrypha were not given a Weese, Garden Club and DAR remillion,and this area of mission
varied from 5100 to 52,100 with an aXSi
presentative,
and
Mrs.
W.
A.
Lh“'.0J.
onstrated Harry's response with a ies of American literatureof the place in the "canon."
activity in Nigeria is quite new
average of 5630.
for the touchdown and Dave Dow
Butler, State board member.
Historiesof literature, like politpair of question marks to which future.
to the Christian Reformed Church.
The National Merit Scholarship converted.
An
inspiring
group
of
qualified
the musicians played the teach- The reason is not that he was ical histories,are mere hints of
While some work has been done
Dies at
Program is a nationwide search
With the first Heidelberg touch- er's reply, “What Can the Mat- for a while a "debunker;" other | what actually took place.
speakers discussedbasic land by the Dutch Reformed Church,
for high school seniors who have down serving as an omen of what
problems, land history and Michiter Be?"
mission in that area, a great deal
Mrs. Jennie Vellinga died Sun- demonstratedabilityand promise was coming, the Student Princes
gan land policies. Included in the of pioneer work remains.
After that, Harry correctly ad- Ten Have, treasurer.
to
benefit
from
a
college
educastruck with fury right after the
day evening at the age of 101 at
W overly 4-H Initiates
program were early hikes, discusded three figures to come up with
Rev. Spee was graduated from
The Zeeland Lions Club held a
Mulder's
for the Aged, tion. Four - year college scholar- second half was underway.
sion groups and board meeting. Calvin Seminary last spring. He
"Ten Little Indians." and the band
regular
meeting
Monday
evening
ships
are
awarded
annually,
the
New
Members
at
Meet
Little
All
*
American
halfback
where she had been for the last
Governor Williams’ mother parti- previously attended the Free Unused a sailboat with cheerleaders
two montns. She formerly lived at .stipenddepending on financial Walt Livingston returned t h e for the sail to tell how Columbus and Rev. Harold N. Englund, pascipated in one of the hikes mark- iversityof Amsterdam, the NethTen
new
members
were
initiattor of Second Reformed Church
need, and a supplementarycost- kickoff from the 15 to the Heidel- came to America.
ed by snow flurries.
25 East 10th St.
erlands, for two years on scholartfas guest speaker. Rev. Englund ed into 4-H Tuesday evening at a
Born in the Netherlands in 1855, of-education grant is made to the berg 48. Then Livingstonbroke
The program concluded with saship.
He and Mrs. Spee also, atregular,
meeting
of
the
Waverly
spent two winters in the British
she came to Holland in 1889. Her collegesand universities which the downfielo and displaying the form lutes to the two schools.
tended the Columbia School of MisIsles
while
he
was
engaged
in 4-H Club in the school. Laverne 2 Trucks, Auto Collide;
scholars
attend.
At
least
51.000,that
last
year
made
him
the
top
husband, Charles Vellinga.died in
sions for a year. Mrs. Spee. the
theologicalstudies and he gave a Bronkema, president, was in
1915. She was a member of Central 000,000 is available each year for Ohio small college back, sneaked
Car Judged Total Loss
former Jean Gelderman of Neertalk
pn
real
life in Great Britain. charge of the meeting.
scholarships.
behind
the
Hope
defense
a
good
Avenue Christian Reformed
landia,Alberta, Canada, is a gradHe
touched
on
all
the
phases
of
Those
initiated
were
Bruce
Bak10 yards and caught the pass.
A 1949 model car was judged a uate of the Reformed Bible InChurch.
The play, with quarterback PowMr.
and
Mrs.
Raymond
Pyle, life in Britain including business, er, Ronald Essenburg, John Borg
total
loss
Thursday
after
it
was
There are no survivors.
Rep. Ford Will Discuss
stitute.
ers throwing, covered 52 yards former residents of Zeeland, but schools,industry,the royal family, man, Craig Baker, Janie Lou hit by two dump trucks on Adams
broadcasting,
the
Church,
mediBuchanan, Beverly S h u m aker, St. near 104th Ave.
and Livingston grabbed the ball now residing in Tampa, Fla., are
Tariffs at Port Sheldon
Bridal Shower Given
cine and the commonwealth of na- Mary Anne Plaggemars, Sandra
The car driven by Rose Bakker, Daffy and Debbie Scobie
Rep. Gerald R. Ford Jr. will near the goal line. Dow again con- visiting relatives and friends i n lions including Canada, Australia
Slagh, Marlene Kapenga and Sharverted.
Zeeland and vicinity.
For Miss Ethel Jager
27, route 3, had slowed down to Honored on Birthdays
discuss tariffs on imported blueon Dekker.
This play broke the Dutch and
Mrs. Edward Den Herder, whe and New Zealand.
make a left hand turn when the
berries and evergreen trees with
A bridal shower was given Wed- a citizens’group at the Robart from then on it was a touchdown has been touring Europe the past Richard Dirkse, owner of Dirkse Plans were made for a paper vehicle was struck from behind Birthday parties were given last
nesday evening in honor of Miss school in Port Sheldon township parade. Hope tool: the kickoff On summer months has returned.She Leghorn Farm of Zeeland, was drive to be held Saturday, Sept. 29. by a truck operated by Charles week for Duffy and Debbie Scobie.
their 34 and was forced to punt. has been visitingher children in notified that he is the winner of Paper should be left at the Fought
Ethel Jager, who will be an OctGoulooze, 19, of 385 College Ave. who celebrated their fifth and
at 8 pm. Wednesday, Sept. 26.
ober bride. The party was given Ford will also supply information Bill Groman caught the punt and Zeeand, Muskegon, Grand Rapids the Western New York test of the home, 654 Gordon St., or call
A second truck coming up from first birthday anniversaries, reby Mrs. Vernon Kraai. Mrs. on the returning of federal lands returned the ball 50 yards to the and Beaverdam,Wis., and has New York Random Sample Test of 75032. Proceedswill be used for a behind
driven by Marvin Van Den spectively.
now
left
for
East
Lansing.
Hope 18. In a couple of plays the
Charles Knooihulzen. Mrs. Howard
egg laying by a pen of chickens. sewing machine for the girls’ 4-H
to private ownershipand what the
Their parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Beldt, 23, route 5, also struck the
Mrs. Vern Lokers and children Mr. Dirkse plans to go to Syra- sewing group.
Poll and Mrs. Benjamin Poll at St. Ldwrence seaway will mean to winners were on the six where
car pushing it sidewaysdown the David E. Scobie, Jr., entertained
of
Scottville
visited
her
parents,
Powers,
on
a
bootleg
reverse
cuse,
N.
Y.,
to
accept
the
trophy
the latter’s home.
the community.
Leaders elected were Mrs. Den- road.
at a family party for the children
A pink and white color motif Committees will also give in- scored. Jack Faber broke through Mr. and Mrs. Howard Hendricks, on Oct. 3.
nis Steinfort and Mrs. Jake ZuiOttawa
County
deputies
said
the Saturday evening.
last week.
was used in the floral centerpiece formationon the consolidationof to block Dow’s kick attempt.
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Dickmap dema for sewing and Ed Zuidema, truck drivers both said they swervGuests at a children’sparty were
Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Faber spent left last Monday for Ann Arbor
and refreshments.A pink and white
Cal
Dillworth
intercepted
a
Warren Fought and Don Essen- ed to avoid strikinga child walk- Tommy Riemeersma, Mark
schools in the township and reHope aerial on the next series of several days in Chicago this week where Larry will attend university. burg for handicraft. There also
corsage was presented to the brideport on the newly organized Port
ing on the side of the road and Ro~ ma, Paul Rozema. Mary Jo
downs on the Dutch 40 and raced attenaing the Food Lockers conelect.
Sheldon township planning and deRozema, Penny Victor. Debbie
At the Tuesday noon luncheon will be an electricalgroup.
collidedwith the car.
Guests, who were from Holland, veloping committee.Entymolo- to the 23. The Student Princes ad- vention.
Marsh, Diane Marsh, Julie Marsh
meeting of the Zeeland Rotary
About
40
members
and
leaders
This evening, the first meeting
Hamilton, Kalamazoo and Zeeland, gist William Miller will report on vanced to the 10 yard line and
and Marikay Raffenaud, Guests
Gub, Norwood E. Hubbell of the attended the meeting. Willis S.
this time Jim Gruden bootlegged of the PTA of Zeeland Public
included the Mesdames Louis the progress of the pine moth.
enjoyed a fishing pond and reH. L. Hubbell ManufacturingCo. Boss, county 4-H agent, spoke Playlet Presented hr
Poll, Harvey Poll, Bernard Poll, The meeting is open to the public 10 yards for another touchdown. schools will be held in Lincoln elfreshments. Mrs. Gary Marsh and
of Zeeland spoke on "The Role briefly.
Women of the Moose
Jasper Poll, Earl Poll, Lloyd and is not limited to residents of Dow’s conversion attempt was ementary school. The parents will and Problems of the Small BusiMrs. George Rozema assisted- the
Koops, Chester Kalkman, Gilbert Port Sheldon township.Informal good and Heidelbergled 27-6 at have opportunity to visit the rooms ness.” He also gave this address
A
playlet,“Tealeaves for the hostess.
in which their childrenare enBreaker, John Giffman,.M. De conservation with Ford will follow the third period's close.
last month at Kellogg Center, East Adrian Kolean, 50,
Publicity Chairman,” was given
Hope failed to move and Heid- rolled and als<v to consult with
Vries, John Bouwens, Melvin the discussion.
Lansing. A question and answer
at a regular meeting of the Women
Die$ at Hospital
Fined for Assault
elberg took over again on their their teachers. George Schutt, a
Dannenberg,Dale Lampen, Emerperiod followed the address.Joe
of the Moose Chapter 1010 at Moose
representative
of
the
state
Board
own
45.
Gruden
worked
thereDonald Den. 26, of 310 West 16th
son Schaap, Otto Schaap, Ira Van
Ver Plank, program chairman in- Adrian Kolean, 50, of 156 129th Home Wednesday evening.
verse again and was finally of Education in Lansing will be
Der Kolk, Jerome Schaap, Wayne Zeeland Lineman Cracks
St paid a fine of 525 and costs of
troduced the speaker and Ford A. Ave., died Saturday afternoon at
The
presentation was given by
brought down on the Hope 10. In a guest speaker and he will discuss
54.70 Wednesday on a charge of
Overbeek, Bill Meyer, George
Berghorst, president, presented Holland Hospital following an ex- Mrs. MargueriteCulver, publicity
Leg; Lost for Seaton
couple of plays the winners were the “Problems of Consolidation.”
assault md battery.The complaint
Rigterink, Howard Langeland,
perfect attendance pins to Roger tended illness.
chairman, assisted by Mesdajnes
was signed by Den's wife, Alma.
Andy Haverdink, Gordon Rigertink, ZEELAND (Special) - Bruce on the two where Chuck Scheid Lee Brower, head of instrumental Prince, four years; Charles
Surviving are a son, William; Blanche Solomon, Marl* Botsis and
Hardenburg,
defensive
lineman
for
music
instruction
in
the
schools,
plunged
over.
Dow's
kick
was
Tien pleaded guilty before MuniciJustin Roelofs, Floyd Redder,
Kuyers, four years, and Henry seven brothers,Peter. Joe. George, Jeanetta Van Den Heuvel.
/ will present a number of his. pupils
pal Judge Cornelius Vander MeulHenry PolL H. Jager and Miss the Zeeland High football team, reLokers, two years.
The Holland chapter was invited
Martin, Egbert and Donald, all of
Hope returned the kick to their in special numbers. The new
en.
Judy Poll, Shirley Poll, Marilyn ceived a cracked leg bone in the
by
Muskegon
chapter
to
Star
ReThe regular monthly baby clinic Holland; three sisters, Mrs.-C. J.
Poll, Anna Poll and Marian Poll. Zeeland-Otse^o game Friday night own 39 and began the drive for teachers will be introducedand
(Jennie) Westenbroek and Mrs. corders Day on Sept, 30.
Miss Jager will be married next and will be lost for the season. the second touchdown.Sophomore lunch will be served by mothers will W held Tuesday, Sept. 25, in
Lunch was served by the publici- Pays Disorderly Fine
Zeeland Gty Hall auditorium from Maurice (Rena) Overway, of HolHardenburg,
who
recovered
two
of
Grade
3.
Die
following
are
PTA
halfback
Pete
Watt
climaxed
-the
month to Clyde Poll.
ty
chairman,assisted by Mes- John ftudzik, 43, of 975
land
and
Mrs.
Leroy
(Cornelia)
9:30
to
11:30
a.m.
fumbles including one that set up 16-yard march with a one-yard officers for the coming year: Dr.
dames Gara Dykema, Jean Kuhl- Division paid a fine of
Peterson of Chicago.
A. P. Centolella,president; Mrs.
It takes nature from 500 to 1,000 the Zeeland touchdown, must be in line plunge. His kick missed.
54.70 costs ini
The custom of placing flowers Mr. Kolean was born May 11, man and Doris Ten Brink.
After a punt exchange later in Jean Watt, mother vice president;
yeprs to make an inch of good a cast for eight weeks.
The next meeting on Oct. 3 ^ill nesday
on
graves arose from the belief l^OO to the late Mr. and Mrs.
The Chix open Kenewa League the period, Heidelbergtook over Leo De Feyter, father vice presitopsoil, yet reckless plowing, overfeature “Christmas in October.” charges,
grazing or uprooting of natural competition Friday night with a on the Dutch 23. Gruden raced dent; Mrs. Oldenburger.teacher of the ancients that the dead en- Joseph Kolean. His wife, the forMembers will bring gifts for tral Ave.
a,
died
Oct.
joyed
the
fragrance
of
the
biosmer
Gertrude
covers can destroy as much in a game against Coopersville at arbund end for 20 yards -to die vice president; Mrs. P. R. Van
Mooseheart and Moose
27, 1954.
Zeeland.
t
three and Livings too plunged the Eenenaam, secretary, and Willard soms.
17-
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Christian

Sunday School

Endeavor

Lesson

September 30. 1956
TmUi Ready For Worid Tasks
Ephesians 6:10-20 Acts 1;8
By Darrell Fraaken
To the Leader: Are you ready
(or a World Task? Or, in other
words, are you ready to take your
Christianity Into your work • a
day • world? Perhaps you aren’t,
but are you still thinking abour it
and working on it? Will you be
prepared to stand up (or your convictionswhen you start life’s
work?
Many young people let their

The Great Invitation
Revelation 22:1-5; 22:8, 9; 22:16-21

By C. P. Dame
(Based on copyrightedoutlines
produced by the Division of Christian Education. National Council of

the Churches of

Christ

in the

U.S.A. and used by permission.)
There are a number of winsome
Tho Homo of ttao
invitations in the Bible. Our lesson
Holland City Newt
Publishedevery Tburt- contains a most loving Invitation
jdty by The Sentinel
'Printing Co. Office 54-56 which every one who receives It
sVest Eighth Street. Hoiought to accept. Those who hear
__
land. Mich.
Entered u second class matter at and accept this invitation are
the post office at Holland,Mich..
under the Act of Congress.March 3. blessed indeed.

.Christian convictions go into hiding when they met up with nonChristians. Sometimes,as you
may have experienced, your Christian convictions have been badly

_

I. God has a beautiful place for
W. A. BUTLER. Editor and Publisher His redeemed people. The Bible
begins by telling us how God creatTelephone—News items 3193
ed man and how He placed him in
Advertisingand Subscriptions 3191
1879.

garden where man

fell into sin.

The publishershall not be liable The Bible closes with a picture’ of
for any error or errors In printing
any advertisingunless a proof of the new Jerusalem In which resuch advertisementshall have been deemed man shall live forever.
obtained by advertiser and returned The Bible is an oriental book and
by him In time for corrections with
such errors or corrections noted therefore speaks of things the oriplainly thereon; and In such case If entals appreciated.
any error so noted Is not corrected
In a vision,John saw a pure
ibllshers liability shall not exceed
such a proportion of the entire space river of water of life flowing from
occupied by the error bears to the
the throne of God. Where there
whole space occupied by such adverwater there is life. The picture
tisement
suggests that God gives the abun-

training goes

To

WALVOORD

of Holland (second

partment. Pictured,left to right, are Dr. Marion

from right) received special recognition for her
years of service in children's Sunday School
work at the county Sunday School convention in
Zeeland Tuesday. Mrs. Walvoord is retiring
after 32 years of heading the children's de-

de Velder, devotional speaker; Walter Vender
Hoar, president of the county council; Mrs.
Walvoord, and Miss Joan Van Riper who succeeds Mrs. Walvoord.

MRS. EDITH

year, $100: six months. $2.00; dant life. John saw fruit growing
three months. 9L0O: single copy. 10c. on the trees of the riverbank which
Subscriptions payable In advance and
was within the reach of all. In this
will be promptly discontinuedIf not
new city there was no curse. Christ
renewed.
Subscriberswill confer a favor by died on the tree and bore man's
reportingpromptly an^ Irregularity

of his faith. God wants strong
Christians these days. If you lead
this topic well, you will be doing
a real service for yourself and

(Prince photo]

curse and removed it John saw

was

OWN WORDS

inevitable that the Re-

publican campaign speakers bureau should- make the most of
Democratic quotes In the present
battle for votes.

The Democrats

will feel in their hearts that it is

the drain.

fall is

denied Christ during a severe test

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION

It

visited their son,

one thing. To get up
again is another. Peter fell, but
he got back up again. He not only
doubted that Christ would hold
him up on the water, but he( even

One

IN THEIR

down

the throne of God there, suggesting the rule and power and sovereignty of God.
The redeemed are called servants and they serve— joyously and
faithfully. They are enjoyingthe
great privilege of seeing the Lord’s
face. No greater privilegecan any
human being enjoy. Not only will

Holland Reserves
Play

at

Heights

Holland High’s reserve team hits

Sunday School Worker

Honored at Convention
ZEELAND

(Special)'—

A

Zeeland

^

nave had to face.
Holland opened with an 8-7 win
over Muskegon and then lost out
to Muskegon Catholic, 6-0 last
Friday in the final quarter.
Lovitt reported a few colds on
the club and a couple of injuries
but outside of that, everything

Suggested Leader’s Outline
Introduction: When

we

think of

World Tasks we very likely have
a vision of doing something in a
foreign country. Here are some of
the things we might think of:
(List them on a blackboard)We
might think of fighting communism. We might also think that
helping the weak and oppressed
nations is a World Task. Promoting peace can be a World Task.
As Christians we all feel that

Evangelismis

Holland

they see His face but His name the road for the first time this Sunday School leader was given
season Friday, coming up against
recognitionfor her many years of
the Muskegon Heights seconds at
devoted and fruitful service in the
Zeeland High School will again
Phillips Field at 4 p.m.
year it
For Coach Loy Lovitfs crew, children'sdivision ol religionsed- have a debaUng leam
ucation
at
Ihe
68th
annual
Ottawa^
annoimced
by
Mr
Gray
the
this will be the third “big northland” school the Holland reserves County Sunday School convention , new spe),chand government teach.

unfair, but of course they will do shall be on their foreheadsindithe same to the limit of their op- cating they are His. There will be
intersting absences there — no
portunities.
The Republicansthis year have night, no candle, no light of the
several unusually-Juicy** quotes sun— it will not be needed for God
and they would hardly be human will give them light. Interestingis
if they did not use them. The the atatement that the redeemed
speakers bureau managers are who are called His servants “shall
distributingthem in an eight-page reign for ever and ever.’’
II. In heaven only God will be
booklet to all the Republican cam
paign orators, and you can be worshipped. When John saw these
dead sure that the spellbinders things in heaven in his vision he
will make hay put of them. Per- fell down before the angel to worhaps it is uncharitable, but poli- ship him but the angel objected
saying, “See thou do it not; for I
tics is politics.
In the primary battle Senator am thy fellow-servant,and of thy
Kefauver said Stevenson was brethren the prophets, and of them
*‘mud slinging, race baiting and which keep the saying of this book;

for God.

a

tremendously

large World Task.

At

first

glance these seem

to

be quite far removed from us. We
can't all be presidents and am-

bassadors to do these jobs we
have listed.
But there is another

list

of tasks

which are of world - wide importance. (Again, list them on a
hCMrsT Edith' Walvoord. long as- cr' Gra>’ 'vho 'vas 8 deba,er al blackboard, so they will rememsociated with children's work in Central Michigan College for 4 ber more easily).
1. Foreign Affairs: This is an
church circles, was presented with years, stated the team would be
volumes 4 and 5 of The Inter- made up of mostly sophomores area in which red-caps as well as
preter’sBible as a token of appre- and juniors and a few seniors. The diplomats can do their wotk and
ciationfor her 32 years of service national debate topic for this be faithful to Christ.
2. Industry: In itself if does not
with the county Sunday School year concerns the "Percent of
association.
Panty" question. This topic will spurn Christianity,though someIn presenting the books, the Rev. b< used by all high schools in times it is rather indifferent to it.
In industry an assembly worker
George Schuiling read a resolution Michigan.
calling attention to her consecrat- Zeeland's debate squad will have and an executive can perform his
ed leadership in giving inspiration 16 different debates through the duties and be Christian.
3. Commerce: Here too is an
and direction to teachers of chil- year 1956-57.
dren throughout the year s. He
Mrs. Delia Lewis who was con- area in which Christianscan work.
pointed out that she was in chil- fined to Zeeland Community Hos- You can be a trucker or a mem-

AND MRS.

BLUNT. H. TIMMER of 323 West 17th St.
Midshipman Blaine E. Timmer, at the U.S. Naval
Academy at Annapolis, Md., recentiy.The occasion was Parents
Open House for iamillesof the Academy’s newest class — the class
of 1960. Athletic exhibitions, a dress jxirade, tours of the academic
departmentsand dormitories and a forum, to acquaint the midshipmen’s familieswith the academy program were included in
weekend event.

MR.

beaten and wounded by the sarcasm of your friends. When this
happens we become afraid to
speak up, and all our Christian

Legion Auxiliary Hope

Chairmen

Cries (or

Named
Backs

The American Legion Auxiliary
met Monday night at the club
rooms with Mrs. Alden Stoner,

as

Home

Opener Nears

president, In charge.

She announced the

following

It has been kind of lonely In the
backfield group out on the Hope
College practice field this week
but the traffic in the trainingroom
sure made up for it as the Hope
football ball toters nursed bruisErnest Bedell; rehabilitation. Mrs.
Henry Brower; parliamentarian es and massaged sore muscles.
and publicity, Mrs. ClarenceHop- The Dutch have the home openkins; legislative. Mrs. H. R. Mil- er coming jp with Wabash at
Riverview Park at 8 p.m. Saturler; sunshine. Mrs. Maud Dogger;
scholarship. Mrs. Blanche Roze- day and right now the backfield
boom; national security. Mrs. is somewhat of a problem.
Coach Russ De Vette, since the
Kate Riemersma; music, Mrs. Joe
41-12
shellacking handed Hope in
Nyhof; girls' state. Mrs. Ella
Kobes; Pan American. Mrs. Helen the opener, has been scratching
Padnos; radio, Mrs. Bert Jacobs; his head trying to come up with
constitution, by laws and commun- a backfield combination tthat will

committeechairmen:Membership.
Mrs. Catherine Cook and Mrs.
Ann Poppen; Poppy, Mrs. Eileen
Jellema; child welfare, Mrs.

ity service,Mrs.

Gene

Slooter; click.

The problem was brought about '
Americanism. Mrs. George Pelgrim; civil defense. Mrs. Harry when captain and fullback Dave
Kramer, and gold star, Mrs. Kuyers came up with a "badly
swollen”ankle in the Heidelberg
Poppen.
Mrs. Stoner and Mrs. Gertrude game.
And if this wasn't enough to
Ver Hoef were elected as delegates
to the fall conference to be held crimp a backfield’sstyle, starting
in St. Joseph Oct. 12 and 13.
left halfback Mert Vander Lind,
seems set.
The members voted to donate hurt his hip in the opener, second
Vern Teske, regular reserve
$900 to furnish a semi-private room string fullback and center Gene
team quarterbackhas been moved
in the new addition to Holland Van Dongen received a slight conHospital.
up to the varsity, and Lovitt pickcussion. starting right halfback
worship
God."
Remember
thaj
weasel wording.” At the convenMiss Mary Ellen Steketee. rep- Ron Wetherbce had an ankle
ed Jim Van Putten to step into
tion Truman said flatly of Steven these words were spoken at a time
resentative from the auxiliary to kicked, freshman halfback and
when Christians were commanded Teske’s place.
son: “He can’t win.”
Girls’ State at East Lansing this quarterbackTy Rupp injured his
Joining Van Putten will be leadThen the former President ela- to burn incense to the Roman ing ground gainer Ken Hill at left
summer, spoke about her exper- back, second string halfback
emperor
which
meant
to
acknowborated; “Recent events prove that
halfback and Bob Visschers at dren’s work in First Church in pital recently has returned to her ber of the Inter - State Commerce iences there.
Jack Faber was kicked In the
ledge
him
as
god.
he lacks the fighting spirit we
The luncheon committee includ- shins and sophomore halfback
fullback. Bob Teall and Jack Holland for 35 years, with the home on Washington St., to re- Commission. In either case your
Today
there
are
many
idols
in
need to‘ win ... I don’t think
Christian life can glorify God in ed Mrs. Dan Clark, assisted by
Damson will alternate at right county council 32 years, with the cuperate.
Pete Watt bruised a leg.
that job.
Stevensoncan win a single state our land and they receive the halfback.
Michigan, State council 25 years,
Mrs. M. Vander Bie and Mrs.
So with all these cripples, De
The
North
Zeeland
home
extenin addition to what he did in 1952 homage of multitudes. What are
4. Communication : Whether Jim Cook.
and with the departmentof educaVette quickly shifted Jerry Hension club met at the home of Mrs.
Clyde Gibson, regular guard
they?
The
god
of
success,
of
popu. . Stevensonis too defeatist
tion for the Reformed Church in
drickson. an end, to right halfJ. Zwagerman. Eight members your voice has the smile of a telelarity, of pleasure, of wealth, of missed practice a few days this America for 10 years.
win.”
were present and there were three phone operator, or you work on
back. The 170 - pound Grand
week
because
of
illness
and
Lovitt
sensuality,
of
business,
these
are
At the business meeting. Miss visitors. The followingofficers the telephone line, your life is still
The Republicanswould have
Rapids sophomore will alternate
plans to shove Ron Prins into the
worshipped
today.
The
words,
in the hands of God.
Joan Van Riper, director of
be saints if they did not quote
between the two positions, me
were elected: Mrs. B. Kraai, chairright guard spot.
Christian Education and Youth
5. Business:From clerking to
that against their oppositionin the “worship God" should be sounded
played some in the backfield whim
Herk Wise, a sub halfback has Work at Hope Church in Holland, man; Mrs. L. Meeusen. secretary
throughout the land.
campaign.
business banking a Christian can
and
treasurer;
Mrs.
T.
Vanden
prepping
at Ottawa Hills.
a
leg
injury,
and
probably
won’t
was appointed to succeed Mrs.
find room for his services.
But Kefauver. the Democratic in. God’s invitation should be
Bosch, safety chairman; and Mrs.
Earl Welling, who had the best
be availablethis week.
Plans
are
under
way
for
a
accepted.
The
little
word
"come’’
Walvoord.
Other
divisional
chair-*
6.
Agriculture:
The
man
who
vice presidential nominee, is alClark De Koeyer and Ron Dor- men are the Rev. Harland Steele J. Zwagerman.recreation leader. tills the soil whether he be the Family Fair, a joint project of all yard gaining average in the openmost as vulnerable in his precon- Is most pleasing particularlywhen
Mr. and Mrs. William Wentzel,
er with 41 yards in six tries, was
it is spoken by some one who has gelo will start at the ends with Jan of Grand Haven, adult; Henry V.
hired hand or the owner, has his the Christian School Circles in
vention statements about his runmoved into the first string fullHolland and outlying districts.
Nienhuis and Larry Vliem at the Bolt of Grand Haven, education: Mrs. Milan Huyser and Mrs. Min- particularWorld Task.
authority
and
does
it
in
a
winsome
ning mate, Adlai Stevenson. Said
The fair will be held Nov. 2 in back spot.
guards. Prins and Bruce Fogertv Rev. Jerry Veldman of Holland, nie Languis left for Big Bay. and
7. Politics:Either the voter or
Kefauver: “What was not good manner. “And the Spirit and the
are spendingseveral days at the the one voted for can be Christian. the Civic Center beginning Welling from Holland, never
enough in 1952 will not be good bride say. Come.” The Holy Spirit or Gibson will team at the guards young people: Mr. and Mrs. Henry
played varsity high school fooball
and
Steve
Brunink
will
start
at
Tysse of Holland, audio visual home of Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Some say that politicians can't be at 6 p.m.
enough to win in 1956 ... I chal- and the Church extend the invitaWentzel and son. Billy, who are Christian.But did you notice that General chairmen for the event but played some in the service and
center.
aids.
lenge Adlai Stevensonto explain, tion to come. An invitationwill do
are Mrs, Gerald Van Wyk and really impressed Hope coaches
Officers reelected are Walter former residentsof Zeeland.
the keynote speakersfor both the
If he can, the race - baiting Dix- no one any good unless it is acwith his hard running against
Vander Haar, Holland, president; On Thursday afternoon, the La- Democratic and the Republican Mrs. Gerald Koning.
iecrat tone of his Florida cam cepted. This invitationis given to
Other committee chairmen are: Heidelberg.
dies Aid of Second Reformed Conventions were Christians.
William
Ter
Avest
of
Coopersville
“him
that
is
athirst."
The
person
paign.”
Publicity,Mrs. Roy Nykamp and
Running behind Welling is Ron
and Alvin Jager of Hudsonville. Church will hold their regular busi8. Research: Both the student
And this is Stevenson’s precon- who is thirstingfor Gpd and His
vice presidents; Harry Kramer of ness meeting. Group meetings will and the atomic scientist can per- Mrs. Henry Brower; fancy work, Siebling, a big freshman from
11
vention character portrayal of Ke- blessings can be satisfied. The inMrs. A. Slenk; sample room. Mrs. Kohler, Wis. Siebling didn’t come
Holland, secretary; H. K. Goodwin be held and plans for the ensuing form within the Christian faith.
fauver: "He has resorted to mudPaul Baker and Mrs. A. Vander out for footballuntil school startyear discussed. Mrs. Ross Vander
of
Holland,
treasurer;
William
9. Domestic Relationh: From the
F(l11
slinging and abuse ... I am unPloeg; lunch. Mrs. Wallace De ed but he’s a 190 - pounder and
Viening
of
Grand
Haven,
assistant Wall will lead devotions and nursing child to aging grandfather,
will,
let
him
take
the
water
of
life
der no illusion that the facts have
Zwaan and Mrs. Lewis Dykema; should really shine in later games.
The
Woman's
Auxiliary of Grace secretary and treasurer.
there
will
be
special
music
in
the Christian faith can be a part
any influenceon my opponent, Mr. freely.”People are saying "no” to
post office. Mrs. Bud Michielsen;
Episcopal
Church
held
ils first
charge
of
Mrs.
Jack
Boonstra.
Another Wisconsinproduct. Jim
In resolutions presentedat the
of one’s
v
God’s invitation all the time.
Kefauver.’’
baked goods. Mrs. John Timmer Menzer. a Sheyboygan freshman,
autumn meeting Wednesday after- evening assembly,the Rev. E. J. Hostesses are Mrs. Jack De Witt
Were
do
you
fit
into
this
scheme?
There
is
a
warning
in
this
lesson
And when the California primnoon in the parish hall. The pro- Tanis of Zeeland recommended and Mrs. Ford Berghorst. Mrs. When the time comes, will you and Mrs. Ray Bratt; greenhouse. is working at left half. He too.
ary had gone against Kefauver, which we should not overlook.
gram was followed by a tea. ar- that church consistories and Wesley Faber will supervise the be ready to fit your ChristianityMrs. Lavern Koning; movies. Mrs. will be heard from later in the
"And
if
any
man
shall
take
away
Mr. Truman commented: "I am
John Van Dyke; fish pond. Mrs. season.
ranged by St. Monica’s Guild with boards conduct a study on the mul- nursery.
! into your World Task?
very happy to see Mr. Kefauver from the words of the book of this
William Bouman and Mrs. William
Mrs.
Leonard
Stiller as chairman. tiplicity of meetings within the
The
Christmas
Box
for
the
Cook
With De Vette crossing his fingdefeated ... I am inclined to prophecy, God shall take away his
De Roo.
Mrs.
Irvin De Weerd, president, church during the,coming year and Training School at Phoenix. Ariz.,
ers
— time as a healing factor
part of the book of life, and out of
anyone besides Kefauver.”
The fair will be open to the pub- stepped in — at Wednesday’sdrills
conducted the meeting and Mrs. report back at next year's conven- will be packed by members of the
And that’s a fair sampling of the holy city, and from the things
lic and a variety of entertainment
JosephineHipps led devotions. tion. This study is in keeping with Mubesheraatsocietyof Second Rea few more of Ine backfield corps
the Democratic quotes contained which are written in this book.”
Nineteen men from the Brother- is planned. Special feature will be were on the mend and reported
Mrs. Merrill Miner acted as secre- general aims to unify the work, not formed Church, at the October
in the eight - page Republican It is terrible to trifle with the
a
large
selection
of
Christmas
tary and Mrs. Elmer J Rowder only in the Sunday School but in meeting. Communion services will hood of the local church accepted
for practice.
booklet. Doubtless the Democrats things of God. There is also a
gifts, corsages, candles and other
the entire church.
gave
the treasurer's report.
be
observed
on
World
- Wide Com- the invitation last Monday night to
Weatherbee.who has practiced
will dredge up some Republican yearning in the last verses of the
Mrs. Arthur R. Visser, parish Delivering main addresses in munion Sunday on Oct. 7. at the a hamburg fry given by the holiday items.
slightly,is expected to be set
quotes, but they will have a hard- lesson— a yearning for the Lord
ktywoman, told of plans for a both afternoon and evening was morning service and again at 3 Brotherhoodfrom Parchment Realong with Watt, Faber and Rupp.
er time because there was no con- Jesus to come. Some .day He will
formed Church near Kalamazoo. Robert Bonnette Named
meeting of the Woman's Auxiliary Dr. Henry Hitt Crane, minister of p.m..
Larry Green, team trainer,said
vention contest in the GOP. If come.
The Women’s Missionary and
of the Central Deanery, to be held Central Methodist Church of
At
the morning worship service
Vander
Lind and Van Dongen, de1.
God
has
prepared
a
new
heavthere had been, the Democrats
Aid Society met in the church Chief of Scout Honorary
Detroit. His talks were keyed to
finitely will not play this week.
would probably have as much en and a new earth for the re- Wednesday. Oct. 3. at St. Paul’s the conventiontheme, "Builders in Second Reformed Church the basement last Thursday night.
Church in Muskegon. A number of
Rev. Harold Englund preached on
But Kuyers remains a question.
campaign quotationfuel as the deemed.
Robert Bonnette, Explore. Scout
Holland
women
are
planning
to With Christ Our Lord.” In the "Buried Treasure" and the choir Mrs. Jack Nieboer. vice president,
Green
and De Vette are watch2.
The
new
world
will
be
far
Republicansnow have. Such are
afternoon he emphasized building sang the anthems. "O Praise Ye presided. Mrs. Albert Brouwer led from troop 42 of Lakeview School, ing his ankle clasely and report
attend.
the facts of life because most poli- better than the old.
was
electeif
Wednesday
as
Chapter
Work of the diocesanWoman's in the home and the church, and God" — Tschajkowsky and "Go in devotions.A film strip "Beginthe swelling has gone down some
3. We do not know much about
ticians in either party can’t keep
Chief of the local organization of
Board
in Grand Rapids, is it ad- ir. the evening the emphasis was not Far From Me, O God" Zinga- ning With Me," was shown. Mrs.
since Monday.
their mouths shut. Former Presi- the future but we know enough.
the
Order
of
the
Arrow,
honorary
Harry
Schutt
favored
with
two
voon the community and world. Dr. relli.
But whether it will go down
4. People seek satisfactionin the mini. ters the women's program in
dent Calvin Coolidge was a past
cal solos, and Mrs. B. Bosman Scout camping society. Bonnette is
the
diocese,
was
explained
by Crane was inclined to be pessiAt the evening service his serwrong
way
and
places.
master at keeping his mouth
an Eagle Scout and has camped enough and be strong enough by
presented
the
Bible
Study.
The
mistic
on
developments
in
world
Mrs. Warren S. Merriam. vice
mon topic was, "Higher Producti- Spiritual Life thought was given by at the Philmont National Scout Saturday to merit taping, Green
shut.
5. Great things await the people
president of the Woman's Auxil- affairs, decrying the so - called vity” and the choir sang the anthcan only wait and see. Kuyers
of
God.
i Remember if you have not reMrs. Sena Redder. Refreshments Ranch.
arms races between nations and
6. The best thing a person can iary of the Diocese of Western the incalculableviolence that can em, " Let All Creaturesof God were served by Miss Anna Looman
gistered you must by October 8.
Robert Billett of Hamilton, the spent Wednesday afternoon In the
whirlpool bath.
His Praises Sing,” - Kalinnikoff. and Mrs. Effie Lievense.
That is if you are going to VOTE do is to accept God's invitations. Michigan.
retiring Chief, presided at the elecThe program for the afternoon, destroy the world.
End Paul Wiegerink,who has
in November.
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Brink of tion of other officers. Fred Vande
"If you plant corn, you're going
in charge of Mrs. Clarke Field,
been in and out of the training
Vusse
of
post
2006
was
elected
vice
Hudsonville
and
Dick
Houtman
of
to get corn. You won't get straw- Barbara Hulst Has Party
vice president of the local AuxilGrand Rapids were guests Sunday chief and Dennis Smeenge, post room all season with a leg Injury,
berries.not even if you pray for
Brother-in-Law o( Local
iary, featured a film showing work
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. 2010, was named secretary-treas-has a muscle injury on the Inside
strawberries.If we plant weapons, On Her Fifth Birthday
Public confession ot faith was made possible through the United
of the upper thigh, but should be
urer.
Chris Sas.
Man Diet in Albany
made Sunday morning by Roger Thank Offering throughout the we’ll get weapons, or worse. Why
Barbara Hulst, daughterol Mr.
The church services last Sunday Appointed as chairmen of com- okay by Saturday.
don’t we plant more peace?”
Episcopal Church. The UTO is the
Quarterbacks Harry Voss and
ALBANY, N. Y.-Funeral serv- Krikke.
Yet, Dr. Crane said the might and Mrs. John Hulst. Jr., cele- were in charge of the Rev. Harold mittees were: Billett, service;
John Wessels led the song ser- women’s “blue box" contribution
Del Grissen came through the
ices were being arranged Tuesday
of the atom can be turned to the brated her fifth' birthday anniver- Renters from Beaverdam.Next Keith White, ceremonies, Dave
for Rev. Mauurice Snyder, pastor vice on Sunday evening. Mr. and and totals about 24 million dol- release of incrediblepower. "It is sary Saturday afternoon at a Sunday the guest minister will be Maris, unit elections;Gary Goor- opener in fine shape and are again
lars each triennial general convencarrying on a battle for the sigof the Bought Corners Reformed Mrs. Wessels also sang a duet.
utterlyunbelievable what physical party at her home, route 2, Zee- the Rev. James Wayer from Hol- man, membership; Vande Vusse,
Church near here, who died Sun- The Men’s Society will have its tion. It supports woman mission- ‘and material progress we are cap- land.
land. Tonight a mid-week service activities./ Advisors are Miner nal calling1job. Voss will probably
Highlightingthe table decora- will be held. The Rev. Harry Buis Meindertsma and Richard Wilson. start Saturday.
day in Albany Hospital of gunshot first meeting Thursday evening at aries. helps to support colleges, able of, but to do so we must have
schools and training centers for an imperative release of spiritual tions were balloons and candy. The from Cleveland, Ohio, will conduct
Big Jim Hilmert is counted on
Injuries received Saturday after- 8 P.M. All men are invited.
The PTA of the Allendale Chris- deaconessesand women workers, power. God 13 the only key to these children were awarded prizes for the services.
for one end Saturday and Wiegernoon. The minister, a graduate of
ink or Curt wlenning at the other.
Hope College and Western Theo- tion School has been changed to buys automobiles and other equip- channels and He Is anxious to have games and a decoratedbirthday Glenn Allen Kamper received Two-Year Contract It
ment for missionaries, etc.
Larry Ter Molen and Matt Peelen
logical Seminary in Holland, Mich., Oct. 12.
cake and ice cream featured re- first and second degree bums on Signed at Holland Hitch
us open them.” he said.
Ne t meeting of the auxiliaryis
will play the tackles and Dick
his face and body while at work
was struck by a bullet from a rifle The Golden Hour Society will
Deliveringdevotional messages freshments.
which his 13-year-oldson was load- present the story of the Elim scheduled Wednesday, Nov. 14, at at both sessions was Dr. Marion Guests were Evonne Hulst, last Thursday. He is confined to
It was jointlyannounced by the Gantos and Mick Faber the guards.
ing and unloading.
Christian School on Tuesday eve- 8 p.m. The executive board, will de Velder of Hope Church, Holland. Diane Rigterink,Joyce Brower, the Holland hospital.
Holland Hitch Co. and local 284, Earl De Witt is the center.
Or Monday night, the Willing UAW-CIO, that negotiations have
Rev. Snyder, who served pastor- ning. This is the school where meet Thursday, Oct. 4, at 7:30 His emphasis in the afternoon was Gary Hessler, Joann Ver Beek,
ates at the Stone Arabia and Harriet Bussis plans to work next p.m.
“Christ, the Foundation of Our Jane De Jong^ Sally and Lavonne Workers Missionary Society met been completed for a two-year con- ProfessionalWoman’s
Sprakers Reformed Churches in year.
Building” and In the evening “The Gruppen, Ricky Nykamp, David in the church parlors. Mrs. Jack tract effectiveSept. 1, 1956, which
New York state before going to the Joe De rtoo returned home from Three local students have en- Building Tools and Materials Vander Kolk, Bobby and Marty Nieboer gave a book review on Includes a pension plan, a seventh Council Will Meet
Bought Reformed Church in 1947, the hospital in Grand Rapids rolled at Wheaton CoUege in Needed.”
Nagelkirk, Ruth Vander Ploeg, "The Miracle at Carville."
paid holiday, 20 cents per hour in
is a brother- in - law of Harry Thursday.* He suffered severe Wheaton, HI., according to the
The Holland Christian Business
Sally Glass, Marcie and Roxanne
lieu of the cost savings program,
Frissel, a member of the Hope pain immediatelyafter the opera- college news bureau. Miss Nancy
Word has been received here an Increase of six cents per hour and Professional Women's CounMiss Muriel K. Hopkins, O.T.R., Griffis, Maurice Rosema, Patricia
College faculty.
that Tom Cady, who eniiated in for 1956, six cents hourly increase cil will meet Tuesday, Oct. 2, at
Jane Bos, daughter of Mr. and director of occupational therapy. Hulst and the honored guest.
tion but is much relievec now.
Mrs. Garvelink remains In Zee- Mrs. Herman Bos, 145 West 21st Maximum Security Division, at
Mrs. Stanjey Hulst. Mrs. Tom the U. S. Navy Sept 18, under the effectiveSept. 1, 1957, and certain 6 p.m. In Cumerford’srestaurant.
Dr. A. B. Steele of the Caitide land hospital until Tuesday. She St., is enrolled as a sophomore Dr. Norman M. Beatty Memorial Rosema and Mrs. Bernice Griffis high school training program, has improvements In seniority provi- Main speaker will bs Mrs. S.
and Carton Chemical Co., will will then stay at the home of her majoringin elementaryeducation; Hospital in Westville,Ind., will at- assisted the hostess.
had tryouts and has been accept- sions.
Franklin Logsdon, wife ot the
apeak on ’’EthyleneOxide, a brother. Charles De Jonge at 235 Miss Dorothy Jeanne Weyenberg, tend the 39th annual conference of
ed into the band. His address is
minister of the Immanuel Church.
Building Block tor IndustrialSur- Pick St., Zeeland for a period of daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Henry the American OccupationalTherGray Ladies who took part in Thomas Eugene Cady, SR. 472-60- The ideal pitch of an automo- The special feature will be a
factants” at the first meeting of convalescence.
Weyenberg. 1575 South Shore Dr, apy Association Sept. 28 through the recreational activitiesat VA 76, Co. 589 102 Batt 10th Reg., U. bile horn for maximum warning talk by Miss Esther VeenHuis' of
the season of the Western MichiLaurili? Gebben, daughter of sophomore, elementary education, Oct. 6 at Minneapolis.Miss Hop- Hospital, Fort Custer, on Monday S. Naval Training Center, Great would be about 4,000 cycles per the home economics department
gan Section of the American Mr. and Mrs. Alan Gebben, is im- and Robert J. Vandenbcrg,son of kins will be at Mayo Clinic Sept. included the Mesdames Richard Lakes, 111.
second. However, that sound woald of Holland High School.
Chemical Society Friday at 8 p.m. proving at St. Mary's hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Tony Vandenberg, 27 for a rehabilitationmeeting. Berkompas, James Crowle, Elmer
be objectionable to persons living
Reservationsfor Tuesday’s
at Calvin College Science Build- Mr. and Mrs. William Assink 343 West Washington, Zeeland, jun- She is the daughter of Mr. and DeBoer, J. Doomewerd, Peter The Yukon is the largestAmeri- near the road so auto engineers meeting may be made with Miss
ing in Grand Rapids. Interested and family spent Sunday evening ior, preparing for work as a medi- Mrs. Clifford B. Hopkins, 161 West Dryer, Bina Nead and Henry can river flowing into the Pacific compromise with a less penetrat- Alice Spykerman. Miss Aleta Van
ocean.
persons are invited.
Sandy.
cal missionary. .
ing sound.
Dyke or Miss Viola Cook.
at the Alvin Nienhuis home.
12th SL
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A COLONIAL

HISTORIC CITY — Here’i a view of Munich,
Germany showing the city and the surrounding
mountains. The photo was taken from LudwigChurch. Munich is a busy place in Septemberand

October. First there’s the music festival and then
the busy October Festival,at which time residents dance in the streets, listen to music and
drink beer. And the citizens love their eating.

MOTHER

reading the new U.S.
Constitution to her two children was the center
of interest in a special window displayin the J.C.
Penney Co. last week, arranged by the Elizabeth
Schuyler Hamilton chapter of the Daughters of
the American Revolution in connection with the

Niles had nine first downs and
Rain Wishes Out Final
the Dutch four.
Lineups
Night of Airpark Racing
Holland
Late afternoonshowers SaturEnds
Streicher, Van Eeneday cancelled the final night of
naam, Alderink, Botsis, Boeve.
Tackles — De Ridder. Hill. Bron- stock car racing for the season at

Otsego Noses Out

Wilsons Visit Munich During Music

From

^

WELL COVERED — Whin

AIM

A. Bansback, 72, of routa 4,

Allagan, lost control of hii car Saturday at lit was laaving a

—

Dutch Come

}

second annual observance of Constitution Week.
Period piece* and oldtime costumes were used in
the display.A picture of Elizabeth Schuyler
Hamilton for whom the local chapter is named
appears on the wall at right.
(Penna-Sas photo)

:

.

•

Zeeland in Final

downtown Allagan parking placa, Hit resulting accident was
assured of adequate news coverage. The car just missed the car

at left — belonging to John Axe, editor of tha Alleaan NewsMr. and Mrs. C. Downer, track
Gazette
then hopped a double curb and crashed into the
of
Guards —Van Zanden, Scully, owners, announced today that 17
Festival
offices and photographic studio of Jea Armstrong, The Sentinel's
White. Feddick.
work would start immediatelyto
Allegan correspondent. Mr. and Mrs. Bansback, occupantsof tkt
Center — Aye. Buis.
improve the track and grounds so
ZEELAND (Special) - Otsego
By Matthew C. Wilson
We managed to get to see one
car, were not injured,but damage to the cor was extensive.
Backs
—
T.
Stoel.
R.
Kuyers,
as
to
have
an
early
spring
openpushed across a touchdown with
At long last came Munich— the of three large castles built by King To
(Joe Armstrong photo)
Otting, B. Stoel, Bosch, Elenbaas, ing.
Ludwig II of Bavaria at Neu17 seconds remainingto nose out
place famous for music, beer and
Bolks,
B.
Bonnette.
A
meeting
will
be
held
with
the
schwanstein. He built it on the
Strikingwith forward passes,
Zeeland here Friday night. 13-7 for
the October Festival. We saw side of a mountain so it would be
Nile*
drivers and owners to determine
Mrs. Fairbanks Hostess
preparations for the festivaland higher than that of his father the Holland High gridders came
Ends — Haspers. Cunningham. the restrictionsand modifications the second straight Chix defeat.
Dick Seekman dived through the
the large beer halls which are across the river. It was never from behind twice Friday night to
Tackles — Cribbs, PeGan, Cal- of cars that will be permitted to
middle from the one-foot line on At Bible Class Meeting
erected by many breweries. During completed because Ludwig died
vert.
down a determined Niles team. Guards — Curtis. Gymer, Hun- compete next season.
The Ladies Bible Gass of First
fourth down for the payoff tally.
the festival residents and visitors In 1882 after 17 years of work on
13-12 before a disappointing home
The touchdown had been set up on Methodist Church met at the home
spend most of theii time drinking the castle. He was often called
ziker.
opener crowd of 3,000 fans at Rivtwo passes from Gary Shook to of Mrs. Ernest Fairbanks, 141 East
Centers — Parker, Cavich, Johnbeer, listening to music and danc- the “mad king” because of his
erview Park.
Jim Harmon. The first one cov- 10th St., Friday evening with 16
son.
ing or eating. Our main objection extravagances and finally the
For the Dutch it was the first Backs — Fausch, Brudi, De Poy,
ered 35 yards and the second one members attending.
to travel is that we cannot be in Bavarians would not give him any
EAST LANSING, Mich. (UP)
win of the season following the
In the absence of the president
Tracey.
Linville.
Fox.
Wagley,
15 yards and put the ball on the
every place for every festival, more money to build castles.
Michigan
State Univeraity football
-13-13 tie with Grand Rapids CresZeeland five. Four plays later and vice president, Mrs. S. P. coach Duffy Daugherty today or*
concert, wine pressing or other
We can be thankful for Ludwdg ton a week ago and it again show- Braw’ley, Mooney, Davis, Jones,
Eakley,
second
vice
president,
Seekman went ov.'r.
things of local Interest.
because he became a patron of ed that the Holland scoring punch Ralston.
was in charge of the business dered his squad through its last
Officials: Lee Telfer, referee,
Zeeland struck first In the game
However, we were lucky enough Wagner and his operas, paintings, this year could be through the air.
scrimmage before opening against
meeting. She also conducted devoto be in Munich during the music tapestriesand wood carvings sym- So far all of the Dutch touch- Jerry Schalk. umpire, Bob QuirStanford next week.
Bareman's Service of Holland as Ron Beyer scored on a quar- tions.
ing, head linesmanand Lee Kleis,
terback keeper play with one mifestival. The old opera house was
stayed
in
the
running
in
Gass
B
bolize scenes from various operas. downs have been on passes.
Plans were made and commit- Daugherty said he would use
bombed out so the operas are If Ludwig was crazy, at least The winning touchdownpass, timer.
competition Tuesday night follow- nute gone in the second quarter. tees appointed for the annual ban- the scrimmage to decide which
given in a much smaller theater he lived comfortably. The castle is thrown with 8:55 left in the game Statistics:
players will travel to Stanford
a 7-2 win over Fryling Jewel- The score, made on fourth down, quet In October.
H
N ing
and tickets are scarce. Through the only one we have seen that covered 66 yards. With Holland
and which wiU stay on the training
ers of Grand Rapids in the Zee- covered about five yards.
Miss
Marion
Shackson
showed
9
our head porter at the hotel we had central heating,running water, on their own 34, end Larry Al- First downs ......... .... 4
land Softball tournamentat Legion The first touchdown was set up slides of scenes of northern Mi table after next Wednesday.
206
on Bruce Hardenburg's recovery chlgan where Mrs. Mattie Shack- The Spartan coach has to out his
got front row seats for Lohengrin elevators,an electric bell system derink ran deep to the Niles 43, Yards rushing ...... ... 54
Field.
25
our first night and seats in the and what must have been a fine outsprintedthe Niles safety to Yards passing ...... .. 100
Rog Lamar was the winning pitch- of an Otsego fumble on the Otsego son, a member of the class, and travelingsquad down to 38 players
Total Yardage ...... .. 154 231
fourth row for The Meistersinger kitchen.
grab Tom Stoel’s aerial on the
er and Ted Schreur homered in- 35.
family spent tha summer.
before the Stanford trip and bu
7
Fumbles ............ .... 3
Late In the same period, Zeetwo nights later.
Viking
40
and
raced
to
the
end
side the park for the winners.
Refreshments were served by ot cut the training table from 83
Returningto Munich we drove
.... 4
6
Fumbles
recovered
I have heard Wagner given at through fine farmland where wo- zone.
Planggers of St. Joseph won an land fumbled on their own six Mrs. Willis Haight and Mrs. Maud to 55 players before Wednesday.
Punts ................ 5-120 3-101
yard line and Otsego recovered. Horning.
the Metropolitan,but these German men work in the fields like men,
Bob Bonnette hack to hold the Penalties ............ ...25
eight
- inning contest over Subur10
Daugherty has picked 30 top
Phil Neuport went over from the
singers and directors give it an raking and loading hay. The Bava- ball for placement was forced to
ban Motors, 3-2 in the other Class
players to make up one team for
three
for
the
first
Otsego
touchadded touch that literally makes rian towas are very quaint and un- run when the center was high and
B game. The defendingchamps
the scrimmage and the rest of the
Sine ater Donee Planned
you sit on the edge of your chair. spoiled.We also passed the U.S. was downed immediately.
pushed across the winning run down, heading around end and
squad will make up the opposing
then
cutting in off the tackle.
I have heard of heavenly music Army School for Engineerswhich This winning touchdown came Catholic
when the Suburban catcher dropAfter Football Game
team.
The extra point attempt was
but this was the first time I trains all NATO engineers. Near- three Jays after Niles had climaxped the ball on a close play at
The first Horizon Gub sweater Team physician Dr. James Feuwide
to give Zeeland a 7-6 halfreally heard music which sound- by towns get free service from ed a six-play52-yard drive to take
home plate.
dance of the season will be held rig said three players, halfback
ed as if it came from heaven. the engineers if they need some the lead 12-7 with 2:10 of the
Rietman of Suburban tied the time lead.
Reserves,
Rog Yntema, Hanlenburg and Friday at 9:45 p.m. at Civic Cen- Walt Kowalcxyk,guard Don
In both operas we were surprised roads built, some bulldozing done fourth period gone.
score at 2-2 in the sixth with n
ter, following the Holland High- Wright and tackle Joe Carruthers,
Norm
Wiggers stood out on deby the magnificent acting done or other engineering work handled Evan Jones, playing his first
two - run triple. Dick Planggers
footballgame.
will miss the scrimmage today. by the principal singers, the and the Army is glad to get this varsity game, had circled the Hol- Holland High's reserves grab- was the winning pitcher and A1 fense for Zeeland while Butch Niles
Music for dancing will be proI^arsonwas the top Otsego defendchorus and even those who carried work. They can do some town a land right end for seven yards and bed the rushing and passing yard- Bosch the loser.
vided by Len Rummler'i orches- Paper stuck to a wood surface
the spears or flags.
lot of good and at the same time the Viking touchdown.The series age honors Friday afternoon
In a Class C game, the Grand er. Hardenburg recoveredtwo Ot- tra.
usually will come off if a few drops
Citizens of Munich like their train their men.
had started on the Holland 45 and against Muskegon Catholic’s re- Rapids Catholic War Vets stopped sego fumbles.
All high school students in ninth of oil iirst are allowed to soak
Otsego,
stopped
in
its
opener,
food, so we ate at several places
was
highlighted
by
an
18-yard
run
serves at Riverview Park but came South Grandville Christian ReAnother town of Interest we saw
now has a 1-1 record while the through 12th grades and Hope Col- into it. Rub gently with a dean
and ended up at the Hofbrauhaus was Boy's Town which was given by Dave Brudi, through the cen- out on the short end of a 6-0 game. formed Church, 5-2.
lege students are invited.
cloth.
Chix have an 0-2 mark.
for pigs knuckles and sauerkraut, by men stationedat a nearby U.S. ter for 18 yards.
The loss evened the Dutch semashed potatoes and bock beer. Air Force Base. It operates on the
Bob Haspers was forced to run conds' record at 1-1. They play at
Statistics
Z
O
The hall hfs three floors for eat- same principlesas the several as the high pass from center Muskegon Heights, next Friday Ethel Jager Honored
Scrappy Myt:
7
ing and drinking and there is Boy's Towns in the United States. bounced out of the hand of the afternoon.
First downs ........ .... 12
music on the top and bottom floors. Our soldiers,for the most part, holder. He was tackled at the
Yards rushing ......... 122 111
The little Crusaders scored the By Niecep, Nephews
63
;
An •Itcfric furnace uses 100% scrap;
The orchestra plays German have made excellent impressions scrimmage.
game's only touchdown late in the
Yards passing ...... .... 10
A surprise grocery shower was Total yardage ..... ... 132 174
Holland's first touchdown, fourth quarter on a four-yard end
songs with everyone joining in the in Germany and Austria. Rather
|
the open hearth 50% scrap and 50%
given Tuesday evening at the home
singing and stein waving. Some than being an enemy occupant they which put the Dutch ahead at run after a sustained drive.
Passe* attempted ... ..... 2
11
halftime 7-6, was completed on a
Holland, in rolling to the statis- ot Mrs. Henry Poll. Guest of honor Passes completed.......... 1
3
stand on the benches and tables are friends.
pig iron.
14-yard pass play from Stoel to tics leadership,threatened twice in was Miss Ethel Jager. who will Passes intercepted ..... 1
0
to wave their steins and shout forth
be
married
in
October
to
Gyde
Alderink.
the first half getting inside the 10
5
their songs. They serve only one
Fumbles ............ ..... 6
Poll.
This time, with 2:30 remaining both times but couldn't score.
3
size of beer and that is about a John T. Wiersma, 70,
Fumbles recovered ..... 4
always buying
materials
Invited guests were nieces and
in the first half Stoel found AlAnd when the game ended, the
liter or more. All I can say. is that
Punts ....... ........ . 3_76 3-94
Succumbs Unexpectedly
derink amongst a group of Niles Dutch were on the Muskegon Cath- nephews of Miss Jager. including Penalties ............
20
if Hitler started his first putsch
John T. Wiersma. 70, died un- tacklers on the goal line. The tow- olic two-yardline. Holland picked Norma. Iris. Wanda, Arnell and
in this beer hall, as is claimed. I
expectedly at his home. 1914 South headed end grabbed the ball and up 109 yards rushing and 55 pass- Arietta Hopp, Jerry Barendse,
can understand where he received
Shore Dr., Saturdayafternoon.He sneaked out of the group for the ing while the Crusaders had 20 Mary, Betty, Barbara and Patricia Station Entered
120 River
HaOaW, Mick.
the courage to get ahead. That
was
born in the Netherlandsand score.
GRAND HAVEN (Special) yards in passing and 72 in rushing. Postma. Dale, Herbert and Marstuff will make a pussy cat snarl
came to this country with his famTom Aye, who had set up the Ken Hill was again the Holland garet Boersen, Carl. Monty, Carpi State police are investigatinga reat a full grown dog!
ily wnen he was three years old. opportunity by blockinga Niles workhorse. He carried the ball to and Gary Moomey, Gail Jager, port of a break - in which accurIt is interestingto see the mechHe lived In Holland most of his kick on the 14. booted the ball the two-yard line on the final drive. Sandra, Gwen and Nicky Santora, red Saturdaynight at the Charles
anical figures on the Town Hall
SPECIALIZE IN ALL
Borst gas station, route 2, Nunlca.
clock do their stunts every day life, having served first as an across Columbia Ave. for the Hill carried 13 times and picked Sharon, Ruth and Lois Faber.
agent and then as assistantmana- placement. The center's pass had up 91 yards.
Games
were
played
and
prizes
According
to
the
owner,
the
place
at 11 a m. The puppet show Mager of the Prudential Life Insur- dribbled on the ground and Stoel
Other Dutch picking yardage in- were awarded.Refreshmentswere was entered through a rear wintures knights in armor riding by
ance Co. in Holland for 20 years. picked it up and placed it in posi- cluded Vern Teske, six yard*. Bob served.
dow and about 336 in bills and
on horses, figures dancing and
tion.
Visschers. 8 and Jim Van Putten,
change was taken from a cash
others playing bells. It all ends He -later was transferred to Fort
Wayne, Ind., as manager of the On fourth down, Aye and end two yards.
register.
with a golden rooster crowing and
Holland tried six passes, com- Humane Society Will
flapping its wings. The former Insurance company office there. Bill Boeve had rushed Niles’ kickKing's Palace at Nymphenburg He returned to Holland eight years er Ed Ralston. Ralston recovered pleted four and had one intercept- Meet Here Friday
ago when he retired.
the ball on the 14 and Holland ed. The Crusaders threw two
near Munich is worth a visit if
He was a member of First Re- took over.
passes, completed one and had one
All charter members of the
only to see its fine gardens.
Niles had taken the lead after intercepted.
formed Church of Central Park.
Ottawa County Humane Society
Survivingare the wife. Sena; two and a half minutes of play
24
The Dutch punted four times for and others interestedin the care
two sons. Theodoreof South Bend. had elapsed. Dave Brudi broke off 135 yards and the winners five of pets are invited to a meeting
344 WEST 16TH
PHONE 6-6660
HOUR
The
Ind., and George of Holland; four right guard on the fourth scrim- times for 95 yards. Holland was at 2 p.m. Friday in the Tulip
SERVICE
grandchildren; one grpat grand- mage play of the game and raced penalized for 20 yards and Muske- Room of the Warm Friend Tavern.
Your Car.
54
yards
to
sere.
child; two sisters, Mrs. Nick Piergon Catholic 45 yards. Each team
Phone
A campaign for members will be
Haspers' kick was short and Hol- had six first downs.
sma of Holland and Mrs. Leland
launched at the time. G e o g e
land trailed for the first time this
Zickery of Grand Rapids.
Larry Vliem and Russ Prins led Heeringa is president of the new
season.
the Dutch defense, each getting 14 organization and Mrs. J. H. De
RUBBER
The Dutch, playing without the tackles. Hill followed with 12
Vries is membership chairman.*
STAMPS
". . . and you can't buy any
services of co - captain and full- tackles.
An animal shelterfor the county
back Wes Kuyers because of a
370 Roost
Helloed
is currently under construction on
better than MAPLE GROVE'S
hip bruise, couldn't do much on
US-31
about
nine miles north of
Mission Circle Meets
the ground.
extra-safe, extra-healthy,alHolland.
The big Niles line clogged the
At
Beechwood
Church
at homo and
middle and did a fairly good job
ways-cool, TEMPERATUREA Samurai is a member of the
of holding off the end runs. Hoi
A meeting ot the Beechwood military caste of Japan.
land managed to get only 54 yards
CONTROLLED MILK!"
Friendship Mission Grcle was held
rushing in the entire game while
in the society room of the church
every por* of /<
the Vikings made a total of 206
Tuesday night. Mrs. Lawrence
yards rushing.
Prins was in charge of devotions.
Aided by Brudi's runs, Niles had
Mrs. Roger Pruls, accompanied
80 yards in the first period and
by
Mrs. Jdhn Kammeraad, sang
(and Soda Bar)
77 in the fourth quarter and other
_
_
two solos. Roger Rietberg, direc171 WCHIOAJV AVL
niOKX 2S37
periods of 27 and 22 yards.
tor of music at Hope College, was
Holland netted 33 in the first
*##eetee#eeeeeeeeenn»a»«Meeeeeeeei
YOUR HOSTS*
period and 32 in the third and guest speaker.
The businessmeeting was in
PAUL AND KDNA VAN RAALTt 'minus 11 in the second and third
charge of Mrs. Elton Van Pernis,
combined.
ACROSS FROM POSTOf FICI
But in the air, it was a differ- president.The spiritual life topic.
ZKELAND
ent story. Holland completed four “Rusty Christians," was in
out of six for an even 100 yards charge of Mrs. Calvin Nykamp.
OOSIO SUNDAYS
while the Vikings threw eight and She ako read a poem.
Tha Bier Kelder offers mony
Hostesses were the Mesdames
PIRXIBLI PLASTIC PIPI
completedfour for 25 yards.
8UU Farm bow flfvm year ms*
servicesfor your pleosure.
Kenneth
Etterbeek,
Dennis
RoeCUTS COSTS 2S%
preheasiv* end coM^rw ntm b
k>fs, Gerrit Gorman, Alvin Scbuildie aft o( your car and where yom
The bast in drought and
Install your own form-wide water
ing. Glenn De Jonge and Robert
live. Thk gamatMi you pay tha
system
with eoiy-to-hondle
bottlad beers and wines. All
Longstreet minimum rmied to protect am
Oesline Flexible PlasticPipe! Others
FOR

and Witness

Two Operas

kema, Diepenhorst,Hodgeboom, Airpark Speedway.
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Boerigter.

—
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Take 13-12 Win
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Scrimmage Today

Bareman’s Service
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Louis Padnos Iron

& Metal
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Automatic
Service

Rubber Stamps
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T

ransmission

ond Repair

ST.

FENDTS AUTO SERVICE

Older

75741

BEN'S

TWO PLACES TO

ENJOY GOOD FOOD

PIPE WATER

Van. flaalisLL

/

MAPLE GROVE DAIRY

RESTAURANT

____

OdUi^

3uftct|

—

your own! Call mo far eomploto doUflc about State Fana’a
“Step-Down Plan” It may aavo
you iDotny.

lika

U »n b taw

nv

mn

served by trained employees.

Marriage Licenses
Edwin J. Bareman, 27,

Beatrice Mae Koetsier,27, both of
Holland;Loren L. Kock, 23, and
Madeleine M. S legman, 21, both of

FAM to*

Ben Von Lenta, Agent
177 Coiiafa Ava. Pfcoaa 7113
and
Chester L Baumann, Agent

USLIStb*. Phan# 44294

Air-conditioned
ond

and

-

Grand Haven.

Siaion.d

Scott-Lugers Lumber Co.
IMIim

AVI.

FHONE 94M

Someone died in trafficonce
every 9% hours in Wisconsin during 1955 when the highway death
toll In

the state reached an

time high of 932.

all-

open

noon until midnight.

WARM FRIEND
TAVERN

THAT BIRTHDAY,
ANNIVERSARY or

hove cut costs 25% — you con iove
ot much or MOtEI Pipe it tough,
long-la sting. Con't rust, rot or corrode. Weighs only 1/10 os much os
metal pipe. Pays for itselfin labor

WEDDING
W# Have The Aniwer

HAMILTON

-

Caked

MFG. & SUPPLY CO.

-
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Farm Nows
Richard Machlele
County Agricultural Agent
The past summer Art Aukema
of Jenison has been feeding hli
pasture to his cows In the barnyard. Through this method he hat
been able to feed quite a number
of cows off a small acreage. One

m

reason for tuccesa li that as soon
he has an area cut, he puta
fertilizer on it and immediately
starts his Irrigation system. He
(eels that through this method he
is able to get a maximum 'amount
of fee off a small acreage. In fact,
he has already taken three Cuttings off this particular field. We
are interested in seeing how the
alfalfa is going to take the intensive cutting and also Interested
as to what this type of feeding
program is going to do in milk
Miss Esther Mae De Koster
production.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry De Koster Congratulations are in order to
Richard Dirkse of the Dirkse Legof 64 West First St, announce the
horn Farm in that word has Just
engagementof their daughter, been received that he has won the
Esther, to Jack De Vries, son of Western New York Random test

Mr. and Mrs. Jack De Vries of on the basis of a two year
erage. Dirkse will be awarded
12 West 16th St
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trophy offered by the Poultry Tribune at a National Convention to
be held at Syracuse, N. Y. on Oct.
3. We are certainly happy to see
one of our local people receive this

pHi

honor. We know that Ottawa
County has been known over the

Mr. and Mrs. Charles

Mr. end Mrs. Howard R. Hondlogten
Mr. and Mrs. Howard R. Michigan School of Engineering.
Handtogten,who were married The bride is the former Mary
Sept 5 in Second Christian Re- Ann Kannegieter, daughter of Mr.
formed Church of Wellsburg, Iowa, and Mrs. Henry Kannegieter of
Wellsburg, Iowa. The groom is the
are now at home at 913 East
son of the Rev. and Mrs. Fred
Huron St Ann Arbor. The groom Handlogtenof 625 West 20th St,
is a senior at the University of Holland.

HoHand Freshmen Ottawa County
4-H News
HostHarbdrites

By

Willis S.

Boss

4-H Club Agent
Work was started this week on
two new dormitories at Camp Pottawattomiein Grand Haven. The
new dormitories will be 20 by 16
Holland High’s freshmen foot- feet with a 4 foot projectionporch.
ball team, busy at it since Sept They will accommodate 22 camp1, will open the season at River- ers. This was allotted In the Board

At7pjn. Thursday

view Park under the lights Thurs-

day at 7

p.ra. against Benton

Harbor.
This will be the first of a five-

game schedule lined
freshmen.
Coaches

up

for the

Ed Damson and Ted

Boeve report the team has a lot of
spirit and the youngsters are anxious to get out and mix it up.
A record number of 70 boys are
still out for the team. A total of
84 came out for the first day’s
practice.

Damson and Boeve haven’t decided on the first string but
singled out some of the boys as
probably seeing the most .action.
Right now it looks like De
Weerd, Adams and Scott wifl be
battlingit out for the ends and

E.

Witteveen
(Joel

Montello Park" Christian Reformed Church was the scene of
the marriage of Miss Carol Joan
Lambers and Charles E. Witteveen
on Sept. 20. The bride is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Herman
Lambers, 986 GraafschapRd. Mr.
and Mrs. William Witteveen of
Fremont are the parents of the
groom.

The double ring ceremony was
performed by the Rev. Lubertus
Oostendorp‘before a setting of
white mums and gladioli, palms,
ferns and candelabra.

The

bride

wore a

photo)

autumn colors to blend with

their

gowns.

Richard Witteveen assisted his
brother as best man. Ushers were
Howard Lambers, brother of the
bride, anl Kelly Prince. Ellen and
Tommy Zwiep, niece and nephew
of the bride, were flower girl and
ring bearer. Ellen wore a dress
styled like the bpde’s and carried
a basket of flowers.Tommy wore
a white dinner jacket and black
bow tie.
The groom sang “I Love Thee”
and Herman Kolk sang “The

floor-length Lord's

Prayer" and

‘‘0 Perfect

gown of nylon tulle over taffeta. Love."
The bride’s mother wore a navy
The fitted lace bodice formed a
Sabrina neckline and long sleeves blue dress with pink accessories.
tapered to points over the wrists. The mother of the groom chose a
Chantillylace banded the bouffant black dress with white accessories.
skirt of nylon tulle. Her cap of
reception was held in the
lace trimmed with sequins secured church for 130 guests following
of Supervisorsbudget for this her fingertipveil of silk illusion. the ceremony. The Misses Joyce
year. 4-H club members, leaders, The bride carried white mums and Strabbing, Marjorie Garvelink,
Myra Koeman. Gloria Lubbers,
and parents express their thanks snapdragons.
Mrs. Theodore Zwiep, maid of Doris Boeve and Gladys Garvelink
for this project
In several parts of the county, honor, wore a waltz-length gown assisted.
there is new interest in 4-H club of gold chromespun taffeta with
For a trip to the Black. Hills in
work .Several communities have matching hat and shoes. The gown South Dakota, the bride changed
organizedor requestedinforma- was fashioned with an elongated to a charcoal gray dress and red
tion about 4-H club work. Clubs pointed bodice with sheer insert, a coat with black accessories.
that are new are Sand Creek, V neckline and brief sleeves.A
The bride is a graduate of HolNorth Holland, Lal^eyiew and Har- back bow with long streamers fell
land Christian High School and is
risburg.Other elute organized are over the circularskirt.
the Waverly Chib, Allendale, ApMrs. Richard Witteveen and Mrs now employed in the office of J.C.
ple Avenue, and of course many Willis Zwagerman, as bridesmaids, Penney Co. Mr. Witteveen is a
that have not let us know.
wore identical dresses in moss graduate of Fremont High School
Projects being emphasized this green and cocoa brown, with match and attended Calvin College. The
winter will be handicraft and elec- ing hats and shoes. The bridal at- newlyweds will be at home after
tric for boys; sewing and knitting tendants carried pompons in Oct. 1 at route 6, Holland.
for the girls. Other projects are
4nH Club Girl, photography,tractor, school conservation,home im- F.T. Miles Addresses
provement,etc.

A

entire nation as the poultry center.
We hope these honors will continue to come to this area. It will
mean much to our poultry producers to have that distinction.
We would like to caution farmers who are filling silos against
silo gas poisoning. However, this
danger can be avoided by taking
a few precautions such as being
alert during sib fillingopera
tion, watch for yellow or brown
fumes in the silo. If these are
present, stay away and allow no
one to enter the silo before operating a blower for ten minutes to
ventilate the sib shute. Always
leave the shute door open at the
top to prevent an accumulation of
Miss Mary Vender Haven
gasses. Provide ventilationat the
Mr. and Mrs. William Vander
base of the shute when silos are
Hoven of Paterson, N. J., announce
attached to the barn.
the engagement of their daughter.
there is no silage shute, it means
Mary, to Ronald Reinink, son of
constructionof a door on the out
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Reinink, 507
side of the silo. Keep children and
Lincoln Ave.
animals away from the silo for
seven to 10 day danger period.

Century Club

to

Open 60th Season
Dr.

Henry

J. Gomberg, out-

standing authority in the fields of

atomic and electrical engineering,
will lx? featured speaker at the
opening dinner meeting of the Century Club on

Monday at

6:30 p.m.

m

......

m
Mr. and Mrs. Dale Loveme Von Holtsemo
(Princephoto)

Miss CharlotteRuth

as best man. Ushers were Roger
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Kleis and Terry Van Haitsma,
Kleis of 90 West 17th St, became brothers of the couple.
the bride of Dale Laveme Van
Mrs. Kleis chose for the occaHaitsma on Friday, Sept. 14 In sion a navy blue dress with navy
Ninth Street Christiar.Reformed and white accessories. Mrs. Van
Church. The groom is the son of Haitsma wore a brown and white
Mr. and Mrs. ClarenceVan Hait- dress with gold and brown accessma of route 3. Zeeland.
sories. They had rose corsages.
Ferns, candelabraand bouquets
At the reception in the church
of white and lavendermums de- parlors, Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Bos
corated the church for the double were master and mistress of cerering rites, read by the Rev.
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin WalWhere Marvin J. Vanderwerp in the pre- monies.
cott served punch and- Mr. and
sence of 110 guests. Miss Lois Mrs. Paul Vander Leek, Miss
Kragt was organist and Miss Betty Alyce Smith and Richard PeterBouwman, the bride’s cousin, was son were in charge of the gift
soloist.
room. Miss Jane De Weerd and
Escorted to the altar by her Miss Norma Vander Wall were in
father, the bride wore a floor- charge of the guest book. Others
When you finish planting wheat length gown of Alencon lace and assisting were Misses Janice and
it is a good idea to bury, burn
nylon tulle with fitted bodice, long Ruth Mokma. Von Tubbergan,
o: otherwise destroy any surplus
sleeves and a scoop neckline with Marilee Homkes, Anita Bratt and
of treated seed. The treated seed
embroidered detail. The bouffant Norma Jalving.
is apt to get mixed with clean
skirt featured embroidered detail
The newlyweds are now honeywheat and they will render the enat the sides. A tiny hat of match- mooning in California,where the
tire bin unsalable for human food.
ing lace with sequins and pearls groom is stationedwith the Army
It should not be fed to livestock
held her fingertipveil. Her single at Fort Ord. For going away, the
or poultry.
strand of pearls was a gift from bride wore a black sheath dress
Wheat seed is treated with a
the groom. She carried a white with black and white accessories
mercury compound which is poiBible with an orchid and stream- and orchid corsage. A graduate of
sonous. Such grain is called pink
wheat and has been one of

the

at the American Legion clubhouse. main sources of grain contaminaHis subject will be "Recent Deve- tion in the past two years in Milopments in Peacetime Atomic chigan.
Under a new provision of the
Energy."
Dr. Gomberg is professor of law, all seed grain that has been
nuclear and electrical engineering treated with a poisonous substance
at the University of Michigan, must be stained a distinctivecolassistantdirector of the Michigan or so that it can be readily identiMemorial Phoenix Project, and fied. Seed treatmentis the best
research associate of the Atomic method of cotnrollingcovered
Energy Commission on Biological smut, or bunt, and seedlingblights.

Kleis,

ers.

Miss Betty Geenen was matron
of honor and Mrs. Roger Kleis,
sister-in-law of the bride, was
bridesmaid Miss Carol Mae Van
Haitsma, the groom’s sister, was
junior bridesmaid. They wore
identical waltz-lengthgowns of
white embroiderednet over orchid
taffetawith portraitnecklines and
cummerbunds with bows at the
back. They wore matching pic-

Holland Christian High School, the
bride is employed as receptionist
for Dr. J. Pieper. The gioom wfis
graduated from Zeeland rfTgh.
The groom’s parents entertained following the wedding rehearsal Sept. 13. Pre-nuptinal parties
for the bride were given by Mrs.
Titus Van Haitsma and Mrs. Cyrus
Van Haitsma; Miss Betty Geenen,

Mrs. Paul Vander Leek and
Vince Vanderwerp; Mrs. Clarenoe
Washington PTA Group
ture hats and carried orchid mums Van Haitsma and Carol; Mrs.
Effects of Irradiation.He earned
Anderson, Hole an and Hansen,
Word has come to us that the with lemon leaves. Jane Ann Kleis, Chet Raak, Mrs. Anyld Bos and
The 4-H County Council will Members of the Washington
the tackles.
his bachelor’s, master’s and docsupply of grass seed is down, also niece of the bride, was miniature Mrs. Henry Helder; Mrs. ijjfanley
meet
in
the
council
room
at
Allentor’s
degrees
in
electric
engineerDom and Gillespieare the top
School Parent Teachers Association
Kleis and Mi^. Roger Kleis, and bride.
Listed
guards along with Eggers, who is dale Town Hall on Oct 3. This
ing at the University of Michigan. that supplies of clover and alfalfa
Mrs. Ken Kleis.
June
Hyboer
assisted
the
groom
heard
•
Probate
Judge
Frederick
also working at center. Swierenga is quite an important meeting,
He was guest lecturer at Oak seed have a good chance of being
less
amounts
than
in
previous
held
to
decide
policy,
election
of
T.
Miles
speak
on
the
topic
is another center prospect.
Tuesday, Oct. 9, has been set Ridge Institute of Nuclear Studies
Van Dyke is playing quarter- officers, and to talk over program of juvenile delinquency at the aside for the annual Home Dem- in 1951 and 1953 and represented years. It all points to higher fuTeackers Explain Work
ture prices. With much land goback along with Harley Hill who advancement in Ottawa County. opening meeting of the associathe U.S. State Department at the
onstration
Group
members
Achieving
into
the
soil
bank
there
will
If
any
leaders
have
questions,
they
tion Tuesday evening in the school
At Meeting for Parents
is running both quarterbackand
Geneva Conferenceon Peacetime
be a greater demand for grass
halfback. ' Bob Marshall, who should get in touch with a council gym. He also told about the pro- ment Day program. Members and Atomic Energy in 1955. He serves
A large group attended the meetmissed practice Monday and member in their district— Neil posed Ottawa County detention their friends will meet at Allen- on the National Research Council and legume seed. Plan to buy
dale Town Hall at 10 a.m. Lunch committee on Research Reactors, your seed early before prices rise.
ing
of parents and teachers of
Tuesday because of flu, will be Zuidema of Holland, Warren home.
The Golden Chain Christian EnMiles said that "childrenare will be served by the Christian as Technical Advisor of the Fund Forecast indicated that the supat one of the halfbacks. He is Bosworth of Georgetown. Albert
kindergarten
and first grade at
ply of alsike clover is smallest deavor Union held its first fall rethe fastest man on thd team. Vredeveld of Jamestown,Mrs. Rus- our most importantproduct” and School Aid Society.
for Peacetime Atomic DevelopLongfellow
School
Tuesday night.
Reservations should be made ment, Inc., and a$ Consultantto on record and Brome grass seed treat last weekend at Camp GenMott is also running at a half- sell Lowing of Chester, William that delinquency is a responsibility
Miss
Esther
Kooyers,
principal,
Vissers
of
Allendale,
and
Mrs.
is
smallest
in
eight
years.
of
the
home,
school
and
communiwith Mrs. Albert H. Pyle, route 1, the World Health Organization on
back.
eva. Young people attendedfrom
introduced the teachers who spoke
Rich Woltman, a 175-pounder is Gerald Pellegrom of Spring Lake*. ty. He said that 95 percent of Zeeland on or before Oct. 4.
the Expert Committee on Environthe following Reformed Churches:
We would like to remind Ottawa
Among the features of the day mental Sanitation.In addition,he
playing fullback. He was moved These people will be glad to hear children never get into trouble.
First Reformed,Zeeland, Overisel, briefly.
from
you.
County
farmers
once
again
that
The community should ferret out will be a challenging talk by Mrs.
into the positionafter Scott BrowOttawa, Allendale,Beaverdam, . Miss Anita Samonte told of her
is consultanton applications of
the Weigh - a - day method for
bad comics, etc., he said and pro- Clayton Hoffman from Grand Rnper, about the most promising canSouth Blendon, North Blendon, work in speech correction,Eugene
radiation and isotopic tracers for
Dates
to be announced soon will vide adequate recreational facili- ids, the county chorus will sing
testing dairy cattle will get under
didate, broke his foot last week.
Hudsonville,Jamestown, Forest
the
U.S. Health Service, for the
Brower will be lost for the sea- be for the fall leader training meet- ties for every child, not just the and leaders and officers of the General ElectricCompany, the way Oct. 1. There are enrollment Grove, Faith and,Vriesland.Guests Scholten explained the testingproings
as
well
as
the
skating
parties
blanks
in
our
office.
We
will
be
ones
on
the
team.
son.
past year will be recognized. Mrs.
cama from Allegan, Kalamazoo gram in the grades and Miss
Watertown Arsenal, Albion MalThe complete ninth grade for districts. Fall Rally will also The proposed detentionhome D. C. Tanis, county chairman, leable Iron, for the Atomic Power glad to hear from any farmer and Grand Rapids.
Katherine Smith, first grade teachbe held in November. Time and would be a definite benefit for plans to show some of the pictures
who would like to have their herd
schedule
Activitiesbegan Friday evening er, talked about the safety proplace of these events will be an- the delinquent at a criticalpoint which she took while on a trip Association of the Dow Chemical tested under this plan. Cost is 5
Sept. 27— Benton Harbor, 7 p.m.
Company and the General Motors cents per cow per month or 60 with a "mixer” directed by John gram.
nounced at that time also.
in life when he must decide which to Hawaii this summer.
Oct 2— Grand Haven, 7 p.m.
Corporation Research Laborator- cents per year per cow. The year E. Zwyghuizen of Zeeland. Clare
road
to
take,
Miles
said.
Aims of the kindergarten were
According to Mrs. Grace Vander
Oct 11— Godwin Heights. 4:15
Van Malsen of Grand Rapids led
ies.
will run from Oct. 1 through Sept.
At the present time Kent County Kolk, Home DemonstrationAgent,
p.m.
Kiwanis Queens Meet
a
.hymn sing and Joan Byle of brought out by Miss Margaret
Dr.
and
Mrs.
Gomberg
will
be
30 so if you are interested in
is building a new detention home committee members who are takOct. 10— at Benton Harbor, 4:30
Zeeland, program chairman for Schurman, kindergartenteacher,
For Potlach Sapper
bet it will not be available for Ot- ing care of the general arrange- guests of Dr. and Mrs. Irwin J. getting yearly records you should
p.m.
the retreat, led devotions.
and Miss Florence Kossen, first
Lubbers
while
in
Holland.
On
enroll immediately.Other herds
tawa County where formerly ments, flowers, music, and proNov. 1— at Grand Haven, 4:15
Saturday’sprogram includeda grade teacher, explained the
The
September
meeting
of
the several delinquents had been sent. gram booklets are all busy doing Tuesday morning Dr. Gomberg can be taken on later but these
p.m.
Kiwanis Queens was held at the This county must either provide their best to make this a success- will address the Hope College stu- records will be only for part of conference on "Youth Uses the grouping of children according to
Bible," conducted by the . Rev. reading readiness. Miss Margaret
dent assembly in Hope Memorial the year.
cottage of Mrs. Andrew Dalman additional foster homes or get a ful day.
John Den Ouden of First Church, Van Vyven described music of the
Chapel.
Tuesday evening.
priority on a new detention home,
Zeeland. The Rev. Darrel Franken, elementary grades.
The Century Club meeting on
A potluck supper was served with he said. The state welfare will
We have noticed this past week
Monday marks the beginningof that some of the farmers are do- general secretary of the Michigan Dessert was served from a table
Mrs. Clare Walker. Mrs. William pay half the cost to operate such Potluck Sapper Opens
Meengs and Mrs. Harrison Lee as a home and the remainderwill be
its 60th season.The program com- ing some sub-soiling.Fall is the CE Union, directed a panel dis- decorated with an attractivefloral
Co-Wed Club Season
hostesses.
mittee which made arrangements time of the year to do this job cussion on "Problems of a CE So- and food arrangement by Mrs.
paid by the county.
Erhardt Holmen. Her committee
Will
An auction sale was held with The speaker was introduced by A potluck supper at the church for the dinner meeting are Mrs. and I believe a good many of our ciety."
In the evening a film showing included Mrs. Willis Bosch, Mrs.
Mrs. Louis J. Stempfly as auction- Harold Streeter, principal, who also highlightedthe opening meeting of Edward Donivan, president. John soils should have the hard pan
was followed by a candlelightserv- Richard Nicholson and Mrs. James
ZEELAND (Special- — County eer.
introduced the entire faculty. Stu- the season for the Co-Wed Club F. Donnelly, vice president, Mrs. and plow sole broken up. If you
ice, conducted by the Rev. Elwood Obenchain. Mrs. Harold Streeter
Mrs.
Lester
Walker
and
Mrs.
Republican Chairman George Van
dent teachersand room mothers of First Reformed Church Monday Marian Stryker, secretary, Henry are thinking about it, now is the
Dunn, former general secretary of and Mrs. Robert Oosterbaan pourSteffens,Mrs. Bruce van Leuwen, time to act Equipment is availaKoeveringtoday urged each town- Dalman presented highlights of were introduced by the teachers. evening.
the MichiganCE Union. Rev. Dunn ed.
the
State
Kiwanis
Convention
held
Mrs.
Jay
Den
Herder
and
George
ship or city in Ottawa County to
Mrs. Frank Working, new presible from moct machinery dealers.
The opening prayer was offered
also spoke at the Sunday morning
plan to send a delegation, com recently in Detroit
dent, welcomed the parents and by Qiester Raak. Following the Pelgrim. Floral arrangements for Suggest you either try the rental
service,at which the Golden Chain
The
October
meeting
will
be
held
plete with signs, to Grand Rapteachers and the Very Rev. Wil- business meeting a panel quiz
basis or custom basis.
Chorus provided music. A "friend- Home Economics Clab
at
the
residence
of
Mrs.
Daniel
ids to meet Vice President Richliam C. Warner, a past president, program, "Who Am I” was conship circle" concluded the retreat Holds Meeting at School
Vander Werf, Jr., with Mrs. Billie conducted devotions.
ard Nixon on Oct. L
ducted with members of the group
Mr.
and
Mrs.
A.W.
Jesiek
First Reformed, Zeeland, won
Brouwer,
interior
decorator,
as
Carleton Kelch’s students,Robert serving as panelists and guest
Nixon wiD arrive at the airport
the attendance award, with Allen- The Federal Home Economics
Bums and Walter Grigsby, played contesetants. Moderator for
between 10:45 and H#am. and is speaker.
Feted at Family Dinner
dale and Hudsonville placing sec- Gub held a meeting at the school
violin selections and Mike Jones, the program was the Rev. Howard
slated to give a campaign speech
Mr. and Mr*. William Jeiiek, ond and third. Rev. and Mrs. on Sept. 24. Mrs. Nieboer, the
student of R. Roth, played
at 12:30 p.m. from a stand to be Ford Will Sponsor Bill
Van Egmond.
1833 South Shore Dr., entertained Gradus Aalberte of South Blendon president, was in charge of the
comet solo. Refreshments were Special music included solos by
erected on the Pearl St side of
at a family dinner Saturday night and Rev. and Mrs. Paul Alderink business meeting,
served by the Mesdames D. Van Warren Pbggemars accompanied
the Pantlind Hotel in Campau To Cut Tax for Car Use
in honor of the 45th wedding anni- of Jamestown were chaperones.
New officers elected were presiSquare.
Raalte, I Cook, J. Alverson and G. by Mrs. # Margaret Plaggemars.
versary of Mr. Jesiek’s parents, Joan Rolman of Zeeland was reg- dent, Mrs. La Verne Regnerus;
A
25
percent
deduction,
for
inWebbert.
Van Koevering, who said
The Rev. N. Van Heukebm preMr. and Mrs. A. W. Jesiek. In- istrationchairman.
vice president, Mrs. A. Vlnstra;
would probably lead a delegation come tax purposes, on automobiles
sented an interesting tall, and
cluded in the family group were
Rev. Franken conducteda coun- secretary, Mrs. J. Larion; treasfrom his home town of Zeeland used as transportationto and from
answered many questionsfrom the
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Jesiek, Mr. selors’ conference Saturday eve- urer, Mrs. Vander Yacht and reasked GOP leaders to organize work will be proposed by Rep. Township Firemen Called
and Mrs. Hirold Jesiek and Mr. ning.
floor. The meeting was closed
porter, Mrs. Joe Drogt.
groups and to bring signs bearing Gerald R. Ford, Jr. in the next To Parke, Davis Plant
with the singing of a hymn.
and Mrs. A. M. Kayes of Chicago.
Shirley Vruggink of South BlenLunch was served by Mrs. Niesession
of
Congress.
Republican slogans. The county
Mr. and Mrs. Marinus Geertdon is presidentof the Golden boer and Mrs. Larion.
people will be invited to meet Ford said the need for this legThere was more excitementman, Mr. and Mrs. Chester Raak
Chain CE Union.
The Achievement Day was set
Sweet Sixteens Horizon
Nixon and to follow the motor- islation was brought to his atten- than damage at a fire at Parke, and Mr. and Mrs. George Piers
for Oct. 9, beginning at 10 a.m.
tion
when
a
petition
signed
by
148
cade from the airport to the
Davis and Co. at 7:10 p.m. Tues- were in charge ot the meeting.
Club Elects Officers
in Allendale. Sirs. Gayton Hoffindividualsat a Godwin Heights
Van Horssen Improving
downtown area.
day when Holland township fireMembers of the Sweet Sixteens
man
will be speaker and a style
plant
will
be
proposed
by
Rep.
Nixon and his wife, Pat, will
men were called to extinguish
Horizon group held their first GRAND HAVEN (Special)
show will be presented.
hold press conferences at the air- Gerald R. Ford, Jr. in the next flames in the chemical manufac- Marriage Licenses
County
Cleric Anna Van Horssen
meeting at the home of Sara Dixon
session of Congress.
Ottawa County
port
turing section. A drum of tarry
Monday was reported in good conlast Thursday night.
Ford said the need for this leg- residue, slated for the incinerator Kenneth Horn, 20, Holland, and
Eelection of officers highlighted dition from shook and injuriesre- Driver Issued Ticket
islation was brought to his attenin any case, caug4*4-lireand Georgianna Tellman, 20, route 5,
ceived in a two-car crash on Port
Jacob Bierema. 50, of 190 East
the business meeting.
Assumes Command
tion when a petition signed by 148 burned.
Holland; Gerald R. Dykstra, 23,
Dr. Henry J— Gomberg
Elected were— Barbara Renick, Sheldon Rd. and US-31 Friday Eighth St., was issued a ticket for
GRAND HAVEN- — (Special)
individualsat a Godwin Heights
Because of some irritating route 2. Hudsonville, and Phyllis the meeting are in charge of Mrs. president; Sue Warner, vice presi- afternoon. It is believed she will failure to yield the right of way
Chief Boatswain Matthew J. plant was presented to him at his fumes, the fire was difficult to ap- June Redder, IS.jtoute1, Dorr.
William Winter. Jf?7 and Mrs. dent; Lois Brondyke, treasurer; remain in the hospital until the after his car and one driven by
Kaloske of Chicago took command mobile office there.
Paul Frederickson.
proach. There was little or no damLinda yandenberg, telephone sec- middle of the week.
Jerry Elliott, 17, of 75 East Ninth'
the Grand Haven Coast Guard
age, according to Donald Vink,
Miss Frances Beth Brower,
Members of the Century Club retary; Linda Gadzlemska,record
St collided at 24th St and WashTuesday. A native of Phila*
During the Civil war, camels plant superintendent.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Terry may make reservations for the ing secretary, and Karen Grotler,
Peacocks were pampered pets ington Ave., at 11:20 a.m. Monday.
be is 47 and has 29 years were used to cany United States
Andrew Westenbroekis towhship Brower, has begun her junior year dinner meeting with the secretary, cabinet member. Mrs. Fern Dixon at the court of Alexander the Police said damage to the two vs*
the. Coast Guard. mail, A
fire marshaL. J
Mrs. Stryker.
at Western Michigan College.
Great.
is leader.
hides was estimated at 3240

Achievement Day

.

Program

CE Union Has

Fall Retreat

.

:

Ottawa

GOPs

Meet Nixon
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A Dutchman Yet

.

.

Visiting Egyptian

.

Journalist Thrilled Over

DorrManKied

Klompen

In

People may come and people
may go, but anyone who spends
any time at all in Holland, Mich.,
soon finds just a little bit of that
flavor which is peculiarly HolAdmitted to Holland Hospital
land's own brushes off on him.
So it is with the case of Saad Friday were Ivan De Neff, 247
El-Dine Abdou, Egyptian journal- West 14th St.; Mary Schipper,428H
Central Ave.; Mark Stewart,30
ist. who has just completed three
months of "American” training in We*t 27th St.; David Brink*, 898
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-
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When Saad left, his farewell gift
from the pews room staff was a
pair of engraved wooden shoes—
a gesture which delighted him no
end. In fact, it almost left him
speechless and he repeated over
and over again, "Thank you very,
very much. Thank you very, very
much.” And the emphasis on the

Two-Car Crash

Home

in East

Lansing

Hears 23 Cases

brecht, route 1, West Olive.
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shone Walk, Holland; Mrs. William
Dame, 434H WashingtonAve.;

Janice Kempker, 848 Graafschap

"very, very” was peculiarly Rd.; Arthur Grevengoed,1 West
17th St.; Mrs. William Lokker, 29
Saad's own— an expression he used
over and over again in describing East 15th St.
Admitted Saturday were Mrs.
the great advantagesof A..ierica.
the abundance of food, the cars, Carl Simpson, 11481 Lake Michithe appliances, and above all, gan Dr., West Olive; Mrs. Mae
American freedom. No one could Lucasse, First St., Fennville;
be with Saad for any length of Doren Emerick, 397 Gordon.
DischargedSaturday were Mrs.
time' without counting his blessHarold Smith, Shelby; Mrs. John
ings.
Saad was in Holland at a time Haming and baby, 5493 40th Ave.,
when he could give interesting and Hudsonville; Mrs. Harvey Johnson
and baby, 282 Riley St.; Mrs. Anvaluable informationabout world
drew Van Slot and baby, 73 East
affairs, particularlyfirst-hand in30th St.; Thomas Swieringa, 134
formation on the history and contemporarydevelopmentssince the East 18th St., David Brinks, 898
se'zure of the Suez Canal some Paw Paw Dr.

Twenty - three persons were fined
for traffic violationsin Judge
of
Cornelius vender Meulen’s traffic
court Thursday night. Seven persons were sent to traffic school.
At Least 16 Killed
Those appearing were:
Daring the Weekend
J. D. Garret, 99 East 14th St.,
On Michigan Highways speeding, 510; Floyd G. Melste,
route 5, speeding, 111; Mildred
ALLEGAN (Special)- Frank J. Dry, 302 West 22nd St, speeding,
Woykoski, 40, of Dorr, became 515; Charles De jonge, 335 West
Allegan County’s 24th trafficvic- 14th St., speeding, 515; Arthur
tim of the year Sunday as a re- Bouwkamp, route 1, speeding, 512;
sult of a two-car collision, three Lee Roy Timmerman, 128 East
miles northeastof Hopkins. He 31st St, speeding, 530.
died en route to Allegan Health
June Jr. Albln, 105, Madison,
Center.
speeding, 513; George Alan HemWoykoski's car was struck by
wall, 7 West 15th St, speeding,
car driven by Thomas Marklevitz, 514; Marvin Freestone, 496 Hamil17, of Grand Rapids. The impact ton. speeding, 513; Joe Texer, 259
rolled the Woykoski car over and West 12th St., speeding, 515; Kenit came to rest in a field 75 feet neth Valentine,route 1, West Olive,
from the intersectionof 16th St. speeding, 515; Simon Wuerfel,
and 130th Ave. Marklevitz, going route 2, Fennville, stop sign, 57;
west on 130th Ave., hit the Woy- Burton H. Lubbers, route 5, exkoski car going north on 16th St. cessive muffler noise, 55.
on the left rear, which caused it
Earl Bonzelaar. 319 West 19th
to roll over.
St., interferingwith traffic, 522;
Neither Thomas Marklevitznor Arnold De Zwaan, 811 Pine, spillhii brother, Kenneth, 16, a pas- ing concrete, 510; Henrietta Klelnsenger, were injured.Woykoski heksel, route 5, speeding, 55; Shirwas riding alone.
ley Boersma, 595 HillcrestDrive,
An employee of the Brandt failure lo yield right of way. 512.
FurnitureCo. in Grand Rapids. Geneva Craig, Muskegon, speedWoykoski is survived by the wife, ing. 515; Ernest D Walton, 190
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Discharged Friday were Raymond Sly, route 4; Jarry Walllnga,
route 1, Allendale; Mrs. Arnold
Essenburgand baby, 412 West 20th
St.; Scott Van Omen, route 3, Zeeland; Gayle Van Loplk, 1326 Shos-

Couple at

Municipal Court

J

m,,

Holland Paw Paw Dr.; Mr*. Carl (Jar*
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Mr. ond Mrs, Kenneth E. Scrlpsmo
at home at 611 Glenmoor Donna Gall Archenbronn,daughRd., East Lansing, are Mr. and ter of Mrs. Donald Coppens of LesMrs. Kenneth E. Scrlpsma,who lie and G. Edward Archenbronn
were married Saturday,Sept. 8, of Santa Barbara, Calif. Mr. Scripin First PresbyterianChurch, sma is the son of' Mrs. John H.
Lansing. The bride is the former Scripsma of Holland

Now

50 Years
Ike

in

Real Estate,

Watched Area Grow

Friday marked the 50th Annivei^ to him for advice. And new Dutch
sary that Isaac Kouw has been in mmlgrants often consult him.
Admitted Sunday were Sadie
weeks ago by Egyptian President
the real estate businessIn Hol- Throughout his career, Kouw
POCKET-SIZED PUPPIES
The Sentinel classified ad departZuidema, 143 East 17th St.;*Mrs.
Carnal Nasser.
land. His career in this field Is handled transfersfor many, many
ment is generally used to most things but last week they were
virtuallythe story of development farm sales. Farm tales these days
During his three months in Hol- Kenneth Berendt, route 4; John
briefly thrown for a loss when Bernard Van Voorst stopped in to
Stadt, route 1, East Saugatuck;
In Holland the last half centyry. are at a minimum. There was a
land, Saad covered a city hall beat
Grand
Rapids
and
Mrs.
Clara
place an ad. In each jacket pocket he carried the items he
When Isaac Kouw entered real- time when a farmer could disand other assignmentsand filled Manuel Kline, 61 West 15th St.;
Kaczanowski of Dorr; two brothSamuel
Cadena.
525
Chicago
wished to sell. Out of each pocket peeked the head of a six-week
many speaking engagements in Mrs. Anna Bonge, 76Mi West 18th
ers, Stanley of Grand Rapids and Drive, and R. Peter Kelley, 577 ty work Sept 21, 1906, there were pose of his property for say 510.old Manchester chihuahua.After everyonein the office had a
and around Holland. He left a St.
Joe of Dorr.
Michigan Ave. were sent to traffic only a few houses south of 16th 000, move to the city and live
week or so ago for Battle Creek Discharged Sunday were Mrs.
look at the dogs Van Voorst was finally able to place his ad and
School on speeding charges. St. And those few were mostly fairly comfortably off the 5 or 6
to continue his training on .the Benjamin Kooiker, route 1, Hamilthe puppies were able to crawl back into the pockets, traveling
George Mooney, arrested on a farms. There were fields of grain percent interest Income tax, high
Battle Creek Enquirer-News.After ton; Joseph H. Wilson, 333 Howard
charge of careless driving, was between 16th and 20th Sts. and coat of living and other factors
home
for a
(Sentinel
photo)
Battle Creek, he will go to Flint Ave.; Mrs. Paul Veele and baby,
Kouw’s first subdivision develop- have changed this picture,
also sent to traffic school.
for a final three months of train- 655 Tennis Ave.; Roger Terpsma,
ment was platting the Westerhof Kouw"s farm interest was not
Terry
Hoffmeyer,
route
6,
Harroute 1, Zeeland; Mrs. Nelson Van
ing.
farm
where Christian High School limited to HoUand or Ottawa counLong
Illness Is Fatal
old J. Van Den Bosch, 323 North
Dam and baby, route 1, Hamilton;
now stands. The property extend- ty. He handled farm developWithin a few days of his arrival
Michigan,
Zeeland.
Ennis
Gonzal9
Mrs. Harry Maatman, route 1.
For Spring Lake
ed south to midway between 21st ments in Wexford and Missaukee
in Battle Creek, everybody on the
es. 296 West 13th St. and Bernard
Admitted Monday were Stanley
counties years ago and alio workSentlnal staff plus many friends
Dykema, 259 West 18th St. all and 22nd Sts.
Van Otterloo, 163 East 25th St.;
GRAND
HAVEN
(Special) n big hunter safety program is
Kouw’s first sale in those early ed t 5100,000farm project involhe made in Holland received postreceived
suspended
fines
and
William Ten Brink, 333 West 21st
Robert L. Downs, 71, of 218 Pros- underway in Holland aimed at acdays was a six-room house with ving Irrigationin Colorado, most* cards listing his new address.
St.; Mrs. Harold Nienhuis, 99 East
pect St. Spring Lake, died at Phil- quainting the youngsters with the were referred to traffic school.
basement which sold for $1,000. ly dealing with the Dutch.
Some he signed "Saad Van 17th St.; Mrs. Garland Reed,
Nine persons applied last week lip ConvalescentHome Saturday proper use of firearms.
This house today is located next
Ike Kouw was born in the NethAbdou.”
Saugatuck; Mrs. Thomas Fitz- for building permits at City Engi- morning following a long illness. The NationalRifle Association
to the house of his son Robert, on erlands almost 76 years ago and
Abdou, 38, studied in this counpatrick, 119 West 20th St.
neer Laverne Seme’s office. They He was bom near Lansing,Dec. has qualified 18 Holland men to
East 26th St. But 50 yean ago It came here with his parents when
try under grants from the AmerDischargedMonday were Mrs. included:
20. 1884.
teach the course and registration
was virtually by Itself in the farm- he was only a year and a half.
ican Society of Newspaper Editors,
Warren Dusseljeeand baby, 834
He and his wife moved to this for all youngsters interested will
Charles Risselada, 457 Central
land. Around that time the city The ocean trip took 19 days. After
the University of Michigan and
West 24th St.; Mrs. Raymond Ave., enclose a rear porch and put area about five years ago coming be this week.
extended its limits to 32nd St.
the Michigan Press Club. He is
the family lived in HoUand three
In
Klomparens, 143 Central Ave:; in a concrete block foundation; from Traverse City, where he had
a progressive move.
married and has two sons in
The program here is co-sponsoryears, they joined three or four
Rosalie Brower, route 6.
been employed as a photographer. ed by the Holland Tulip City Rod
self, contractor; cost, 5250.
Early in his real estate career, other families to pioneer among
Hospital births include a son,
Roy Nicol, 221 West 28th St., He was a member of the Metho- and Gun Club and the Holland ZEELAND (Special) - Twenty Kouw sold property on the south the dense woodland In Crockery
Jeffrey Pieter, born Saturday to remove a side porch and rebuild dist Church in Grand Haven.
persons entered pleas of guilty and six)re of Lake; Macatawa. The township. They cleared timber to
Mr. and Mrs. Ted Redding, 17 it with cement, eight by 12 feet; Besides the wife he is survived Rifle Club.
Registration blanks have been were fined for traffic violations price back in 1907-06 was $10 a build smaU shacks to house the
West 10th St.; a son, Dale, born self, contractor; cost , 565.
by two daughters, Mrs. Charles placed at the junior and senior recently in Justice Hilmer C. running foot on the lakefront To- families. A short time later they
Saturday to Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Justin Harkema, 99 West 19th Ridoutt of Spring Lake and Mrs. high schools at both Holland and Dickman’s Zeeland court. Those day this property is the highest moved to Spring Lake where
Van Doornik, Jr., route 1, Hamil- St., remodel kitchen, put in cup- Leo Lohman of Grand Haven, also
<
r*
priced residentialproperty in Kouw's father worked in the saw
Christian schools and in the sports appearing were:
ton; a son, David Lee, bom Sat- boards and change window; self, five grandchildren.
Lash Keith Vance, 17, Berrien the Holland area, commanding mills, but In 1888 the family reshops. Youngstersshould sign up
urday to Mr. and Mrs. Dick Gee- contractor; cost, J400.
turned to HoUand.
and report to the next meeting Springs, speeding, $24.30; Francis 5100 to 5150 per front foot.
nen, 180V4 East 26th St.; a daughNelson Molenaar,172 West 24th
Other subdivisionsdeveloped by
slated next Tuesday, Oct. 2 at Hol- E. Klott, 30, Grand Rapids, speedWhen Ike was through the fourth
ter, Paula Ann, bom Sunday to St., erect garage 22 by 24 feet;
ing, $9.30; Hattie Zwagerman, 38, Kouw’s firm were the Plasman grade the family moved to a 60land High School at 7 p.m.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Teusink, 398 self, contractor;cost, 5900.
Any youngster, boy or girl, in- route, 1, Zeeland, speeding, $9.30; subdivisionwest of the city along acre farm 14% miles northeast of
West 32nd St.
Earl Price, 22 Cherry St., reterested in hunting and whose Claude Setsma, 51, Grand Rapids, Graafschap Rd. consistingof over HoUand. Fifteen acres were clearmodel closet into half - bathroom;
parents feel should take the driving on wrong side of road, 100 lots; Oaklawn Park subdhri ed but the famUy had to clear 45
A. J. Cook, contractor; cost, 5500
course, is invited. The first meet- $5.30; Howard M. Veneklasen, 34, sion east of the city in the Federal acres of cut-over land to put It in
H. P. Kleis, 154 East Eighth St,
Dr., speeding, school area; the Virginia Park shape to farm and make a Uving.
ing will serve as an orientation 880 Paw
remodel store front. A. R. De
« 16.30; Evelyn M. Hoffman, 26, 87
subdivision and many others.
Kouw entered HoUand Business
William
Lawrence,
87, of 268 Van session and possibly the nomenWeerd and Son, contractor; cost
Some 25 to 30 years ago, the College at 22. His education had
clature of the gun will be discus- East 25th St., driving without an
Raalte
Ave.,
died
Friday
morn51.934
operator’s license,$24.30; Claude firm subdivided at least four miles been limited up to that time. AU
sed.
Cornelius Kuiken, 304 Washing- ing at Pine Rest Sanatariumwhere
A. Walford, 51, Grand Rapids, of Lake Michigan property be- other pupils were high school
The
indoor
rifle
range
at
Prins
he had been hospitalizedfor the
ton Ave., remodeling, remove partween Ottawa Beach and Port graduates, and to keep up it meant
garage on East Eighth St., will be speeding, 516.30.
past
two
weeks.
He
had
been
ill
William Tamminga, 58, 1563 Sheldon. To reduce the high dunes, extra push. He started a month
Lawrence A. Wade has been ap- titions and construct cupboards; for three years.
available for practice demonstraself, contractor; cost, 5250.
pointed chairman of the LeaderMr. Lawrence was born in the tion on Tuesday, Wednesday and Lakewood Blvd. defective equip- workmen used fire hoses to cut after the session opened, and by
Winthrop Roser. 583 Lawndale
ment, suspended fine and $4.30
ship Selective Committee for the
determined effort he graduated a
Netherlands
and came to this Thursday nights.
costs; Lawrence A. P.eaume, 24,
NationalBoy Scout Jamboree in Court, 16 by 24 feet house addi- country when he was 16 years old.
month before school ended. C. J.
tion; Wilteveen Bros., contracGrand Haven, speeding. $24.30;
1957, according to Herman BrandDregman’sinfluence in penmanHe
had
lived in Holland for the
tors; cost, 51.500.
Mrs. P. Van Hesteren
Aldrick K. Fassctt,24, Grand
miller,Grand Valley Council Scout
ship is stiU seen today. Ike Kouw
past 60 years. His wife, Jennie, to
Ed
Hettinga Produce, 240 East
Rapids, stop light, $9.30; James E.
Executive.
writes a firm legible hand.
57 years, died on Jan. 9 of this Honored at Potlack
Gardner, 35, Eau Claire, speeding,
Wade, who represents the local Eighth St., add six by 12 feet to year.
After business coUege, Kouw
Chippewa Districtorganization on rear for cooler purposes;Lubert
Our
Lady of Perpetual Help $16.30; Elmer Samuel Morris, 33,
He
was
employed
as
foreman
of
worked
as a shipping clerk at OtHop, contractor; cost, 5300.
the Council Jamboree Committee,
the finishing room at Bay View Study Group of St. Francis de Holland, speeding, $16.30.
tawa Furniture Co. and then workJohn W. De Jonge, 18, of 140
will head a committee to select
Furniture Co. for the past 40 years Sales Church held a farewell poted for the National Casting Co. of
and carefully screen 12 volunteer Marriage Licenses
He was a member of Third Re- luck for Mrs. Peter Van Hesteren South Sanford St., Zeeland, speedChicago. But he didn't like life in
Scout leaders who will be sent to
Ottawa County
formed Church. Mr. Lawrence was who is moving to Mansfield. Ohio, ing, $9.30; Walter K. Francke, 18,
a large city and returned to Holthe Jamboree as Scoutmastersof
Paul Gene De Vries, 20, route also an alderman during the time at the home of Mrs. Norman of 341 East Main Ave., Zeeland,
land to work in the Donnelly-Kelley
speeding.
$9.30;
Irene
Ojala,
29,
the Council’s 148 boy contingent. 3, Holland, and Alma Jean Vrede- the City Hall was built and was Gibson last Wednesday evening.
Glass Co., doing a combination of
It is believed likely that one or veld, 19, Zeeland;Dennis G. Den instrumental in the establishment
A gift was presented to the guest St. Joseph, speeding, $16.30; Richduties including stock clerk, shiptwo leaders will be selected from Besten, 24, Hudsonville, and of Kollen Park.
of honor and a social evening ard E. Spielmaker, 17, Grand
ping clerk and glass cutter. At
the Holland area to accompany the Rosalie Van Kampen,17,route 6,
He is survived by one daughter. followed the dinner. Movies were Rapids, excessive and imprudent
that time he took a corresponlocal delegation, which has been Holland; Ronald L. Ignasiak, 21 Mrs. Henry Vanden Bos of Kala- shown of a picnic the group held speed, $9.30; Roger Roodvoets, 27,
dence course in real estate with a
set tentativelyat 18 boys.
Grand RapkLs, Speeding, 59 30;
Grand Rapids, and Frances P mazoo, one son. Lewis of Benton earlier this summer.
Chicago school and in 1906 entered
At a recent jamboree meeting Spencer, 21. Spring Lake; Walter Harbor, three grandchildrenand
Those present were the Mes- James A. Coeling, 18, Hudsonville,
h
the real estate business in HoUand.
in Grand Rapids it was announc- H. Madsen, 36, and Genevieve three great - grandchildren.
speeding,
$9.30;
Phillip
Brunger,
dames Goldie Almgren, A. VorowSaad ‘Van’ Abdou
His first office was on the seced that three outstanding Exploit Nauta, 38, both of Grand Haven;
ski, H. De Pree, J. Garlick, Louise 21, Grand Rapids, speeding, $9.30;
ond floor of what is now the Peners
wjll
be
selected
to
join
a
speRaymond
Overweg,
27,
route
1,
Gahan.
Kenneth
Hall,
I.
L.
HeyniCarlo. His wife has a career of her
The average American consumGerald S. Blasky, 21, Grand
ney store. Some years later he
cial contingent of 1,500 American Haven, and Joan L. Vladika, 21 ed less than three bushels of wheat ger, N. Gibson. R. Harper. C. H. Zeeland, improper overtaking and
own — a doctor.
formed a partnershipwith his
Scouts
who
will
go
from
the
Napassing,
$9.30.
Holcomb
and
the
guest
of
honor.
in 1955.
When he returns to Egypt in
route 2, Spring Lake.
father-in-law,Adrian Van Putten,
tional
Jamboree
at
Valley
Forge
II
March, it will be his first visit
X'-aV
until the latter retired. Twentyhome since he came to the United on to the Jubilee Jamboree in
Isaac Kouw
Friendly Comer Class
four years ago Kouw moved to his
States in 1954. Before he left, he England, a celebration of Scoutinto the hills and wash down the
present quarters above 29 West
edited an educational and cultural ing’s 50th anniversary. This group
Selects New Officers
sand. Sluices would carry the flow
Eighth St. After World War E he
will
take
side
tours
to
various
magazine. "The Cultural Bulletin,”
any direction they desired. Today
formed a partnership with his son,
parts
of
Europe.
At a brief business meeting held such work is done by bulldozers.
published by the Egyptian govRobert J. Kouw, and continued
Deadline for all National Jamduring the Sunday School hour
ernment. He will return to that
Kouw's service to his fellow under the firm name of Isaac
boree
applications
has
been
set
Sunday
by
the
Friendly
Corner
< position. The magazine is pubman far exceededhis realty work Kouw Realty Co. The firm has
Class at Trinity
lished semi-annually and is print- as Dec. 1, 1957. The Chippewa DisA Dutchman himself,he was
Church. Mrs. John Geerlingwas friend to virtually every Dutch four salesmen,George D. Albers
ed in Arabic, French and English. trict quota will be held open until
who has been with the firm more
Nov.
L
Official
application
forms
named treasurer.
He started the magazine in 1952.
speaking person who wanted
than 20 years, Larry Wade, Riewere
mailed
to
all
Scouts
and
ExOfficers
elected
at
the
regular
He has been in journalism since
deed recorded, a will made, an esmer Van Til and George Riemerplorers
this
week.
monthly
meeting
of
the
class
last
he first entered the University of
tate administered or a multitude
week Monday evening In the of other things. It was a day when ama. Eva Miensma is office clerk.
Cairo in 1934. He received his
Ladies Lounge Include Mrs. Leroy the Dutch hesitatedto consult Mr. and Mrs. Kouw have three
bachelor’sand his master’s degree ETA
Chapter Has
Naber, president; Mrs. Harold lawyers (maybe even mistrusted sons, Robert and Wilbur in Holin journalism from there and also
Brondyke, vice president;Mrs. them) and Kouw found himself land and Paul in California.There
received a master’sdegree from Nautical Rushing Party
MarjorieBell, secretary; Mrs. N. more involved in the legal fringe are five grandchildren.
the University of Michigan last
Eta Gamma Chapter of Beta
Van Duren, assistant secretary, than he really cared to be. It is Dee Kouw is still active every
June. His doctorate in journalism,
and Miss Ruby Weighmink, assist- a tribute to his integritythat Hol- day, putting in his share of time
which is now about half finished, Sigma Phi held its first social
ant treasurer
he said, should be completed by event Monday evening at the home
land lawyers never objected to handling property and trying to
Mrs. Naber and Mrs. Andrew his extracurricularservices.Even solve the many problems associathe end of 1957. The degree will of Mrs. Donald Hogue. It was a
Dalman were in charge of the pro- today, many elderly persons lean ted with a realtor’s job.
be granted by the Universityof nautical rushing party. Rushing
parties are held to acquaint prosgram which included devotions by
Cairo.
Mrs. Gustav Ritterby, and a talk
Before coming to the United pective members with the sorority.
by the Rev George Schuiling who Miss Lois Dood Feted
Grand Haven
States, Saad was the chief trans- Membership is by invitationonly.
told of his 13 years experience as
lator for the Egyptian govern- Decorations were of sailor suits,
Diet in Hospital
anchors and fish nets and the repastor of the Dearborn Reformed At Bridal Shower
Eileen; his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Albert Woykoski of Dorr; four sisters. Mrs. Victoria Pa 1 o c k of
Grand Rapids, Mrs. Lottie Pawlak,
Billiards,Mrs. Helen Kurdelski of
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Hunter Safety

Persons Seek

.

North River Ave., red light, 516.10;
Albert Hoeksema, Grand Rapids,
speeding, 510; Harry Jacobs, 684
Butternut, speeding, 513; Virgil P.
Turney, 28, Connerville, Ind*. improper right turn, 517.

Course Planned

Man

Building Permits

20 Drivers Fined

—

Zeeland Court
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Ex-Aldennan,Dies
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ment Department of Geology from
1948 to 1952. For eight years previous to that he did clerical work
for the Ministry of Justice and at
the same time taught English, in
an Egyptian high school.

freshmentswere served by Mrs.
Overholt and Mrs. BUI Kie-

Church near Detroit. Mrs.

Hugh

treasure hunt and other
games were played.
Guests for the evening included
While he was at the University Mrs. Charles Knooihuizen,Mrs.
of Michigan, he was the editor of Vernon Kraal, Mrs. Robert Ter
the Michigan Journalist,the presi- Haar, Mrs. Marty Barth, Mrs.
dent of the Arab Club and an Carrow Kleinheksel and Mrs.
elected member of Sigma Delta James Clancy.
Members present were the MesChi, professional journalisticfradames Charles Armstrong, Louis
ternity.
He spoke to many businessmen’s Bruner, BUI Kiefer, Hugh Overclubs and other groups in Holland holt, Howard PoU, Ozzie Raith,
in addition to city hall and court Bob Van Dyke, A1 Van Dyke, and
reporting. Probably his favorite the hostess,Mrs. Hogue.
On Saturday, Oct. 6 an open
incident occurred several weeks
house for sorority members and
ago.
On a particularlyquiet day Jbe husbands wUI be held at the home
went into City Manager Herb of Mrs. Howard PoU. This is the
Holt’s office, hoping to get a story first anniversary of the chapter in
he could submit to his professor at HoUand. Next meeting wiU be
white elephant sale at home of
Ann Arbor.
fer.

A

His accent showing, he blurted Mrs. Bob Turschman on Monday,
Oct 8„
out, "Are there any news?”
Holt, realizing his desire, but unJamestown, Va.f was setUed in
able to help replied:
"Sorry, Saad, not a single new.” 1607.

MIGHTY GOOD

—

Two

and were mighty satisfied
with the results.They came back with their

The happy fishermen were Mr.
and Mrs. James De Pree and Mr. and Mrs.
Gerald Zoerhof. They used worms as bait and
trolled in the Sturgeon River in Houghton

limit of walleyes and bass. One of the walleyes'
weighed eight pounds while they estimated one
of the bass they caught fould tip the scales

County in the Upper Per|insula.De Pree (left)
and Zoerhof are shown with part of their catch.
(Sentinel photo)

FISHING

Holland

couples went to Northern Michigan last week

on a

fishing trip

at five pounds.

Lisle

-

GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Miss Lois Dood was guest of
Mrs.
Hanna Neuman, 57, wife of
the business meeting.
honor at a bridal shower given
Harry Neuman, died at 10:28 a.m.
Hostesses were the Mesdames Wednesday evening by Mrs. Peter
Monday In Municipal Hospital of
HoUis Northuis, Robert Northuis,
Bosch, Mrs. Jack Kammeraad and self - Inflictedgunshot wounds.
Ritterby,Lester Klaasen and Peter
The shooting occurred shortly afElzinga and Miss Sena Llevense Miss Edith Bosch. The shower was
ter 9 a.m. today in her home on
at the home of Mrs Bosch.
route 2 near Fireside Inn. The shot
Games were played and prizes penetrated near the right ear and
Miss Marilyn Aalderink
awarded. A two-course lunch was came out at the top of her head.
Honored at Showers
served.
The body was removed to KinMiss Dood will become the bride kema Funeral Home. A daughter,
Miss Marilyn Aalderink, who
of Kenneth Bosch in October.
Mrs. Flora Benson, resides at the
will be married tonight to Ronald
John HUi, has been guest of honor Guests invited were the Mes- same address.
dames William Beckman, Sr., Ida
at several pre-nuptial showers.
Parties were held Sept. 18 and Heetderks, Edward Schrotenboer, Michigan has 11,037 inland lakes
20 for Miss Aalderink at the home Fred Bos. Robert Schut, Russel w:‘hin its boundaries with an averof Mrs. Harold Aalderink.Hos- Fredericks, Clarence Schroten- age size of 67 acres.
tesses were Mrs. Raymond Young, boer, HenriettaEverts, Peter
Mrs. Harold Aalderink and Mrs. Beckman, Roger Raak, Julius
FoUcert, Maurice H u y s e r, BIU
Murray Hill.
On Sept. 13, the bride-electwas Beckman, Jarvis Broekhuis.Ben
AMBULANCE SERVICE
honored at a grocery shower at Schrotenboer, Julius Tucker,
the home of Mrs. Blaine Timmer. Howard Paxon, Jason Geerllngs,
HOLLAND, MICHIGAN
9. Roger Hill, John Schrotenboer, Cornelius Dood
Hostesseswere ITU
Mrs.
27 Eon 9th
Miss Joan Hill and Mrs. Robert and the Misses Dorothy Tucker
Gilbert Voodo Wo»«r,
Dalrymple.
and Mary
J
La Boueff president,
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Mrs. Jock Lowe
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Mrs. Jack Lowe, the former
Shirley Dams, was graduatedthis
month from the Ford Hospital
School of Nursing in Detroit. She
is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Lawrence Dams of 138 North Centennial St.. Zeeland. She is a graduate of Zeeland High School.
While awaiting her state board examinationto become a registered
nurse, Mrs. Lowe is working at
Ford Hospital. She and her husband live at 911 Lothrop, Detroit2.
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Horssen,Grand Haven, Friday afternoon was

il

injured in a two-car crash at the intersectionof
Port Sheldon Rd. and US-31. Miss

(Herfstphoto)

Grand Rapids.
The ceremonies, directed by
Mutual Society of Mexico, took
place in the Rose Room at 11;30
p.m. Saturday when Miss Angelita
Basquez of Grand Rapids relinquishedher crown in favor of Miss
L5 and 16 in

Van Horssen

was taken to Municipal Hospital in Grand
Haven and admitted for observation. Ottawa

Lupita Gintu, as Queen of Fiesto

Miss Lupita Cantu, daughter of
Mrs. Stephan Gonzalez of 175
West 24th St, was crowned queen
af the Mexican Fiesta held Sept.

COUNTY CLERK INJURED — Anna Van

pita Samora and Miss Minerva
Vanda as princesses,Jimmy Arendondo and Melchor Beltran as
princes; Marriann Lopez as crown
bearer and Ray Moscorro. page.
The ceremonieswere preceded
and followed by dancing.
Runners up in the queen contest
were Rafaela Serna of Grand Rapids and Irma Pisana of Muskegon.
On Sunday afternoon,Miss Cantu reigned at a festivalin which

County deputies said Miss Van Horssen was
westbound on the Port Sheldon Rd. when her
car (right) apparentlyran the stop sign and

collided with a car (background)operated by,

Robert Kleinschmidt, Aurora, III. Deputies said
Kleinschmidt, whose car was knocked nearly 60
feet, was saved from serious injury by safety
belts he was wearing. Damage to Miss Van
Horssen's '55 model car was estimated at $800
and at $1,200 to the Kleinschmidt'56 model
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car, deputies said.
(Sentinelphoto)

Turkish Officials
Christian

ScM

Vriesland

Addition Planned
GRAND HAVEN

(Special)-The

guests dressed in traditionalcos- Grand Haven Christian School is
The queen chose as her king tumes of old Mexico. Traditional planning a new Junior High addiGilbert Rodriguez of Fennville. dances and singing highlightedthe
tion to its present school at Ferry
The court also included Miss Lu- celebration.
and Grant Sts. Construction is exCantu.

Tight Probation Given

In Non-Sopport Case
Dr. William Vander Lugt, dear,
GRAND HAVEN (Special) at Hope College in Holland, was
Herbert
Katt, Jr., 25, 214 Vi Coguest preacner in the local church
lumbus St, Grand Haven, pleadSunday, Sept. 16. Special music at ed guilty in Municipal Court Frithe evening service was furnished day to a charge of non - support
by the Gospel Four of Zeeland. of his wife, Mary, and their two
Mother’s Club met Monday. minor children, ages two years
There was a discussionon “‘Your and one year.
Child and TV, Radio, Comic Books,
Katt was arrested by city police
and Movies."
upon cmplaint of his wife, who
First prayer meeting of the sea- alleged the offense as of Aug. 15.
son was held Tuesday evening in Municipal Judge Jacob Ponstein
the church basement.
placed Katt on probation for one
The Sewing Guild met Thursday year to Richard L. Cook, city welat 1:30 p.m. with Mrs. Harry Dunfare director,terms of which are

To

Visit

Holland

Mr. ond Mrs. Bernard Groenhof
(de Vries photo)

Holland has been selected as one
of 23 cities in the United States
to be visited by five Turkish Ministry of Education officials, Bernice Bishop, principal of the E.
E. Fell Junior High School announced this week.
Miss Bishop said she was asked
early this summer if she would
serve as host for the group, which
will tour the United States from
coast to coast. Upon her acceptance, she was notified of Holland’s being placed on the itinerthat he leave intoxicatingliquors ary, which primarily includes
alone and turn over all his earn- large cities such as New York,
ings 'to Cook, who will see that Washington, Baltimore, Chicago,
the subject’swife and family San Francisco and Los Angeles.
are provided for.
The tour, now m its fourth year,
is sponsoredby the National Associationof Secondary School Principals and is directed by Dr. Ells-

Wedding vows were exchanged
by Miss Ida Nyhof, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. John Nyhof, route 5,
and Bernard Groenhof, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Jacob Groenhof, 243
Michigan St., Zeeland, on Thurs-

white floor-length dress. Jerry
Hauerman carried the rings
on a white satin pillow.Bernard
Nyhof was best man and Harvey
Nyhof, groomsman. Ushers were

Jerrold Nyhof, the bride’s brother,
and Gerald Geurink.
The Rev. John C. Medcndorp
Organist Miss Elsie Geurink acperformed the double ring cere- companied Mrs. Henry Nyhof who
mony at 7:30 p.m. in Overisel sang "O Promise Me" and "God
Christian Reformed Church, de- Gave Me You."
corated with palms, ferns, candelMothers of both the bride and
groom wore black crepe dresses
abra and white gladioli.
Given in marriage by her father, with black accessories and red
the bride chose a floor-length rose corsages.
gown of Chantillylace over nylon
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Groenhof,
net, featuring a fitted lace bodice, uncle and aunt of the groom, were
long pointed sleeves and matching master and mistress of ceremonies
fingertip veil. She wore a pearl at the reception.In the gift room
necklace and earrings, a gift of the were Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Vangroom, and carried a colonialbou- der Hulst and serving punch were
Douglas Wierda and Miss Lucille
quet of white roses.
Her sister, Miss Hermina Nyhof, Geurink.
attended as maid of honor. Her
For a northernhoneymoon the
green floor-lengthgown was fash- new Mrs. Groenhof wore a blue
ioned of net over taffeta. She wore faille -dress with black accessories
a matching head-band.
and white rose corsage. The couple
The bridesmaid.Miss Sharon will make their home in MilwauGroenhof, sister of the groom, kee where the groom is stationed
wore a rust colored gown styled with the U.S. Army. The bride
Nyhof, as flower girl, wore a was employed at Howard Miller
like the maid of honor’s. Rose Clock Co. in Zeeland.
day, Sept. 13.

pected to get underway in the
spring as additionalclass - rooms
will be needed by the fall of 1957,
according to Leland Cannon, president of the board. A building com- ning serving as hostess.
The Golden Chain CE Fall Remittee is being organized with representatives of the school board treat will be held at Camp GenMembers of Holland Branch,
eva Sept. 21, 22, and 23.
and school society.
American Association of UniverNext Sunday the Rev. John KeuFor
the nine grade present Insity Women, opened their fall acstitution, this fall’s enrollment ning of Forreston. 111., will have
tivities Thursday evening with h
was 341, which was an increase charge of the services in the local
"covered dish" supper at The
of 22 over last year, according to church.
Mooring. Mrs. Robert Homer was DevotionBeyond The End
Congregational meeting will be
hostess, along with members of
The telephonerang late one night Roland Simmelink,principal.The held Monday, Sept. 24.
worth Tompkins.
school
has
a
teaching
staff
of
12
the board. A fall flower arrange- in the home of the superintendent
The Turks will be met by PrinThe
68th
annual
Sunday
School
and there are three split grades
ment centered the buffet table.
cipal Austin Buchanan of the SeniConvention
will
be
held
on
next
Mrs. Donald Brown, president, of a cemetery in a mid-western to relieve teachers of overcrowdor High School in Grand Rapids
week Tuesday, Sept. 25. in the
opened the informal businessmeet- town. Someone, he was informed ed classes.There are 42 children
on Oct. 30. Tney will spend that
First
Reformed
Church
of
Zeeland.
ing by making several announce- was digging within the locked in the kindergarten class.
evening with Supt. of Schools WalThe
theme
this year will be "BuildIn June, the mortgage on the
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
ment regarding branch activities. grounds. He dressed quickly and
ter W. Scott and will begin their
ers
With
Christ Our Lord." The
quarter million dollar school was
She announcedthat throughout the
speaker
will be the Rev. Henry The severe electrical storm Friday Inspection of Holland schools and
with
his assistant proceeded toward
season regular monthly meetings
burned, after a one night camCrane at both afternoon and even- night caused several fires in this the community the next morning.
will be held in the Koffee Kletz at the section of the cemetery men- paign netted 510,000. This debt reOn Wednesday, the first day of
Van Raalte Hall on the Hope Col- tioned by the informant, where tirement was accomplisheoin five ing sessions,minister of the Cen- area.
their
two - day stay, they will be
tral Methodist Church of Detroit.
lege campus.
they were greeted by defiant years. The 10 classroom school Afternoonsession begins at 1:45 At 8:30 p.m., a barn owned by at the Lincoln elementary school
Mrs. Ted Boeve, membership growls.
opened in 1951 after a 30-month
Henry Prys, Ferris St., Grand in the morning and will be shown
chairman, introduced prospective Their flashlight outlined a little constructionperiod with more p.m. and evening at 7:45 p.m.
The Women's Missionary and Haven township, was burned to the spots of interest in and around Holnew members who were guests at terrier digging on the top of a than 100 persons volunteering laAid
Society met Thursday. Sept. 13, ground after it was struck by land. That afternoon they will visit
the meeting.
fresh grave. With difficulty they bor. In 1946 the school board purlightning. The buildingwas a mass the Junior High School and will
Chairmen of each branch study succeeded in cornering the animal. chased a city block site, through in the church basement at 2 p.m. of flames when Grand Haven fire- be given a free rein to see whatMrs.
George
Van
Zoeren
was
in
group explained the functionsand Checking the license tag at the the Eunice Circle of the school.
charge of the meetings including men arrived. Thirty-two tom tur- ever they care to, according to the
t
activities of their groups during
For 34 years the school was lopolice station the address of his
singing of a Dutch hymn verse, keys and three tons of feed were committee wich set up the schethe program. Members were dividowner was obtained. There they cated at 800 Columbus St., and
burned. Estimated loss to building dule Friday.
Members of the Christian Reed into small conservation groups learned that the dog's master had Grand Haven has had a Christian scripture reading and prayer, the
Thursday morning they will visit
and contents is 55,000.
reading
of
the
minutes,
roll
call
and met with each chairman in died a few days prior and that, af- School since 1890.
formed
Unit of the Holland HospiTwo calls were received from Senior High School, following the
to which the following responded:
round robin fashion.
tal
Auxiliary,
who gathered at
ter refusing food for several days,
same
system
they
followed
in
the Mesdamcs J. G. J. Van Zoer- Eagle-OttawaLeather Co.
Members of the board are Mrs.
the dog had disappeared. It was
Junior
High.
Thursday
noon
they
At
6:25
p.m.,
lightning
struck
the
Fourteenth
Street
Christian Reen, H. Roelofs, C. Schermer, H.
Brown, president; Mrs. Kenneth
the grave of his master on which
Wabpke. G. Boss, J. De Jonge, fuse board in the chrome depart- will be the guests of the Holland formed Church for their annual
Leggett,vice president;Miss Crysthe poor animal had been digging,
ment and firemen had difficulty Rotary Club, and will spend the
J. Freriks, G. Van Zoeren, M.
tal Van Anrooy, treasurer; Miss
fall meeting Thursday evening,
Admitted to Holland Hospital
trying to reach the man he loved.
At
Wyngarden,
and
Marie
Ver
Hage. getting at the blaze because of the afternoon at Hope College and doJantina Holleman, secretary; Mrs.
Thursday were Rosalie Brower,
heard reports of various commiting
further
sightseeing.
The readers Were Mrs. Schermer, electricityand heavy lightning
James De Free, arts chairman;
route
6:
Mrs.
Harry
Maatman.
On one of their nights here, they tees and also a talk by Simon
Mrs. Roelofs, and Mrs. Freriks. which sent balls of fire flying
Mrs. Richard B. Parker, educa- Look At Ols Eyes This Fall
U. S. Representative Gerald R.
Here is a warning I have voiced route 1; Ruth Ortman, 2766 Bee- Singing of a hymn and dosing about. It was necessary to pull will be present at a tea sponsored Dykstra, physiotherapist.
tion; Mrs. G. S. MacKenzie,legisline
Rd.;
Gayle
Van
Lopik,
1326
Ford.
Jr, of the fifth district, was
before, which may save your dog
prayer concluded the meeting. The the switch board wires to extin- by the Teachers' Club, and on
lative; Mrs. Donald Van Ark, inMr. Dykstra explained the role
the other they will be entertained
from
chronic
eye
trouble
or
pos- Shoshone Walk; Janice Kempker, next meeting will be held in Octo- guish the blaze.
guest
speaker
at the Rotary Club
ternational relations; Mrs. Charles
848 Graafschap Rd.; Mrs. Archie
of the physical therapistin the reber.
At 8:45, lightning struck the by Miss Bishop at her home.
noon
luncheon Thursday at the
Van Duren, social studies; Mrs. J. sible blindness.
They will leave Holland Nov. 1 habilitation of the handicapped,
During the autumn the long Murphy, 193 West 15th St.
Mr. and Mrs. James Morren and same department and started a
Dyke van Putten, status of womWarm Friend Tavern
DischargedThursday were Mrs.
grasses
and weeds and shrubs have
son of Noordelooswere Sunday fire in the floor. Dan.age was not for Urbana, 111.
through means of lectures,slides
en; Miss Katherine Post, historiW’illiam
M.
Dykstra
and
baby,
745
Giving "A Report From Washan; Mrs. Boeve, membership; deposits of ripe seeds ready to Ruth Ave.; Mrs. Wallace Nyland evening guests of Mr. and Mrs. great, according to fire Chief
and film. His interestingand inington,”
Ford outlinedactivitfcs of
fall.
These
seeds
are
of
all
sizes
Louis Beyer.
Henry Hoebeke.
Mrs. John Bender, publicity; Mrs.
Mrs. John Kleis Stricken
and baby, 147 East 18th St.; Carformative talk emphasized' the
L. Philip Van Hartesveldt,fellow- and shapes; some have sharp
Sunday guests at the Martin D.
Congress in the last year and emol Ann Underhill.52 West 30th St.;
value of early treatment.
ship; Miss Bernice Bishop, schol- points and edges, some are spiny.
Wyngarden home were Mr. and
With Polio in California
Mrs.
Benjamin
Ende,
18
East
21st
Road
Commission
Okays
Mrs. Gerald Vande Vusse presid- phasized that citizens should form
arship; Miss Lois Bailey, hospital- Many are tiny but with infinite
Mrs. Kenneth Nyhuis and family
St.;
Mrs.
Herman
Rusticus,
2V&
ed
at the- meeting and introduced their opinion of Congress on the
Mrs. John Kleis, the former Roity, and Mrs. Morrette Rider, TV powers of irritation.
of Kalamazoo, Mr. and Mrs. Don- 5- Year Construction Plan
Your dog goes through a field West Third St.; Duane De Neff, ald M. Wyngarden of Hudsonville.
salie Vande Wege, is a patient the# speaker. Devotions were con- basis of all its activities, not acand radio, Mrs. Robert Oliver subroute 4; Andrew Van Wieren, ?*j79
ducted by Mrs. Clarence De Graaf.
stituted for Mrs. Rider, who was where such weeds or grasses are
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Koetseir and
tion on individualproblems.
The Ottawa Oounty Road Com- in a hospital in Visalia, Calif.,
unable to attend.
at perhaps the height of his shoul- Lakewood Blvd.; August Van Mary Lou of Holland were Satur- mission tentatively approved a where she was taken Thursday af- Two duets, "The Beautiful City"
Ford said the federal highway
Houdt, 598 Central Ave.
ders. The impact of his motion
day guests and Mr. and Mrs. John five-yearconstruction plan for the ter being stricken with polio. Al- and "Twilight Prayer," were
program
has been mired in poliHospital
births
include
a
son.
sung
by
Mrs.
Ed
Ribbens
and
Mrs.
loosens some of the seeds and perMeengs and family of Byron Cen- county’s primary roads at its reg- though seriously 111, her case at
present is non - paralytic. Mrs. Don Zoerhof, accompaniedby Mrs. tics and unnecessarily held up for
haps some of these are tossed into Paul Lyn, born Wednesday to Mr. ter were Wednesday guests of Mr. ular meeting Friday afternoon.
Melvin Vander Bie.
18 months. But, he said the delay
his eyes, where the moisture holds and Mrs. Nelson Van Dam, route and Mrs. A1 Hop and family.
The plan, which is based on a Kleis is a daughter of Mr. and
Births at the Zeeland Hospital them captive. They work their way 1, Hamilton;a son, Stephen Paul,
Mr. and Mrs. John Jousma of proposedrequest of an additional Mrs. Peter Vande Wege, 240 West Mrs. Bouman, chairman of has served the purpose of pointlast week included a son, Micheal slowly into the eye comers and born Wednesday to Mr. and Mrs. Holland were Wednesday guests of
hostesses, submitted a report. ing out the evils of a split in
5200,000 a year for five years from 20th St.
H., to Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Vel- set up an inflammation, or their Paul Veele, 655 Tennis Ave.
Mr. and Mrs. S. Broersma and the county Board of Supervisors, The Kleises have been doing mis- Named as new hostess chairman power between the legislative and
derman, North State St., Zeeland; sharp points are imbedded in the
was Mrs. Marvin Baas.
the executive branches of the govMrs. K. Jousma.
would take care of immediate de- sionary work at the Woodville
a son, Frank, Jr., to Mr. and Mrs.
eyeball itself,there to scratch and October Bride-Elect
Marilyn Broersma is teaching ficienciesin the county primal^ Farm Labor Camp in California In a report of the "Pinkie"pro- ernment.
Frank Gonzalez, Hudsonville; a fester.
On farm legislation, he said that
for the past four years, under spon- gram, 10 Christian High girls have
in Portage this year.
road system and would replace all
daughter, Patricia Sue, to Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. George Van Zoer- inadequate bridges and finish the sorship of the local Immanuel recently started training under Congress repealed the legislation
At least once a day these fall Honored at Showers
Mrs. Fred Miles, North State St.,
months, examine your dog's eyes
of Zeeland were recent guests blacktopping of the entire primary Church. They have one child, Tim- Miss Jennie De Boer. Mrs. Walter that caused the farm surplus situaA pre-nuptial party was given en
Zeeland; a son, Michael Dale, to
my aged 2}j. The family was in Hoeksema, representative to the tion and feels that the soil* bank
of Mrs. J. G. J. Van Zoeren.
carefully for these irritants. With
system, accordingto Harry StafTuesday
evening
at
the
home
of
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Geurink. a very soft cloth drenched in a
Holland during the summer for Central Board, reported on pro- policy should return farm mobMr.
and
Mrs. Martin P. Wyngar- seth, county engineer.
Mrs. William Staal in Zeeland, for
route 1, Zeeland; a daughter,Karla
gress of the new coffee and gift lerns to a more sane and Slid
their vacation.
den and family of Vriesland, Mr.
mild solution of boric acid, sponge
Also under the plan, vdiich will
Miss Bonnie Deur, October brideJoy, to Mr. and Mrs. Karl Stob,
shop. Co-chairmen in charge of basis.
and
Mrs. Vern Schipper of Hol- be submitted to the Roads and
lightlythe edges of the lids and
elect of Paul Van Wyk. Mrs. Tom
route 3, Zeeland.
volunteerworkers for the shop Ford discussed politicalmyths deland were Sunday evening guests
the eye comers. If the eyes beA son, Timothy Scott, to Mr. come really inflamed, consult a Reimink Jr., assisted the hostess. of Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Streur of Bridges Committee of the County Mrs. Vander Woude, 71, are Mrs. Ray Nykamp and Mrs. veloped in recent years, saying
Board
at
the
next
meeting
Oct.
Gifts were presented to the Holland.
and Mrs. Dennis Jasperse, Hud- good veterinarian.
ClarenceGrevengoed.Mrs. Hoek- some people are not interestedin
4, all primary roads serving in- Succumbs in Zeeland
guest of honor, games were played
sonville; a son, Danny, to Mr.
sema also discussed Hospital politics because they consider it a
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Ter Haar,
dustrialor commercial areas
and a two-course lunch was servand Mrs. John Berens, route 3, When And Why Doga Eat Grafts
Coffee Day and urged members to "crookedprofession."But, he said,
Sharon and Jackie took Nelva
ZEELAND
(Special)
Mrs.
would be thickened to carry speed. Duplicate prizes were won by
Hudsonville;a daughter, Kathy
"bad laws are passed by people
Ter Haar to Kalamazoo Sunday afWhen a dog eats grass it doesn’t
Lucy
Vander
Woude,
71
wife
of open their homes for the event.
Lynn, to Mr. and Mrs. Nelson De necessarily mean that he is sick. Mrs. George Derks, Joyce Bruu- ternoon where she will be a student cially designatedloading allowed
Mrs. Grevengoed presented a who stay at home on election day."
John
Vander
Woude,
of
South
on state trunklines.
Jonge, route 2, Zeeland; a son, A dog in the best of health will eat sma and Carol Vander Meulen, and at Western Michigan College.
In answer to the charge that
scrapbook containing pictures of
The Hilltop Acres plat in section State St. (route 2, Zeeland) died the various equipment presented to the U. S. is unprepared for a
the honored guest. Guests included
Joel Alan, to Mr. and Mrs. Lyle
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Van Overen,
grass, and strange as it may
Mrs. Minnie Derks, Mrs. George Mrs. De Fouw, and Miss Sadie 14 of Georgetown township .was at Zeeland Community Hospital the hospital by the Christian Re- major war, Ford said large standHop, Holland; a son Victor John,
seem, such food is an important
Derks and Sharon, Mrs. Tom Knoll of Grand Rapids were Fri- approved in other commission *early Saturday following a formed Unit.
to Mr. and Mrs. John Wolfert,
ing armies are no longer necesitem in a canine'sdiet. It is splenshort illness. She was born in Beavroute 2, Zeeland; a daughter, did tonic and conditionerand the Reimink, Jr, Mrs. John Derks day guests at the Martin D. Wyn action.
Hostesses from the entertaiping sary because of modern weapons,
erdam,
daughter
of
the late Mr.
and Marcia, Mrs. Don Derks, Mrs. garden home.
Marilyn, to Mr. and Mrs. Alfred
animal himself best knows when
and Mrs. Jacob Morren. She was church served coffee with M r i. and our country is well - equipped
Gerrit Bruursma and Joyce, Mrs.
Diemer, route 3, Hudsonville; a
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Beyer of Zee- Holland Woman Hurt
his system requires it, .We eat
a
member of North Sereet Chris- John Sterenberg and Mrs. C.W. with these weapons.
Marinus Van Wyk. Mrs. Julius land were recent guests at the
son, Darel Jay, to Mr. and Mrs.
He discussed the foreignaid prosalads and green vegetables in ortian Reformed Church and Ladies Dornbos pouring. The table was
Haney Ponstein, route 2, Hud- der to give our system certain Deur and Miss Carol Vander homes of John Beyer and Louis In Crash in Kansas
attractivelydecorated for the oc- gram, which he said is, of necesAid
Society.
Meulen.
sonville; a son, Terry Scott, to Mr.
Beyer.
sity. a giveaway for our oWn provital and necessary elements.
Surviving are the husband, John, casion.
Another shower was given for
and Mrs. Wesley Bosch, route 2, Grass is the dog’s salad course.
Mrs. Bert Drooger spent Friday Word has been received here one son, Russell of Zeeland; one
tection,and concluded by quoting
Miss Deur Sept. 12 at the home of at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Simon that Mrs. Mable J. Tapley of 189
Zeeland; a daughter, Kathleen
the- two party platforms to show
Seldom will a dog chew herbs
daughter, Miss Irene Vander Zeeland Chamber Will
Mrs. John AaJderink. Guests were Broersma.
West 13th St was Injured in an
Sue, to Mr. and Mrs. Dehvyn De
that there is a difference in the
that he himself has not uprooted,
Woude,
at
home;
two
grandchilKleine, route 3, Holland.
Mrs. Marinus Van Wyk, Mrs. H. F.
Bom to Mr. and Mrs. John Wol accident near Topeka, Kans. She dren; four brothers, John Morren Elect 3 New Officers
major philosophy of the two parand there are only certain kinds
Bouwman, Mrs. John Weenum fert at the Zeeland Community is hospitalizedat the U. S. Army
ties.
he will eat. Never try to force your
of Ottawa, William of Grand Rapand Adella, Mrs. Robert Deur and Hospital, a son; to Mr. and Mrs. Hospital, Ward 15 room 7, Fort
ZEELAND (Special) - Bal- Fred Coleman introducedthe
pet to eat grass, or select it for
Negligent Homicide
ids, Joe of Drenthe and Jacob of
Judy, Mrs. W. Deur and Beverly Karl Stob, a daughter on Wednes- Riley, Kans.
loting for new members of the speaker.
him. His natural instincts will tell
and Mrs. J. Deur. Prizes were day, Sept. 12. Mrs. Wolfert and
Mrs. Tapley was en route to Vriesland; four sister, Mrs. Wiley board of directors of the Zeeland
Charge Still Stands
him when and what grass he
Lamer,
Mrs.
John
Smidderks,
won by Mrs. Van Wyk, Beverly Mrs. Stcrf) returned to their homes Fort Riley to visit her husband,
Chamber of Commerce is now goshould eat
I>eur and Mrs. J. Deur. A two- on Sunday, Sept 16.
who was ill with pneumonia. She Mrs. Henry Westveld and Mrs. ing on, with three new members Holland Pistol Team
GRAND HAVEN (Special) -In
Albert Ver Beek of Zeeland.
course lunch was served.
an opinion filed in the Ottawa The Question Box
Mrs. Harold Ter Haar was a left here SepL 13. Near Topeka,
to be named at the annual meeting Wins Another Trophy
a barricade had been placed erCircuit Court Friday afternoon,
Wednesday guest in Holland.
on Oct 4. Stepping down are PreQuestion: Is it possible to cure
Judge Raymond L. Smith denied a a setter that has canker of the
Mrs. Cl#ra Freriks was a Thurs- roneously in the road, and as a Trooper Promoted
sident Roger Prince, Treasurer For the second day iri a row
31 Criminal Cases
motion to dismiss the negligent
day afternoon caller on Mrs. E. semi-truck approached, Mrs. GRAND HAVEN' (Special)
William Baron and Louis Mannes. Holland police pistol sharpshooters
p
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Vander Kolk at the Irving Hun- Tapley applied the brakes to avoid Thomas R. Krusniak, State Police According to the Chamber by- Thursday won another trophy.
homicide charge against Mrs. MabAnswer: If you will place your PosecutorJames W. Bussard is
gerink home.
colliding with the truck, she said. trooper at the Grand Haven post laws, a third of the nine - memel Van Cura, 40, route 1, Grand
A team of Sgt. Ralph Woldring,
dog in the hands of a veterinarian,
Sherwln Broersma is a student The car wheels locked and the about the past 4% years, has been ber board retires each year. Patrolman Clarence Van LangaHaven, made by defense counsel I am sure that he will be able to faced with 31 criminal cases for
the October term of Ottawa Cir- at Western Michigan College.
Sept 14.
auto went over an eight-footem promoted to detective, and will Board members must be out of velde and Detective Dennis Ende
effect a cure. Do not try to treat cuit Court, which opens Oct. 8.
Mr. and Mrs. John Van Noord of bankment.
Mrs. Van Cura is charged as
take up his duties at Flat Rock office a year before they can be won the Class B trophy at the
this trouble by yourself.Work un- According to the clerk's office
Wyoming Park, Mr. and Mrs. Ted
Mrs. Tapley was thrown from effective Oct. 14. Krusniak has re - elected.
the result of a fatal accident which
Western Michigan matches in
der the directionof a good vet.
there are six civil cases, jury, and Jousma of Grand Rapids, Mr. and the car. She received compound
The new officers will be in- Grand Rapids.
occurred in Park township May
been with the departmentfor ap16 civil cases, non-jury; also 43 Mrs. Floyd Jousma, Mr. and Mrs. fractures of the left hand and
stalled at the annual dinner at
28, 1956, when John Albert Seme,
The previous tiiy Woldring and
proximatelyeight years.
There are more than 20,000 kinds chancery cases which are contestJack Spaulding and family of Hol- arm, fractured ribs and knee cap,
which George Herringa, ce tiring Van Langaveldewere members of
1605 Perry St, Holland, was
of insects in Michigan, according ed, and SI cases in which no proland were Sunday guests of Mrs. bruiseson the left side and a back
Motor trucks account for 16 per- president of the Holland Chamber the winning team that won the dis‘ and killed while riding a
to officials of MichiganState Uni- gress has been made for more
o
K. Jousma,. Mr. and Mrs. S. injury.
cent -of the total motor vehicle of Commerce, will give an ad- trict state-wide matches in Jackversity’sentomologydepartment. than one yearA
Broersma.
dress.
Her 1956 car was a total loss. registrationsIn the nation.
is
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